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This thesis describes the deve1opnnt of an operation al reseaich
model for the identification of deterniinating variables and
prediction of contractor performance in Hong Kong. The
mathatica]. ted-inique used is the Discrimina nt Analysis
approach.
The model is also verified with two other analyses naITQly
Multiple Regression Analysis and Unidiitensional scaling
Analysis. One of the aims of the research is to betray the
underlying factors that influence contractor performance which
are measured in the clients' point of view. The second aim is to
develop an accurate model for predicting contractor performance
used by clients in vetting contractors.
All aspects of the model 's develoçnt are described, including
the quantification of the variables, data collection, analysis
of the model results, verification of the model results with
other Utdels and testing the model using independent data.
Further, the variables adopted in the model are compared with
the actual practices in Hong Kong.
The predictive model produced by the study is made up of six
varjaj:,les measuring the three dimensions namely the inherent
ctharacteristics of the project, the contractor's internal
attribtttes and the external influence of the project team,
-iv--
including the complexity of the project, the working experience
of the project leaders, the percentage of professionally
qualified staff in the company, the past perfoniance of the
contractor, the origin of the company and the architect's or
client's supervision and control on the quality of work and work
progress.
However, the developed ndels should only be used as part of an
assessnnt process and with caution as there are other
unpredictable factors which are riot able to quantify and include
in the irKxlel such as the changing of the ccmpany structure and
straty, change in inanágeunt quality, profitability and the
happening of overtrading. Nevertheless, the use of the ncdel to
exclude cximpanies fran tender lists could accelerate the
contractor selection process and spare niore time for clients to
concentrate on nore important issues.
-v-
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Q1APER 1
1.1 ninDwcrIa
In Hong Kong, xrcst of the nsw construction works are let in the
form of ccmetitive teixiering.. Construction clients COnDnly tiy
to gauge a contractor's potential performance on a past record
of finishing on time, to cost ar with good g.1ality of work
before inviting bids. Hiever, the ten:1erin method can only
measure a portion of the cost component as contractors often
succeed in obtaining claime for extras. Unfortunately, the other
two components, time (ccmpletion on time) aixi quality of work,
are even more difficult to assess at the te.rering stage. While
careful pre-selection may help in judgement, decision making is
subjective aixi often not accurate.
One of the largest hsing developers in Hong Kong openly
criticised the performance of contractors explaining that it is
difficult to rely solely on the present selective teixiering
process in evaluating contractors' performance aixi other methods
need to be devised to include as much quantitative ar objective
factors as possible. These aspects form the basis of the
research described in this thesis where a quantitative model has
been developed.
-1-
1.2 AIM ND OB)ECI'IVZ
1.2.1 AIM
The primary aim of this research is to develop a quantitative
model able to assess ar pritct contractor performance in the
process of bid evaluation.
1.2.2 OBJECEVS
1 • 2.2.1 To develop a forma1ise ai structured approach in the
prequalification of contractors.
1.2.2.2 To quantify the subjective elements in performance
assessment.
1.2.2.3 To investigate the reasons that ascribe contractor
performance.
1.2.2.4 To draw clients' attention to the attributes that can
i1tprove contractor performance.
1.3 I4ELVOIDG!
The mathematical tedmique of Discriminant Analysis was adopted
in the research to evaluate the performance of contractors.
-2-
I'biltiple Regression Analysis ar	 Unidimansional Scaling
techniques were used to verify ai calipare the results.
Because of the ccaiplexities of calculation involved, it was
impractical to achieve this manually. Therefore the package
called 'Statistical Packages for Social Science' (SPSSpc) was
used for conipitation.
The project information was obtained through interviews with the
client ari the contractor representatives.
1.4	 JND INTIi	 1E	 iria flWS'IRY OF Ifl
Before going further, it is worth at this stage to introduce the
characteristics of the construction iixIustiy in Hong Kong:
Hong Kong has becane a major financial ar inustrial centre in
the Far East despite its size. Its significance has been
strengthened by its strategic location on thins's south-eastern
coastline, ar lies on the edge of the econcanicafly important
Pacific Basin. Icated at the nxith of the Pearl River, Hong
Kong is just inside the tropics. It has a tots], area of 1064 sq.
kiloinetres.
The Territory is covered with itcuntains ai hills which account
-3-
for 80% of the whole territory. So far only 16% of the total
laixl is built up ar this is mainly concentrated on the
relatively flat ai low-lying parts of Hong Kong Islar1 ar the
Kowloon Peninsula.5
The population reached six millions in 1991 (source from the
Census az Statistics Department of Hong Kong). Thus ncst
buildings are high rise structhres in order to house the
population.
1.4.1 IMEP OF ThE INIfl IN ThE EIY
The importance of the construction iixIustxy in Hong Kong's
economy is deiinstrated by the statistics given in Table 1.
The percentage of the construction irustxy as a percentage of
the Gross Domestic Product is expected to rise in the coming few
years as Hong Kong has geared up to start an estimated HK$140
billions worth of the Port ar Airport Develqinent project.
1.4.2 lEVEES OF EXIDflURE IN ThE HIVME SECI	 OF
aix'na
The distribution of private ard public work sectors are shown in
Table 2.
1.4.3 Q1AE IN H1flVflY OF ThE IN1X]Y
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Table 3 shows the number of workers, value of constniction works
ar the average output per worker fran 1976- 1989.
Over the thirteen years, the productivity of the irdustry has
increased by 44% due to the use of machines ard the highly
prefabricated construction methods such as steel frame ard
curtain walling.
1.4.4 ThE LAB]R REJI'fl4E2I1' OF ThE IN1flt
In Hong Kong, the labour recruitment of the irxlustzy is
overwhelmed with labour-only subcontractors. Main contractors
noLmlly maintain a small pool of direct labour on sites to
carry out the miscellaneous works such as small anunt of
re-work, cleaning, setting out, ard etc. The rest normafly are
subletted.
However, as the labour shortage became nre severe in the recent
years, a few construction firma have turned to directly enployed
labour because of the difficulties in managing labour-only
subcontractors. However, the scale is still very small.
Nevertheless, as the Hong Kong goverrmEnt starts to import
labour, the use of directly enployed labour will inevitably be
augmented.
1.4.5 H]RNP }1EflD
The procurement method used in Hong Kong is still very
traditional. The use of selective terdering dcmtinates the market.
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There have been only a few reôords of management contracting or
design ar build contracts ar they were normally confined to
the very large projects.
1.4.6	 cnixicxu
The construction of the Nass Thansit Railway system in 1976
introduced overseas contractors, which were mainly British,
Japanese ai French, to Hong Kong. The booming coriitions in the
early 1980 'S drew other foreign contractors such as Korean,
Mairilard (1iinese, Australian, ar Italian. At the start, such
firms mainly concentrated on the civil engineering sector which
is machine ai tecthnique intensive ar ccaiiprises mostly directly
employed labour. Furthezre, the less ccarlicated managemant of
subcontracts ar labour together with relatively little services
coordination a small amount of trades contractors involved
avoids the need to involve local practice. As these fir
entered into the biildin irustry, however the increased
ccmplexity of the process of this type of work has teited to
affect their performance.
Table 4 shows the number of overseas contractors eligible to
terxkr for public works.6
1.4.7 FLURES OF
Most construction companies in the developing countries are sole
ownerships, ar Hong Kong is not exceptional.
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In the last decade, contractors were unable or unwilling to
employ qualified personnel. Their proprietors were also
reluctant to delegate responsibility to others, especially where
this involved ircnetary transactions such as the purchase of
itaterials.
Also, awing to their cultural backgrouixl ai the setting of
their operations, proprietors of contracting firms bad a
paternalistic ai highly personal management style. Goodwill was
iitortant in business relationships. Winning contracts,
obtaining materials, arranging for credit from banks az
receiving interim payments from clients were rarely straight
forward business transactions.
However as the scale of the econ' has enlarged ar the
emergence of large overseas contractors, Hong Kong is
experiencing changes from the traditional way of business to a
nez system. For exanple, contractors are having to manage their
firms nre professionally by delegating some reponsibiities,
ar seeking technical ar managerial training or employing
qualified personnel. They have begun to realise that contractual
rights ar relationships with clients have changed from •a
faithful to confrontational attitude.
1.4.8 &MRY
The above description outlines the past ar existing market ar
iudustiy conittions in Hong Kong. These provide some contextual
inforination to the study which are considered vital to
urerstard the bacJcgrourd of the research.
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QIAPTFR 2
VIFW OF HEVIcXS SIUDIFS
2.1 miicnci
In the past, research on the performance of contractors has
terxI to concentrate on the contractors' business point of view;
i.e. the assessment of the productivity, the financial
performance, profitability ar etc.2 '' with little work done
relevant to clients' concerns relating to time, cost ar qjiality.
2.2 HEvIaE siuniEs
2.2.1 }IJSTM ND RmN's iai
The research concerned the process of evaluating bids
characterised by the existence of ]miltiple criterion; sane of
which were four to be qualitative. They conclixed that existing
methods used in bid evaluation afl. have their limitations7
 in
so far as nest solicitation documents stipilate that the work
shall be awarded to the responsible contractor who submits the
lociest responsive bid. 'Responsible' ar 'responsive' surnmarise
the criteria used in the selection of the contractor, ilying
that it is not enough to be the ].owest bidder for the contractor
to be selected.
- 11 -
In their work, it mantione:I that the bid evaluation was
characterised by multiple quantitative ar1 qualitative criteria.
The price of the bid was only one criterion in the evaluation
process, ar the expected performance was the seconl. The latter
criterion was influenced by many subjective ar objective
factors.
Istafa ar Ryan et al suggested a number of attr.thutes which
they thought would affect the performance namaly:
- specific experiex suitable for tuxertaJdn the work;
- safety record;
- attitudes towards correctir faulty or inccaiplete work;
- cczrliance with specification, az contracthal requirements
in previous work;
- manag1Ent capability to plan, schedule ar exeoute the work
in a tiiiely manner;
- availability of facilities: the availability ar application
of special equipnent ar facilities;
- availability of in-house skilled labour;
- financial stability;
- number of years of experience in the related inlustry;
- reputation ar position in the market; ai
- quality of products, records.
Their work involved the evaluation of bids by a systnatic
approach called 'analytic Hierarchy Process' (AHP) which is very
similar to the concept of tree diagram.
-12-
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AHP enables decision makers to stmcture a complex problem in the
form of a hierarchy. Each factor aM alternative can be
identified aM evaluated with respect to other related factors.
The model is illustrated in Figure 1.
In general, AHP involves the follo 'ting steps21:
2.2.1.1 Breakir down the decision into a hierarchy of decision
elements. (In Figure 1, the decision elements are
Capabilities: - engineering suort, cost-benefit
analysis, risk analysis; Technology:- konwledge aM
uMerstarJng of the technology, experience base in
specific technologies, breadth or number of technologies
in which expertise is stated in the offer; Predictive
Performance; Labour Rate; Loading Factors of the TeMer;
Cost of a Saliple Task; aM etc.)
2.2 • 1 • 2 Allocating relative weights to each element according to
the client's aM project's requirements.
2.2.1.3 aggregating the relative weights of the decision
elements in order to obtain a numerical outcome; for
exaitle, Contractor A may get 0 • 8 score aM Contractor B
scores 0.75, C scores 0 • 5 aM thus the contract should
be awarded to Contractor A.
This model has the shortfall that the weightings assigned are
arbitrary aM thus by aM large is quite sutjective.
- 14 -
2.2.2 IJfl'S IflRK8
Nguyen V. et al also agreed that besides the cost criterion,
evaluating teztIezs usually required two other general criteria
based on the contractor's previous experience arKi the predictive
judgennt on the contractor's likely performance for the present
job8
They further suggested another set of factors thought to affect
the contractor's performance, namely:
- tecthnical ccatipetence az managerial expertise;
- canliance with specifications in previous uzxlertakings;
- attitude towards correcting faulty or incoirplete work;
- safety records;
- ability to meet work schedules; ar
- attitude towards claime ar counter-claime.
Nguyen suggested the use of fuzzy sets to consider the bid
evaluation ta)d.ng into account 3 main criteria; i.e. cost, past
performance, arki predictive performance. The method can be
illustrated with the following exaniple.
2.2.2.1 EXMPLE8
Suppose there are five terierers (x1, x2 , x3 , x4 , x5)
'' (y1, 2Y3
	 the criteria of cost, past performance
ai predictive performance of eq.ia1 importance.
- 15 -
In the terder evaluation process, the client holds meetings with
partners or associates to eXchange irxltvidual assessments ard
opinions on various terderers. Each partner or interest group
presents a rating table for all factors considered on every
tenderer. Suppose eq.1al inortance, or weights, anr the
partners or interest groups is used, the aggreqation method would
then be:
A rating given to tenderer i on account of a criterion j is a
binary grade of menbership u j . aggregation ard averaging of k
rating values of ujj
 given by k different dision makers will
give the
	 ard y3
 values for contractors x1 to x5 in
Ible 5.
For the cost criterion, the rating can be scaled from a threshold
as follows:
Suppose the tenders suanitted are:
x1— $316,989;
x2— $229,311;
x3— $244,946;
x4— $276,350; ard
x5— $222,220;
and the panel agreed the desired lowest price, in this instance
equal to $215,553. Then the u values are:
-16-
U1- 0.68;	 (Bid price x u = Basic price)
U2- 0.94;
U3- 0.88;
U4- 0.78; arx
U5- 0.97.
Then the resulting rating matrix or binary relation is shown in
Thble 5.
Table 5 Ratincz Matrix or Binary Relation
______	
- ______ _____
	
0.68	 0.83	 0.90
x2	 0.94	 0.89	 0.67
	
0.88	 0.95	 0.72
x4	 0.78	 0.96	 0.79
	
0.97	 0.77	 0.93
The best suited method for nvlticriteria decision making process
in a fuzzy framework is a decision subset D.
Dy1NDy2NDy3;
D = (xiI O.68 , x210..67, x3J0.72, x41 0.78 , x510.77}
In decs ion subset D, the membership grade of each contractor is
obtained by taking the minhm across the respective row in Table
5. oiu D, it is seen that contractor x 4 is selected on the
basis of highest dree of support (=0.78) assigned to x4 , even
though Contractor X4 by no means terxlered with the lowest bid.
- 17 -
However, the shortfall of the approach is once again the reliance
on the subjective judgement of the partners or associates of the
client on the predictive performance.
2.2.3 DIE1QN'S WIK9
His approach assun the existence of n one-d±insional utility
functions to transform the attributes of the decision
alternatives into preferences. In hi-s method, tvltiple criteria
were identified arxl assigned weights. alternative bids were then
given scores with respect to each criterion. These scores were
multiplied by the weights assigned to the criterion. The s of
the weighted scores of each alternative represented its overall
weight. The alternative receiviz the highest total weight was
selected. The del had the following form:
U(x)=[1u(x1) + ¶2u(x2) + ... + ¶u(x)
where	 u(xi-) is the single attribute utility function of
ar	 is a scale (or a weight) which
in±icates the importance of achieving objective
xi.
The shortfall of this method is that itost weights aixi scores are
arbitrarily assigned to an arbitrary scale on which the decision
makers is making absolute judgexnents. There is little meaning
attached to what an assigned weight represents.
2.2.4 MJSSEEL'S
Russell et al have suggested the foUcwiz decision factors in
bid evaluation:
- past performance;
- financial stability;
- staths of current work program: to evaluate the contractor's
current work load ar determine any severe difficulties with
on going projects;
- tethnical expertise: to evaluate t.echnica]. CharaCteristics of
a contractor; ard
- project specific criteria: to evaluate whether a CarKildate
contractor can provide unusual expertise or specialised
facilities required by the project.
2.2.5 RJSSE[L ND SKIIE	 s
Russell ard Skibnieiski et al oonch1ed frcan their work that
contractor prequalification was a decision making process
involving a wide range of criteria for which information was
often qualitative, subjective ard inprecise. The process was
largely an art where subjective jugemant, based on the
irdividual 's experience was eirployed.
They suggested the following objectives in detennining the
client's perception on performance:
-19-
- Cost of the project
- Thiie required for caipletion
- Quality of finished product
- Safety achieved during constniction
They also suggested the fo1l.zing decision parameters on
contractor perfoniance:
Experience over last five years in similar construction
- Experience in coIT!pletion of project in schedule
- Present workload ani capability to support project
- Experience ar capability of contractor key site managennt
personnel
- Availability of first line supervisors
- Quality control program arxl quality of work on past projects
- Past c1rier/ contractor relationship
- Past ard present experience on lal suits or claiius
A number of bid evaluation ndels were proposed by them, namely:
2.2.5.1 DI EIaAL WE[Q11'flZ
In this process, each decision parameter ard its relative weight
of izt!portance were determined based on the characteristics of the
decision maker. Once the decision parameters were established,
the alternatives, in this case the contractors, could be rated
with respect to the decision parameters. A contractor's score was
-20-
calculated as a weighte:I sum of ratins over all decision
parameters. The magnitude or the rank order of the scores could
then be used to perfonu contractor selection.
2.2.5.2 'ISa si' 1F ALT ETI
An alternative suggested was the two step prequalification ircdel.
In the first step, contractors were selected or discarded based
on how well they satisfied each of the preliininazy screening
dirrnsions which were, say for instance the corporate experience
in constructing similar projects; capability of handling such a
project; and the financial profile.
The second step utilised the dimensional weighting strategy
described with more specific criteria being used to determine the
contractor's attractiveness as a bidder.
This method could allow rapid elimination of unwanted
contractors. This in turn allowed the owner to fooms on the
remaining contractors and study their merits and demerits more
extensively.
2.2.6.3 DI SI1Wfl ]1TX
This approach was to select the more salient diminsions in
measuring contractor competence and all contractors were
evaluated with respect to it. If the contractor failed to meet
-21-
the owner's expectations, he was discarded from the potential
bidder list. The rest who passed the first dimension would
proceed to the next. 'pical decision criteria used in this ncdel
included:
- contractor's safety performaixe;
- prior experience;
- past performance;
- location of home office;
- type of labour employed;
- financial stability ar
- longevity.
2.2 • 6.4 WBALUTTI FU(JIA
One example was that the State Departments of Transportation in
Ohio of U.S.A. used a formula to restrict the workload of
contractor as follows:
"The maximum work volume must be smaller than the
contractor's net current assets (from a current financial
statement) multipled by 10."
2.3	 IAR!
These early methods illustrate fairly useful approaches to the
- 22 -
subject of bid evaluation with the results dnstrating Scale
systematic ar structhred overtures. However, all used subjective
judgement, none of which could provide a quantitative model, in
assessing or predicting contractor performance. This research
thesis concentrates on this shortfall.
This research adopted a mathematical tedmique called
Discriininant Analysis to develop a quantitative model in the form
of a forimila by which each contractor's predictive performance
can be expressed in Z scores. The Z score is a linear scale
transforn1 fran multiattribute ar multidinensional scales which
collectively ascribe the performance behaviour. This approach is
new ar different from the early studies on contractor
performance.
-23-
1APIER 3
'E EaiNraJE OF ISXflWfl NA[XSIS
3.]. nmajcnczi
Discriminant analysis , first introduced by Sir Ronald
FisherU, is a statistical technique designed to distinguish
anong several mutually exclusive groups based upon linear
combinations of the iixependent, sanetis called predictor,
variables.
As in real life, there may be a number of factors ascribing the
outcanes of a problem in the social, behavioural ax biological
sciences. The contrihitions ar the identification of the
variables to the outccame is the infonnation that nest
researchers look for.
The discriminant analysis technique is a useful tool for the
assignnEnt of observations fiu unkncwn groups or populations to
mutually exclusive groups or populations ar for firxiing out the
predictive variables ar arrange them in the order of
(iitportance. With two groups, it is possible to derive • one
discriminant function that maximizes the ratio of between to
within groups sums of squares. Where there are three groups, two
discriminant functions can be caloulated. The first function, as
in the two group case, has the laigest ratio of between groups
to within groups suns of squares. The secor function is
-24-
uncorrelatal with the first ar has the next largest ratio. In
general, if there are K groups, (K-i) discririant functions can
be con!puted. They are all uncorrelated with each other ai
maximize the ratio of between groups to within groups sums of
squares, subject to the constraints of being uncorrelated.
3.2 APPIIrI OF ThE DSQIflThN W'tXSIS IN 	 i!UCICti
RELAT RE
To date the technique has generally not been applied in
construction related research iorks, there being few references
to previous researc1i1' 14, 15 However of notice, Mason ai
bidali'-2 et al applied the technique in predicting conpany
failure in the construction irdustxy by taking financial ratios
as the predictors.
Salonnsson ar Floo&5 et al also used the technique to
classify building fth in Australia basal upon the job area,
job ccziiplexity, ccatpletion tiite ai cost as the predictors.
Skitnore arxi Marscien14 et al used the nEthod to investigate
the decision making path for different prorennt itethods basal
upon the following predictors:
-Speed
-Certainty
-Flexibility
-25-
-Quality level
-canpiexity
-Risk avoidance arxl responsibility
-Price cetition
The reasons for this technique's lack of citation may be due to
conlexity az its very advanced nature. In contrast, Multiple
Regression Analysis applications are iore ccatoinly reported,
hzever, discriininant analysis is ncre pcMerful in
discriminatin two or xre number of groups.
3.3 AS&1MPI	 ABX71' 'filE ITA fli APP.EYIN ESEKINANI'
sIs
For the linear discriininant function to be "optimal", that is, /
to provide a classification rule that minimizes the probability
of misclassification, the follzing assuirtions about the data
imist be mat:
- In each group, the variables must be frLuu mu].tivariate I
normal distributions.
- The popilation covariance matrices for all groups must all
be equal.
In testing the first assumption, a simple tactic is to examine
first the distributions of each of the variables irxIividuafly.
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If the variables are joinuy distributed as a imiltivariate
nor1, it follows that each is inlividually distributed
normally. Therefore, if any of the variables have markedly
non-normal distributions, there is reason to suspect that the
imiltivariate normality assuitption is violated. For the secor I
assumption, the SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social
Science) has provided a feature, that is the Box's M test to I
test the equality of the grip variance matrices. A 1l
probability might lead to reject the null hypothesis that the
covariance matrices are equal. The test is also sentitive to
departures frau ituiltivariate normality. That is, matrices ter
to be unequal if the normality assumption is violated.
These two assumptions are not always satisfied in practice. 11
However, the technique has been fourd to be very robust iitlyix
that the assumptions need not be strorly adhered to11.
3.4 R IATIC1IP 10 !'IJI'IPLE RSIa ANAlYSIS
10 group linear discriininant analysis is closely related to
imiltiple linear regression analysis. The binary groupirg
variables in the discriudnant analysis can be treated as the
deperderit variable in nuiltiple linear rression analysis ard
the predictor variables as the inepeix1ent variables.
However, multiple regression analysis is less powerful than
discriird.nant analysis in the case of binary groupings deperxent
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variables with only 'Yes' or 'No' alternatives. ltiple
rression analysis is nore suitable to cases where the
deperx]ent variable is a continuum'6.
Nevertheless it is riot unusual to obtain the saite set of
deperent variables both in the two group discriininant analysis
ai the multiple rression analysis ar the two sets of
coefficients are usually prcortional.
3.5 'lEE GEE1AL C(EPP OF KJITIPIE DIS]([N N1LYSIS
For a two group linear discriininant analysis, the prime
objective is to derive a linear function havir the significant
variables that maximize the between. group variation to the
within group variation.
The discriminant function has the foUcMir form:
Z = C0+ C1V1+ C2V2+ ... + CnVn
where	 Z = the discriininant score
C1 to C = the weighting coeficients
C0 = constant
V1
 to V = the discrimniraant variables
The first step in discrimninant analysis is to select cases to be
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included in the computations. Cases containing missing
infonnation have to be excluded. When all the cases are ready,
the next step is to generate ar examine the within groups
correlation matrix since interdeperdencies anng the variables
will affect itcst multivariate analysis. The correlation matrix I
should show whether one variable is directly correlated with
another, either rieatively or positively. If a very strong
correlation exists (over ±0.90), it may be necessary to cbine
the two criteria, as they may essentially be measuring the sane
perfonnance factor. A further difficulty with correlations of
this magnitude is that any results may be distorted by the
presence of multicollinearity.
The third step is going through a large annt of tious
calculation to arrive at the variables fourd to be significant
ard their discriminant coefficients, together with a constant.
Ultimately, the effectiveness of the function is measured by the
following methods:
3.5.1 IN1 s OF ISES AIEED	 RETI
The percentage of cases classified correctly is one irxiicator of
the effectiveness of the discrfrminant function. another
inlicator of effectiveness of the function is the actual
discriminant scores in the group.
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3.5.2 'DIE IWEEN (1JP3 ND WTDIIN	 JPS VARThBILTI'IES
In fact, the coefficients of the discriininant function are
chosen so that the ratio of the between groups sum of squares to
the within groups sum of squares is as large as possThle. ny
other linear ccinbination of the prelictor variable will have a
smaller ratio.
One way to asure the variabilities is the use of the
Eigenvalue which is the ratio of the between groups to within
groups sts of squares.
f Eigenvalue = Between ciroups sum of sauaresWithin groups sum of squares
Large Eigenvalues are associatal with 'good' functions.
3.5.3 'DIE C2lIL
This is a nasure of the dejree of association between the
Idiscriiinant scores ai the groups.
In the two groups situation, the canonical correlation is siiply
the usual	 arson correlation coefficient between the
discriminant score ar the group variable.
3.5.4 WU1' IM
This is the ratio of the within groups sum of squares to the
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total stnn of squares. It is the proportion of the total variance
in the discriminant scores not explained by differences artong
groups.
Small values of lambda are associated with functions that have
imich variability between groups and little variability within
groups. A lambda of 1 occurs when the mean of the discriminant
scores is the same in all groups and there is no between groups
variability. However, this figure provides little information
about the effectiveness of the discrirninant function in
classification, bein mainly a test of the null hypothesis that
the population means are equal. Small differences may be
statistically significant b.it still not permit good
discrimination aiir the groups.
3.6 &JrPY
using the discriininant analysis, it is able to derive a function
which can maximize the groups' difference by means of an index
expressed in Z-score. A o.zt off point is able to be established
in the t groups. Thus the group membership can be assigned
when the score is knn.
The advantages of this approach in performance appraisal are as
follows:
a) It is a nultivariate approach which can consider the entire
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profile of a].]. the attributes that affect the depeixient
variable (in this research, the contractor performare).
b) The interrelationship between attributes can be taken into
consideration.
C) The classification tool is . a straight forward function which
is easy to interpret ar use.
d) A qpantitative aroath is provideil which can ruce the
effect of subjective jtgennt in contractor evaluation.
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1APER 4
riECrsIcI FACJDPS AFFECTING IRFO14ANCE AND ¶fflEER 1Nr1F1CTIC
4 • 1 I11L1UL'1'Ict
A builder's overall performance is generally perceived as being
related to such factors as quality of workmanship, co1Tletion on
time, within budget and the builder's ttitude when dealing with
the client15 although safety in construction could also be
included22 ,23• These factors provide the primary investigation
in this study.
First of all, performance ne1s to be defined. In this research,
performance is divided into two groups: good arKi poor in which
'fair' performance would be categorised into 'good' pool to
avoid aniguity. Clients were asked to classify the contractor
performance into the two groups in interviews.
In order to unveil the clients' decision pattern, a set of
variables of time, cost and quality was modelled using the
Discriminant 2½rialysis technique to generate the Z 1 model to
determine if there was indeed any decision making structure and
to ascertain the relative weightings of each factor. The study
of these factors forms the first part of this chapter.
In the second part, the variables thought to affect contractor
performance were investigated. It being believed that contractor
performance is multidimensional and a function of a number of
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attributes; for instance the ability of nbers in the project,
the type of project, etc. SalE of the attributes are conceived
to be the intrinsic features of the contractor while the others
may be the external traits which are out of the contractor's
control. Iieed research carried out on bid evaluation has
highlighted certain intrinsic factors; however, the external
influences have seldan been discussed.
4.2 iI SELEcI'IcN
Firstly, a sauple of projects was selected based upon the
following criteria:
- Different sizes.
- Different types; e.g. renovation works, fourxiation works to
conplicated hospital projects.
- Range of contractors fzx4u sole proprietary owned firms to
large public ccznpanies.
The data was designed according to the followii objectives:
- The information iiast be relevant to the subject according to
previcus research works.
- Additional variables to be included if thought to be
significant in the context of the Hong Kong environment.
- The infontation rrust be easily acoessable in order not to
cause too much inconvenience to the interviewees ar thus to
maintain the aracy of data.
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- The information must not be so sensitive to cause reluctance
to disclose.
4.3	 VRIAB1 ¶I!ThT NEJPE ThE CLIENT'S STISF.?CflCA (
Historically, project performance has been evaluated in ter of
cost, schedule and quaiiQ' 1. In siiiple terms, the objectives
are to ccaiplete the project within tima, within budget and to
the quality specified. Although scxe researchers also included
safety as the fourth dimension22 ; hoczever, in the context of
Hong Kong, there is nc system in the private sector to penalize
contractors although one of the piblic clients has started
considering that a poor safety record might hanitcap contractors
with respect to invitation to tender.
Some previous research reported by Might and Fisher18
involving a mail survey of 100 deve1opint projects in 30
different firma in the U.S.A. produced the follczing results
relating to contractor performance:
I Table 6 Relative WeiahtincTs of the Success Criteria in Mictht
and Fisher's Mail Survey
Success Criteria	 Relative Weight (%)
Technical Performance	 54(Quality)
Cost Performance 	 23(Cost)
Scheduled Performance	 22(Time)
100
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The result suggests that clients ter to be very concerned about
quality (the highest weighting) with the weightirs of cost ar
tiite being comparable in magnitude.
Indicators of this kirxl, i.e. the three criteria, se1
I appropriate for itdelling by the Discriminant Analysis nthod
described in thapter 6. After a full analysis the relative
weightings of the 3 factors measured by the standardized
discriminant coefficients were fnd to be:
Table 7 The Standardized Discrirninant Coefficients and their
Relative weicihtinqs in the Z1 Model
criteria	 Stand. Discriminant 	 Relative
Coefficients	 Weightings
Time	 -0.41669	 25%
Cost	 -0.26144	 16%
Quality	 0.95613	 59%
100%
Comparing the two sets of research results evidently clients
seem ist concerned about the quality (in Might and Fisher's18
and this study, the weightings are 54% and 59% respectively).
Indeed the weightings of all the three criteria are cctparable,
the difference being the reverse priority order of the
weightings for tiite and cost factors (in Might and Fisher's18
arvi this study, the priorities for time factor are ranked 3 and
2 respectively). Hzever, in Hong Kong the high cost of land
rental cthaxges wild explain the clients' concern on the time
criterion.
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The importance given by clients to the quality eleint Iray be
related to the difficulty in projecting likely quality
perfoniance at the time the contract is awarded although the
specifications might give sane irxItcations. In contrast, tine
ai cost are stipolated precisely in contracts which can be
known at the c*itset in spite of the fact that their exact extent
cannot be valuated.
The methods adopted to quantify these three criteria are
described in the followin pages.
4.3.1 .1Lrw
Quality is very difficult to define in the construction
irkustxy; for instance, if the specification calls for soil to
be compacted to a given density but was not achieved in reality,
quality would not be attainsi ar the defect would not show up
immediately. Further, there are many trades in a buildin
project which could not be realistically expected to achieve a
good quality. Thus ultimately the question is whether the
ccztleted work possesses the attrihites desired by the owner az
designer. These can only be measured subjectively by their
comfonity to the specifications established for the project2.
In this study, quality was assessed by orderirq clients
perceptions on a ranked basis, namely:
Quality
 of work	 Rank
Poor quality ccarared with the specifications. 1
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Slightly poorer than average caiared with 	 2
the specifications.
Meet the requirements of the specifications.	 3
Slightly better than average cznpared with 	 4
the specifications.
Good quality ccared with the specifications. 5
4.3.2 TIME
S
This factor was measured by the follodn ratio:
Actual Opletion Time
Estimated Contract I)ration in the Terder
This neasure is designed to determine the percentage delay of
the project caused by the contractor. The acmcy of this
factor may be affected by variations, conseqpently, projects
with fez variations were selected in order to mintmize such
effects.
4.3.3	 r
This was measured in the ratio of:
Thal cost of Contract
Terer Price
The main objective here is to identify contractors with a
terxency towards inflating prices through clahi against the
client.
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While these last two criteria cannot be determined precisely
without access to detailed project information, the crude
figures facilitate an irxlication to be irade of the clientst
decision pattern in judging performance.
4.4 ¶IIE flh]!INSIC '11AI'l OF
	 nci	 LIKEE( '10 AF2
Rechers4 ' 7 ' 8 ' 10 ' 22 ' 23 ' 24 ' 25
 have suggested a number of
internal attributes of ontractors thought to affect
perfoimance. In this study, nearly all, plus unigue elements
were inclwied aid disaissed below.
4 • 4.1 STAFF ¶I1Afl1fl
	 WI?E
Companies which invest in human resrces are normally well
established az often aear to have better long term planning
policies. Training in management skills may be one of the
factors in iirproving their performance in managing projects ard
was thus included in the ndel as a variable defined by the
following ratio:
Number of staff members taking
 management trainin
Total no. of staff
4 • 4.2 PI.?Nr ciirr roric
Both Mustafa et al7
 ard Russell et a122
 suggested the
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availability, qiantity, quality ar suitability of plant would
affect contractor performance. Further, construction contracting
is a risky business with flucuations of work catuixnly hiix1erir
contractors in the acxuisition of fixed assets. Plant ownership
trer can provide sare inlication of the long term planning
policies a1 attitud especially in fostering good
relationships with clients. This factor is designed to measure
the availability ar quantity of canpany owned plant ar was
quantified as follows:
PreCediflg year's total anmt of plant owned
Preceding year's turnover
4.4.3 S.L OF 'mE	 PANY
Large canpanies generally possess nre resources ar itcre
sophisticated systems of managenent ai because of size, have to
live up to a particular public image, thus irkitrectly affecting
performance.
Size in this context was quantified by the number of staff
employed as human resources are the main assets of a
construction firm. In contrast, works in haz are unreliable as
a measure because of the possibility of short term overload.
Fixed assets are difficult to include while the turnover of a
year does not reflect the size of the company.
4.4 • 4 JALIT! OF
	 ZIEN	 M - flIL 1ALIFETI
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Nguyen arxl Russell et al mentioned in their works8 ' 22
 that
inanagernt qualifications ar expertise were the criteria for
contractor selection. Giee j24 cital in their
interview survey that competent personnel in managient ar
organisation of the project was one of the itst iiiportant
factors for success. Moreover, Russell et a1 22
 described that
the capability of contractor's. key site managenent ar technical
field personnel was one of the determinants of success.
In the building ir1ustry of Hong Kong, many senior management
staff in construction firma ze prted fran supervisory or
trade foreman level ai seldan receive professional management
training. Sane are less adaptive to dangir technology than
others arxl saietisnes firxl it difficult to accept new ide ar
changed skills. Thus the percentage of staff acjiiring
professional qualifications could affect the performance
behaviour.
The ratio used to quantify this element was chosen to be:
Ni.mber of professionally
 aualjfjed staff
Total no. of staff
4 • 4.5 JALTIY OF W224EN]' ']24 - HJEC1' I2JR' S EffIM
Jaselskis et al ar Russell et al mentioned in their
works23 ' 22
 that experience of contractor's key site management
arxl technical field personnel was one of the deterathants in
contractor selection. Jselskis23 also specifically cited that
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the project manager's number of years of experience could affect
contractor performance.
A count of the number of years of experience of the project
leader in construction contracting was thus selected as the
maasure in this case.
4.4.6 PAST	 OF 'DIE	 WR
The past performance of the project manager in the eyes of his
or her senior nay reflect the quality of the project manager
which may affect the contractor performance. This was obtained
by asking the project manager's superior about the past
performance az gauged as folls:
1. Slightly poorer than average
2. Fair
3. Better than average
4.4 • 7 CtmCItR'S cp im IN 'DIE TIE OF JOB
Both Jaselskis et al ar Nistafa et a]. specified in their
woris23 '7 that the specific experience of the contractor
suitable for uiertaidng the work was one of the criteria in
determining success.
Contractors who are familiar with the type of project may manage
that potential kirxl of work nre efficiently ar thus perform
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better ai this was gauged by the ratio:
Number of similar lobs in a fixed period of time
Total no. of jobs in the sama period
4.4.8	 Pci's 1K IDD
Both Jaseiskis et a123 ai . Russell et a].22 described that \
the aflowable work volun for a contractor had to be limited in
bid evaluation. If contractors are overloaded with work,
resources ar labour availability may be affected ar this can
be gauged as follows:
Total contract sum in hare
Total no. of staff
In this approach, the workload ,
 relative to the staff
establisinnent was used to define the real workload situation
since staff is one of the st important resources in the
construction inlustzy ard :the staff establishnEnt nomafly
prescribes the size of a construction firm.
4.4.9	 nIAcI'S P.SI'
	
a
?'kstafa et a].7 described that rep.itation ard position in the
market was one of the criteria in bid evaluation. Russell
stated that past performance was important in contractor
selection.
Past performance may be one of the factors governing future
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performance but is difficult to measure objectively. The method
adopted in this research ranked the past performance of the
contractor in the order from 5 to 1 representing very bad, bad,
fair, good ard very good respectively of which clients were
asked to judge in interviews.
4.4 • 10 NUMR OF YF1 IN ThE EINESS
Ingevity is one of the factors to be considered in contractor
appraisal23 . Mustafa et al specifically stated that the number
of years of experience in the related irdustry would be
considered in bid appraisal.
Contractors that have survived long in the market may be nore
reliable, possessing different marketing policies frcu
competitors; e.g. xore experience in controlling ard managing
the local works. Sane attenpt at gauging this aspect was
included in the ncdel as a variable for age of the finn.
4.4.11 C&UGIN OF ThE CXNPANY
Abdel 25 cited that foreign contractors were faced with a
general lack of information concerning both tedmical ard
administrative experience in the host country. In i tion, nest
foreign contractors relied on compensating costs through claims.
In order to maximize turnover ard enter into the market, there
was a terdency to terx1er below the true economic cost of the
work. Then too much time ard effort were expeixied on trying to
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increase the financial return ai avoid , loss. There was no
margin for small experxJitures that might iirrove quality of
process, which a good contractor executing work at adequate
price would usually uriiertake, on his own responsibility, in the
interest of a good job ar his own reputation.
Foreign contractors normally obtained information frcan their own
native embassy staff who mainly dealt with cxaxmercial an trade
field probably had no practical experience of the consttuction
industry. As a result, they might be aware of matters that
could cause local problema on major projects carried out in
whole or in part by expatriates.
Frtther, overseas contractors may have different management
skills ccamparel with the local contractors whose business
policies may be influenced by the thinese oulture and the
thinese way of zimning business. This variable was described by
3 classes; representing overseas contractors, overseas and local
joint venture contractors and local contractors.
4 • 4.12 XJN OF DIRE112( PLDYEi) IAB]R
Russell et a122 stated that the type of labour exr!p].oyed was
one of the decision factors in assessing the potential
performance. Mustafa et al7 mantioned that the availability of
in-house skilled labour would affect contractor performance.
Hoiever, direct labour could be easier to manage and may produce
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higher quality of work when ccatpared with labour only
subcontractors, particularly in boaith conittions with severe
labour shortages.
This effect was measured by the percentage of directly employed
labour in the total workforce of the catany. This was the ratio
of the ancunt of direct labour over the estiiiated total number
of labour workirq for the contractor at the ntent of interview.
4.4.13 LISTED C1 'filE SIOC WRKET
Private can!panies may be very flexible while pblic companies
may be re stable in policy az decision making az sate
quantification measure was therefore inolwed in the model.
This was gauged by 1 or 2 representing 'yes' or 'no'.
4.4.14 icrsia
	 KE	 N]1ALISED IN HJD OFFiCE CR
IE-cNALISED ¶10 s 'i"
This factor was included in order to see whether types of
caxpany control affect perfonance arxl was gauged by 1, 3 ar 2
for centralised, decentralised ar mediocrity.
4.4.15 aflC1tR IS CLIENP' S JIDTh1 Kfl(
In Hong Kong, most large developers have subsidiaries or part
owned finDs ar the relationships of subsidiary contractors with
clients can be quite close caripared to general contractors an
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was thus inc1ued in the ndel.
This was gauged by 1 ar 2 representing 'yes' ai 'rio'.
4.5 XI1L FACI	 ¶I!flX!P ¶10 AF.FEC'.L' (fl,mACIR RFIIANC
The above are internal attrinutes of contractors; h qever, there
may be many external influences which were seldan discussed in
previous research works which could affect contractor
performance such as:
4.5.1 ¶I1E AirLicr's
The qjLiality of drawinjs, the nuniber of drawing ainen1ments,
variations ai the tiiily issuance of drawings may be important.
Clearly these aspects are very difficult to quantify ar can
only be quantified by subjective ranking; e.g. on a scale 1 to 5
representing very poor to very good respectively.
4.5.2	 A1U']C'S a CEaUN2'S &]RVISI(2 AND VIIDL Cl
AND K
If the client or architect supervises ard controls tightly the
quality of work ard work progress, contractors may perform
better. Early signalling of the client's dissatisfaction on the
work progress ard the quality of works by issuiz architectual
instructions ard warnings can reduce disxxtes at the erd of the
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contract.
gain this factor is very difficult to quantify ar was measured
in rank order 1 to 5 representing very loose to very tight
control.
4.5.3 IVNCIUALIT! OF MEET B! ThE CLIENT
Frequent delays of payments may cause discontent to the
contractor resulting in dispites. This was gauged by 1 ar 2
representing 'punctual' ar 'unpinctual'.
4.5.4 Q1PLY OF ¶I}IE H)JEC1'
Sinple works require little management iripit while ccmplicated
works involve the coordination of ccalicated electrical ar
mechanical services ar management of ncuriinated specialist
subcontractors ar
	 the client's requirement may be ircre
stringent. That nay affect contractors' performance.
A all survey was carried c*it in order to rank the levels of
coitlexity. Firstly, six levels of work were derived arbitrarily
by the author. Questionnaires were sent to clients asking them
to gauge the cczrlexity in asceix3ing order ai the Keriall
Coefficient of Corcordance52
 was used to test the judges'
agreement ar was proved to have a high concordance (for details
please refer to Ppperdix 1)
This was quantified in the following manner:
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Types of 'work	 cQr!rDlexitv
Fouixlation works, site formation, slope
protection ai similar simple civil ergineerin
works which output relies on that of machine
ard contractors normally use directly employed
labour without the trouble of coordinatin
subcontractors. No electrical ard thanical
works are involved.
Renovation or alteration works.	 2
Factory or dstic housing 'works which require
a little ancunt of E&M services coordination.	 3
Deluxe housir projects or office biildirs which
require ncre subcontractir ard E&M coordination. 	 4
Hotel or high class office buildirs. 	 5
Hospital or ccmplicatal structures or projects.	 6
4.5.5 FLTABU.flY I
If the contractor knows, at the outset of the project, that work
will be profitable, a ncre cooperative spirit ard wilhirness to
speixi a little ncre to achieve a better quality might prevail.
However, on the contrary, contractors may seek every chance of
claiit ard upset the client. This was gauged by the ratio:
Winninci terder price
Pre-terder estimate
Both the terxler price ard the pre-tener estimate were obtained
through the interview with the clients.
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4.6 ]!?IARY
In the first part of this c1apter, three variables were
described which were thought iuçortant in evaluatir
performance, namely:
- Tine
- Cost
- Quality
(In the secorxl part, twenty factors conceived affectJn 	 \q\
performance were irlted, namely: 	 -'
Internal Factors
- The staff trainix prograxnne
- Plant nership policy
- Size of ctpany
- The percentage of professionally qualified staff
- Project leader's experience
- Past performance of the project manager
- Contractor's experience in the type of jth
- Contractor's work load
- Contractor's pat performance or image
- Number of years in the bisiness
- Origin of the cpany
- Aitcunt of directly employed labour
- Listed on the stock market or nct
- Decision makir centralised in head office or decentralisel
to site
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- ?thether the contractor is client's subsidiary firm
ternal Factors
- Architect's perfoiaiance
- Architect's or client's supervision ar control on the
qiality of work ar work progress
- Punctuality of payment by the client
-. Ccariplextity of the project
- Profitability of the project
The Discrhninant Analysis ncdel is inteixied to separate the two
groups of performance by maximizirt the differentiation anr
attributes. The list of variables is by no means exhaustive but
the ust iirortant factors were iTiC1ULied ar considered in the
cde1.
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Q1APIR 5
Th wrzmcii ND	 OF I QX3PS
5.1 nmwcrici
This section concerns the mathodology of data collection, data
types ar fonnation of the data groups used to develop ai
verify the discriminant nde1 for contractor performance. The
data type, the main features of project sanles will be
discussed in the fo1lowix pages together with the types of
projects diosen which were aiired to produce a fair
representation of the population.
5.2 MEUI)DOr.DGY OF II WIZECICI
(ses were selected on the criteria that a wide- spread of the
Jdifferent characteristics of projects was included.
Once cases were selected, contacts were made to ascertain who
would be best able to act as key informants about the details of
the projects. These iixlividuals were then provided with
information outlining the research follcied up by personal
maetings to establish wilhirness to participate. Once access
bad been agreed, an iudepth interview was arranged which was
based on a structured questionnaire. The ncunenclature ai role
	 -
of those interviewed varied considerably, as might be expected (C 	 -
including managing directors, project managers, contract
managers, property managers, chief architects, chief quantity
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surveyors, Thanagnt consultants.
5.3	 TI OF IJ	 r's
In this study, four groups of project sanpies were chosen as
shown in Table 8:
Table 8 Group
 Size of Prolects in the Study
Groups	 Number of Cases
1 'Good Performance' Group	 24
2 'Bad Performance' Group	 9
Total:	 34
3 Test 'Good Performance' Group	 10
4 Test 'Bad Performance' Group	 6
Total:	 16
Groups one ar two were used for nde11ir the discriininant	 r c
function whilst Groups three ard four were served for testir
ard verifyin the nde1.
Groups one ard two consist of a total of 34 cases which were
collected on a raran basis. They were gathered in years of 1989
to 1990.
The test groups three ard four were specially selected to
include nre 'bad' cases for exaininir the discriminant power of
the de1. The infonation required for the test groups were
nuach siitplified to contain the significant variables discovered
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in the discriminant ircdel only. They were collected in year
1991.
5 • 4 II.Th NAtXSIS
I Since both the collection of the good ar bad performance cases
were at rarKn, the 'prior probability' in the ncdelli which
is an estimate of the likelinood that a case belons to a
prti.ailar group when no information about it is available, can
be estimated by the observed proportions of cases in each group.
In this st1y, nine out of the thirty-four cases belong to the
'bad' group. The prior probabilities of belorin to group 2
(bad) ai group 1 (good) are then 0.26 ar 0.74 respectively. In
other words, the chance that clients can encounter good
performance is 74% out of all projects ar 26% for poor
performance.
5 • 4 • 1 TY.S OF IJE1S
The types of project in the sample groups are shown in Table 9.
The nx1e1ling groups cases were designed to give a wide spread
of different types in order to secure a fair representation of
the population.
5.4.2 TES OF fflAIU
The types of contractors in tex of their nationality in the
sample groups are shown in Table 10. The percentage of foreign
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contractors in the ircdelling groups represents nre or less
their market share in Hong Fong.
Table 9 'Pvpes of Pro-iec±s in the Samples
Types of Project	 Nuthber of cases
Modelling Testing
Grs	 Gtas
Fourxation, site formation, slope
	
4	 0
protection aid similar civil
engineering projects.
Renovation or alteration projects.
	
4	 3
Factory or dcastic housing projects.
	
9	 7
Deluxe housing projects or office
	
5	 5
buildings.
Hotel or high class office building
	
7	 1
projects.
Hospital or cxnplicate1 stnicthre. 	 5	 0
projects.
Table 10 Tves of Contractors in the Mcdelliixi Groups
ORIGIN	 NUMBER
Modelling Testing
_____ Grs Groups
Foreign Contractors 	 5	 1
Local Contractors 	 29	 15
tal:	 34	 16
5.4.3 SJZ OF i]iU
The size of contractor was maasured in ter of the ntmber of
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staff enploye (refer to para. 4.4.3 of thapter 4). Their sizes
in the imxlelling grps are shown in Table 11 which spread over
a very lange range.
Table 11 Size of Ccmpany in the Modelliric Grcxi
	
Number of staff eiloyed 	 Number of cases
l5orless	
0	
5
16to99	 3
100to199	 7
200 to 999	 14
1000 or above	 5
	
Total:	 34
5.4.4 njEcr SLZ
The sizes of project nasured in terms of ntract 	 are
shown in Table 12 which dencnstrat that the spread is very
extensive.
Table 12 Pro-lect Size in the Sairple Grouis (
SIZE	 NUMBER OF CASES
t,dellirig Testing
Gxs	 Grs
1 Million or less (HK$)
	
2	 0
Above 1 million up to 10 millIons	 3	 4
Above 10 millions up to 50 millions	 6	 5
Above 50 millions up to 100 millions	 U	 3
	
Above 100 millions up to 500 millions 10	 4
Above 500 millions	 2	 0
Total:	 34	 16
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5.5 JI*RY
Attempts have been made to include different ar a wide spread
of types, sizes ar1 other important features of project in the
saitples. The period of data collection has been confined to
(within two years for the midellin grips to avoid any daziri
corxiitions of the iiustiy which iLd affect the consistency of
the results.
The test gr.mps were designed to obtain a balance in the number
of good ai bad cases in order to dnstrate the prictir
power of the midel.
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Q1APR 6
REEATI	 I'WEFM	 AND TIME.	 r & (1]ALTIY
6.1
This section coirns the formulation of the Z 1 ircdel to
portray clients' decision profile in determinii contractor
performance using variables such as titie, cost aixi quality. As
discussed in section 4 • 3 of Ciapter 4, cost, schedule aid
quality were considered as the iist important predictors in
performance. These three variables were investigated in the
rrdel for their urxerlyirg structure in performance appraisal.
6.2 1m ANAr.YSIS
There were forty-four cases adopted in the analysis. The ways to t'\
quantify the variables have been described in C1apter 4. The
group means of the three variables, time, cost, ard quality, are
shown in Table 13.
Table 13 Group Means of Time, Cost aid ia1itv
Group	 Tima	 Cost	 Quality
1	 1.09584	 1.04866	 3.21875
2	 1.60417	 1.07392	 1.91667
Total	 1.23448	 1.05555	 2.86364
Table 13 shows that the variable TIME overran by 9.6% in the
'good' group on average while that was 60.49% in the 'bad'
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group. Also, the budget overran by 4.9% in the 'good' group but
7.4% in the 'bad' group. The quality was slightly above average
in the 'good' group but. slightly beloci the 'slightly poor'
catagory in the 'bad' group.
The correlation of the three variables are shown in Table 14.
Table 14 Ioled Within Groups Correlation Matrix in the Z1
Model	 -
Tine	 Cost	 Quality
Tine	 1.00
Cost	 -0.03588	 1.00
Quality 0.09256	 0.14920	 1.00
j The small correlations infer that multicollinearity does not
upset the irde1.
6.3 Z1
 )EXEL IfltEVED
(Details of ccmp.iter generation of the ixdel are described in
Appeix 3.)
The starxardized aixi unstaixiardized Discrfliinant Function
Coefficients fourI are shown in Table 15. The magnitude of the
unstarxardized coefficients is not a good imxIex of relative
importance when the varibles differ in the units in which they
are measured. However, when the variables are starxardized to
adjust for the unequal means ard staraxd deviations of
ixxleperdent variable, the relative irtçortance can be measured
mtcre acourately. Therefore, the importance of an iixiividual
variable can be assessed acoording to the size of the
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standardized canonical discriminant function coeffieients in the
priority order of quality, time and cost since the values are
little distorted by small, correlations. The actual signs of the
coefficients are arbitrary which are determined by the way of
quantification.
Table 15 The Standardized and Unstandardized Canonical
Discriininant Function Coefficients in the Z 1 Model
Standardized	 Unstandardized
Discriminant	 Discriininant
Function	 Function
Coefficients	 Coefficients
Time	 -0.41669	 -0.7132566
Cost	 -0.26144	 -2.932977
Quality	 0.95613	 1.760698
Table 7 The Standardized Discriininant Coefficients and their
Relative weiqhtincs in the Model
criteria	 Staid. Discrixninant	 Relative
Coefficients	 Weightings
Titie	 -0.41669	 25%
Cost	 -0.26144	 16%
Quality	 0.95613	 59%
100%
The	 nxdel function for time, cost and quality is as I-
follows:
Z1=1. 760698*QJAIflY - 0. 7132566*Q1_'flME
- 2.932977*Cx1i_ST - 1.065610
where JALITY= Quality of work in the rank of:
1 - poor quality ccztpared with the specification.
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2 - slightly poorer than average compared with the
specification.
3 - net the requirnt of the specification.
4 - slightly better than average compared with the
specification.
5 - good quality compared with the specification.
NTIME= The ratio of:
Actual catletion time
Estimated contract duration in the teit]er
OJN_a)= The ratio of:
Final cost of contract
Terer price
6.3.1 I1N1	 OF SS [ZIFTED	 REcrL
The classification power of the ndel can be gauged by the
percentage of cases being assorted correctly. Table 16
illustrates the overall classification results of the ndel ar
Table 17 shcs the initvidual classification of the cases ani
their discriminant scores.
Table 16 Overall Classification Results of the Z1
 Model
Actual Group Number of Cases Predicted Group Membership
_________ ___________ Groupi
	 Group2
Group 1
	 32	 31 (96.9%)	 1 (3.1%)
Group 2
	 12	 1 (8.3%)	 11 (91.7%)
The distribution of the classified cases is illustrated in \
Figure 2.
Frcrt the results, it denvDnstrates that the effectiveness of
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Table 17 Classification Results and the Discriminant Scores of
Cases in the Z1
 Model
[Case Actual Disriminant Classifie:1 Classification
L Group Scores	 Group
1	 1	 0.7446	 1	 Correct
2	 1	 -0.0464	 1	 Correct
3	 1	 2.0083	 1	 Correct
4	 2	 -3.8920	 2	 Correct
5	 1	 0.5703	 1	 Correct
6	 1	 -0.2597	 1	 Correct
7	 2	 -1.1294	 2	 Correct
8	 1	 2.2152	 1	 Correct
9	 2	 -1.2506	 2	 Correct
10	 1	 0.3967	 1	 Correct
11	 1	 0.7667	 1	 Correc€
12	 1	 0.3911	 1	 correct
13	 1	 0.012	 1	 Correct
14	 1	 0.4236	 1	 Correct
15	 1	 1.9577	 1	 Correct
16	 1	 0.1303	 1	 Correct
17	 1	 0.2746	 1	 Correct
18	 1	 2.086	 1	 Correct
19	 1	 0.3425	 1	 Correct
20	 1	 0.5116	 1	 Correct
21	 1	 1.8910	 1	 Correct
22	 1	 1.6873	 1	 Correct
23	 1	 -0.1091	 1	 Correct
24	 2	 -1.4663	 2	 Correct
25	 1	 1.8261	 1	 Correct
26	 2	 -3.3300	 2	 Correct
27	 1	 2.1796	 1	 Correct
28	 2	 -0.3770	 1	 Wrong
29	 2	 -1.4282	 2	 Correct
30	 1	 0.6670	 1	 Correct
31	 1	 0.5489	 1	 Correct
32	 1	 1.2689	 2	 Wrong
33	 1	 2.3309	 1	 Correct
34	 1	 0.2176	 1	 Correct
35	 1	 0.5371	 1	 Correct
36	 1	 0.5949	 1	 Correct
37	 1	 0.4197	 1	 Correct
38	 1	 0.0828	 1	 Correct
39	 1	 -0.9368	 1	 Correct
40	 2	 -2.0504	 2	 Correct
41	 2	 -4.1608	 2	 Correct
42	 2	 -2.1185	 2	 Correct
43	 2	 -1.1025	 2	 Correct
44	 2	 -1.5131	 2	 Correct
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classification of the ndel is vexy high. The two groups are
well separated by the discrixninant ndel Z1.
6.3.2 'DIE IWEIN	 JIS AND WI']KEN GIPS VARIABILTTI
This is scaled by eigerivalues as described in section 3.5.2 of
thapter 3. large eigenvalues mean 'good' classification ani the
eigenvalue is gauged as:
Eigerivalue =	 iP5 Sll of sauares = 1.54778Within groups sum of square
The value is fairly large arxl so the classification is
considered as good az effective.
6.3.3 ThE
	 (XRELTI(1i
This is the correlation which measures the association between
the discriitiinant scores ar the groups. The value is 0.779 which 'i\
is quite high ar again this dnstrates that the
classification is good.
6.4 SU!?iARY AND QCILIC1i
Although there were two cases misclassified in the forty-four
cases, the cdel was denstrated to be effective in separating I
the two groups. it is thus believed that clients' judgement on
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contractor performance has an urierlyix decision structure. The
priority order of importance in their perception is as follows:
1. Quality
2. Tiitie
3. Cost
The relative importance of 'quality' is alircst 2.4 times that of
the secor ranked variable, i.e. time while the relative
iitportance of 'tillE' is alitcst 1.6 times that of the last, i.e.
cost. The iiriportance given by clients to the quality elnent may
be related to the difficilty in projecting likely quality
performance at the time the contract is awarded while the other
two variables are stiilated precisely in contracts although
their exact extent cannot be ascertained until the completion of
a contract.
The magnitude ar order of iiiçortance of the variables are
comparable with the firwlings of Might ai Fisher's 18
 mail
sulvey as described in section 4.3 of thapter 4. The matching of
the two research results irdicates that the clients' perception
on performance is not the consequences of the rarKiolu arxl
unstructured projections. They share certain canuinalities in
performance appraisal. It conclwi that clients' judgement on
performance is trustworthy to be used as a performance
indicator.
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UIAPTER 7
¶EIIE DIS INNT A?ThIXSIS MXEEI
7.1 nnwcrict
This Cliapter includes a description of the main discriiinant
ixx1el Z2, ar its constituent variables, together with the
relationship between the variables ar contrib.ition of each
variable to the ndel. The cut-off value for the ixdel is also
enced.
The derived itcdel inclwet all types of project in the building
iudustry of Hong Kong as described in Table 9 of thapter 5 which
embodies renovation works, building related civil engineering
works such as site fonation, slope protection ar fouration
construction, ar the construction of high rise buildings. In
order to investigate the different effects of different types of
project on the prediction irdel, two sub-dels, coitrising new
works (Z3
 ixdel) aud building works (Z4 nDdel) cases only
were also selected fxtan the main ndel.
There are twenty variables studied namely:
- The staff training progranui
- Plant ownership policy
- Size of company
- The percentage of professionally qualifi d staff
- Project leader's experience
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- Past performance of the project manager
- Contractor's experience in the type of job
- Contractor's work load.
- Contractor's past performance or iitage
- Nurriber of years in the business
- Origin of the company
- itcunt of directly rployed labour
- Listed on the stock market or not
- Decision ma]d.ng centralised in head office or decentralised
to site
- Whether the contractor is client's subsidiary finn
- Architect's performance
- Architect's or client's supervision az control on the
quality of work ar1 work progress
- Punctuality of payment by the client
- Catlextity of the project
- Profitability of the project
The variables were classified into two groups, namely the
internal attributes of contractirq firnE ar the external
influences of projects. The variables could be further
subdivided into subject groups which measure the iortant
characteristics of projects as shown in Figure 3.
The final prediction ndel produced in the research is made up
of six variables, measuriz six distinct aspects of the project g
attributes, namely: the ccztplexity of the project, the
percentage of professional staff, the project leader's
-67-
Lii
11
•1
experience, the past performance of the contractor, the origin
of the finn az the architect's ard the client's supeivision ard
control on the progress ard quality of the project.
7.2 'DIE 1EJIJJNT M)IEL Z2
(Details of computer generation of the ncdel are descrIbed in
Apperdix 4.)
The following six variables linear function resulted:
/ Discri.minant function - 0.5616 (atyIPLC)
+ 11.9324 (F_STA)
+ 0.0949 (LEAD_EX)
- 1.7845 (PAST_PER)
+ 0.8219 (ORIGIN)
^ 1.0364 (NTEL) - 1.1408
where	 YIPLEX : The carlexity of the project
POF_STA: Percentage of professional qualified
staff
IEAD_EX : Project leader's experience
PAST_PER: contractor's past performance or iitage
ORIGIN : Origin of the ccmpany
flDL: Architect's or client's supeivision ard
control on the quality of work arxl work
progress
7.3 'DIE	 VARIABL
The constituent variables in the developed ircdel are described
in the next few pages.
7 • 3.1 1PLXLT OF H3E'T
As described in thapter 4, complicated works typically involve
the coordination of complex electrical ard nechanical services,
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the iianagnt of naninated specialist subcontractors ar
furtheritore clients' requirnents are often nore stringent. The
nore ccanplicated the work, the nore effort generally required,
with increased likelihood of poor perfontance by all the parties
involved.
Surprisingly this factor has hardly ever been pinpointed by
researchers in bid evaluation bit is inherent in many projects.
An appreciation of the importance of ccatlexity can help clients
in exercising tighter supervision on the progress ar1 quality of
work.
The degree of iimiportance of this variable should be revealed in
that clients would choose experienced contractors for the
cciuplicated ar large projects while keeping the siiriple ar
small scale work for small ar new contracth firn together
with better supervision by the architect or the client on
coimlicated contracts. Evidence that this is the case can be
seen in the relatively high correlation between the variables of
ccztplexity ai the experience of the contractor in similar jobs
arxl client's or architects' control, 0.50214 ar 0.6l67
respectively (refer to Table 18).
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Table 18 Pool&1 Within Group Correlation Matrix of Variables in
the Z2 Model
PROF_S] IEAD_EX PPSr_PER ORIGIN NT.L
1PLEX 1.000
PF_A -0.178	 1.000
	
IEAD_EX 0.039 -0.032	 1.000
PAST_PER -0.322	 0.561	 0.346	 1.000
	
ORIGIN -0.082 -0.701	 0.050 -0.285	 1.000
	
NTL 0.622 -0.227	 -0.214 -0.268	 0.040	 1.000
	
NT_EX -0.502 -0.100	 -0.110	 0.180	 0.143 -0.175
Vthere	 PLEX: The complexity of project
HDF_STh: The percentage of professional staff
LEAD_EX: The project leader's experience
PAST_PER: The past performance of contractor
ORIGIN: The origin of the firm
N]BDL: The architects' or clients' control
ard supervision on progress ard
quality of work
NT_EX: The experience of the contractor in
similar types of job
7.3.2	 OF HFESIaL S'ThFF
In C1apter 4, it was suggestel that the competence of
contractors' staff would influence their performance. Irdeed the
Z2 iwdel function irdicates that firms with a higher
percentage of professional staff have a better chance of
achieving good performance, i.e. staff who have had professional
training ard experience may be nore efficient ard professional
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Unstandardized Discriminant
Function Coefficients
-0.5616
11.9324
0.0949
-1.7845
0.8219
1.0364
-1.1408
Variables
PF_STA
LEAQEX
PAST_PER
ORIGIN
constant
in production and project manageitnt and thereby contribute to
achieving completion dates, improved quality and cost savixs
from which clients would finally benefit.
The contribution of this factor to the function was the second
ncst important in tenns of standardized discriminant function
coefficients (see Table 20). In contrast, however a higher
percentage of professional staff may also nean that contractors
could have ixore expertise in claiits negotiation. As a result,
this negative contribution has reduced the importance of this
variable to the function.
Table 19 Unstandardized Discriminant Function Coefficients for
the Z2 Model
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Table 20 Standardized Discriathant Function Coefficients arxl
their Priority Order of Contribution to the Z 2 Model
Starardized Discrtminant Order of
Variables	 Function Coefficients	 Contribution
1P1EX	 -0.8867	 4
PIDF_STA	 0.9110	 2
EEAD_EX	 0.6372	 5
PST_P.	 -1.1000	 1
ORIGIN	 0.5184	 6
NT1DL	 0.8870	 3
7.3.3 rJFr t7JIR' S EE1IFN
The de1 shøws that the licre experiefced the project leader,
the Itore likely the final ontc would be favourable. This
verifies Jasiskis ar Russell et al's firirigs that project
leaders' experience correlated positively with the predictive
performance.
Nevertheless, the contribution of this variable to the function
is not high (see Table 20) in terma of staixlardized discriininant
function coefficients which is quite uix1erstarab1e as only a
small part of staff ccutipetence is nasured.
7.3.4 PA9]
Most previous research suggests that contractors' past
performance to be a very iitortant determinant of predictive
performance. Likewise, this study also high].ighte3. that this
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factor's contribution to the function in terms of starxardized
discriminant function coefficients is high (see Table 20).
Thus past negative performance could be expected to be repeated
with cananies forming the habit of managing projects in a
characteristic manner, e.g. hard attitude in dealing with
clients trying to maximize profits irrespective of the
relationship with clients, or stanirig very finn on claiiiis, etc.
On the contrary, if the policy of a conpany is to care for
qj.iality ard clients' relations, this ild have a positive
contribution to its performance.
7.3.5 IGIN OF iici
Ical thinese contractors have their own way of running bcsiness
ard generally prefer (xaluiErcial settlennts rather than bringing
the case to arbitration or court. In contrast nxDst overseas
contractors in Hong Kong (especially those frcn the Western
countries) are very claim conscious. \irther such firma nay have
difficulties in managing local subcontractors; particularly the
labour only employers.
Abdel	 an25 cited that foreign contractors generally lack
knowledge on local problen thereby affecting their performance.
The contribution of this factor to the function in tentis of
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starardized discriminant function coefficients is not very
strong (see Table 20). Contractor origin is rarely nntioned in
previous research works in bid evaluation, ani may be only
significant in the Horn Irg context where the society is
intermixed with western ani eastern cultures with the iixustrial
market typical international where overseas contractors are not
prejudiced.
7.3.6 A11flEcIs' a cLIENIS' WII)L N4D iawisia
Surprisingly, this factor has also rarely been identified by
previous researchers in bid evaluation, when in reality it is a
variable which can be controlled by clients. For exanle where
the predictive peformance is considered likely to be poor,
clients could intervene ani try ani tighten t supervision..
This factor is shown to be one of the important determinants in
performance prediction in the Z2 nrdel in tents of
stardardized discriininant coefficients (see Table 20).
7.4 'DIE alP-oFF VAUJE xwEai caxws26
The derivation of the cut-off value between the two groups is
described in the following pages. The mathematical del was
explained in Troy's wo&6 ani will not be discussed in this
section.
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In order to set the cut-off point mathematically, it is require
to ascertain that the distributions of the groups are norma].
(see Figure 4). As Figure 5 reveals, the distrihitions of the
two groups deviate very little from normality.
The followir formulae are abstract frcan Troy' S ork26:
= -bf-,/(b - 4ac) / 2a
Where Z = The cut-off value between the two groups
a=(l/4a22
 - 1/4a12)
- p2/202)
c= (j 2/4a 2 - 12/4a12 - lcg1 i1
 + 1og1)
= Means of Group 1 & 2 samples
=1.0168, -2.8244 (see Table 21)
o, a2 = Star1ard deviations of Group 1 & 2
samples
=0.9901, 1.0290 (see Table 21)
Thus:
a = -0.0189
b = 1.8522
C = 1.6365
Z = The cut-off value = -0.8757
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Table 21 Classification Results and the Discriminant Scores of
Cases in the Z2 Model
case Actual	 Discrixninant Classifiel Classification
Group	 Scores	 Group
1	 1	 1.7270	 1	 Correct
2	 1	 0.6614	 1	 Correct
3	 1	 2.9198	 1	 Correct
4	 2	 -2.0789	 2	 Correct
5	 1	 1.8374	 1	 Correct
6	 1	 0.0420	 1	 Correct
7	 2	 -1.7774	 2	 Correct
8	 1	 -0. 0765	 1	 Correct
9	 2	 -1.3102	 2	 Correct
10	 1	 0.4852	 1	 Correct
11	 1	 0.0104	 1	 Correct
12	 1	 0.6749	 1	 Correct
13	 1	 0.6749	 1	 Correct
14	 1	 1.9644	 1	 Correct
15	 1	 1.8972	 1	 Correct
16	 1	 0.6121	 1	 Correct
17	 1	 1.0022	 1	 Correct
18	 1	 2.8211	 1	 Correct
19	 1	 0.4621	 1	 Correct
20	 1	 0.6614	 1	 Correct
21	 1	 1.4905	 1	 Correct
22	 1	 1.8779	 1	 Correct
23	 1	 2.8437	 1	 Correct
24	 2	 -37487	 2	 Correct
25	 1	 0.1870	 1	 Correct
26	 2	 -4.3826	 2	 Correct
27	 1	 -0.0996	 1	 Correct
28	 2	 -3.8130	 2	 Correct
29	 2	 -2.7081	 2	 Correct
30	 2	 -2.4454	 2	 Correct
31	 1	 0.0060	 1	 Correct
32	 2	 -3.1556	 2	 Correct
33	 1	 1.1756	 1	 Correct
34	 1	 -0 • 4381	 1	 Correct
= Mean of Group 1 sample
= 1.0168
= Mean of Group 2 sample
= -2.8244
= Starard deviaion of Group 1 sample
=	
- Z ai.i) /(N1)) = 0.9901
a2
	= Starard deviation of Group 2 sample
=./{E(Z - Z11)'/(N-1)} = 1.0290
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Figure 5 All Groups Stack Histogram for Model Z2
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7.5 c ssmcxa RXER
The classification power of the Z 2 ncdel is gauged by the
following thods:
7.5.1 I1N1? OF JS	 AIFTD RELY
Table 22 illustrates the overall classification results of the
rw.del revealing that the overall classification is intact.
Table 22 Overall Classification Results of the Z2
 Model
Actual Group No. of Cases 	 Predicted Group Membership
Groupi	 Group2
Groupi	 25	 25	 0
(100%)	 (0%)
Group2	 9	 0	 9
________________	 (0%)	 (100%)
The discriitinant scores ai the classification of the frxiiviclual
cases are shown in Table 21 az the distributions of frequency
of the two groups are illustrated in Figure 5. The results
deL!cnstrate that the effectiveness of classification is high ar
the two groups are well separated by the discrininarit ndel
z2.
7.5.2 ¶LTIE 1WEN GJPS AND WEKEN	 JPS VARThB]IITtES
This is scaled by Eigenvalues as described in Section 3 • 5.2 of
thapter 3. Laxe Eigenvalues nan 'good' classification ar the
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Eigerivalue is gauged as:
Eigenvalue =	 Groups Sum of Scuares = 3.05139Within Groups Sun of Scjiares
The value is large enough to be considered that the iicdel is
powerful in classification.
7 • 5.3 'flIE	 RELATIi
This is the correlation which nasures the association between
the discriininant scores ar the groups. The value is 0.868 which
is high enough to be believed that classification is good ar
effective.
7.6 Z3	ISTfl OF NEW	 C11It
Thirty cases fallir into the group of new 1:*iildirig ar new
buildirg related civil erqineerirq works selected frciu the main
Z2 imdel were applied to generate a sub-ixdel which excluded
renovation ax alteration works. The prpose of the SUb-nKdel is
to investigate if there are any differences between the
sth-ndel• arxl the main ixcdel.
Table 23 Number of Cases by Grour in the Z3 Model
Perfoniance	 No. of	 Cases
	1	 22
	
2	 8
	
Total:	 30
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7.6.1 'IIIE RE]T1I?JNr 	)IXEEJ
(Details of computer generation of the iidel are de ribel in
Appenlix 5.)
In this Z3 study, the six variables	 in the
discriininant function were re-ndelled ar the following linear
function resulted:
Discriminant function = - 0.6347 (PLC)
+ 9.6270 (F_SrP)
+ 0.0812 (I.EAD_C)
- 1.5578 (P_PER)
+ 0.7796 (ORIGIN)
+ 1.0709 (flL) - 1.0049
where	 PWC : The cca!!plexity of the project
F_STh: Percentage of professional gpalifiel
staff
IEAD... EX : Project lear 's experience
P14sr_PER: Contractor's past performance or image
ORIGIN : Origin of the company
N'flL: architect's or client's supervision ar
control on the qjiality of work ai work
progress
The starardized discriininant function coefficients ai their
priority order of contribution to the Z 3 ar Z2 discriininant
functions are illustrated in Table 24.
From Table 24, it is noticed that the priority orders of PLC
ar PI)F_STA were excthanged. This infers that for ne.z projects,
the complexity of a project plays a itore important role than
when all types of building works are considered in determining
contractor performance.
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Table 24 Standardized Discriininant Function Coefficients and their
Priority
 Order of Contribution to the Z 3 and Z2
 models
Z3 Mcdel	 Z2 Model
Variables Standardized Order Standardized Order
Discriminant	 of	 Discriminant	 of
Function	 Contri- Function 	 Contri-
Coefficients bution Coefficients bution
	
-0.98426	 2	 -0.8867	 4
F_STA	 0.76314	 4	 0.9110	 2
I
IEAD_EC	 0.54974	 5	 0.6372	 5
PIST_PER	 -0.98495	 1	 -1.1000	 1
ORIGIN	 0.50646	 6	 0.5184	 6
XNTtDL	 0.96312	 3	 0.8870	 3
The classification results, the frequency distribution and the
discrixninant scores of the cases in the itcdel are shown in
Table 25 and Figure 6. Both indicate that the classification is
good in separating the two grips.
7.6 • 2 I1fl	 OF c?S	 LSSIFIED Q1RE1!EX
Table 26 illustrates the perfect overall classification results
of the ndel.
7.7 I4XEL SI.$1'fl OF JflDflC W..auc'j Ifl(
Twenty-six cases falling into the grp of building works only
selected fr the main iixdel were applied to generate a
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Table 25 Classification Results arxl the Discriminant Scores of
Cases in the Z3 Model
Case Actual	 DiscrbT%inant Classifi1 Classification
Gr	 Scores	 Gr
1	 1	 2.9762	 1	 Correct
2	 1	 1.8598	 1	 Correct
3	 1	 0.1397	 1	 Correct
4	 2	 -1.7411	 2	 Correct
5	 1	 -0.0717	 1	 Correct
6	 2	 -1.1572	 2	 Correct
7	 1	 0.5630	 1	 Correct
8	 1	 0.1268	 1	 Correct
9	 1	 0.7253	 1	 Correct
10	 1	 0.7253	 1	 Correct
11	 1	 1.7045	 1	 Correct
12	 1	 0.9823	 1	 Correct
13	 1	 0.9461	 1	 Correct
14	 1	 2.9889	 1	 Correct
15	 1	 0.4601	 1	 Correct
16	 1	 0.6486	 1	 Correct
17	 1	 1.6484	 1	 Correct
18	 1	 1.8556	 1	 Correct
19	 1	 2.5455	 1	 Correct
20	 2	 -3.4364	 2	 Correct
21	 1	 0.2428	 1.	 Correct
22	 2	 -4.3456	 2	 Correct
23	 1	 -0.1747	 1	 Correct
24	 2	 -3.8283	 2	 Correct
25	 2	 -2.8234	 2	 Correct
26	 2	 -2.2573	 2	 Correct
27	 1	 0.1483	 1	 Correct
28	 2	 -2.7203	 2	 Correct
29	 1	 1.3547	 1	 Correct
30	 1	 -0.0858	 1	 Correct
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Table 26 Overall Classification Results of the Z3Model
Actual Group No. of Cases Predicted Group Membership
Group 1	 Group 2
Groupi	 22	 22	 0
	
(100%)	 (0%)
Group2	 8	 0	 8
(0%)	 (100%)
Z score
—5 —4 —3 —2 — 1	 0	 1	 2	 3
	
4
Figure 6 All Groups Stacked Histogram for Model Z3
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sub-model which excludi renovation, alteration and civil
engineering works. The purpose of the sub-model is to
investigate if there are any difference between the sub-model
and the main model.
Table 27 uner of Cases 1 Grip in the Z4 Model
Performance	 No. of Cases
1	 18
Total:	 26
7.7.1 ¶E REJI1I?Rr	 1LEL
(Details of caipuler generation of the model are describe:1 in
Appendix 6.)
In this Z4 study, the six variables found in the Z2
discriminant function were re-1TK,delled and the fo11owir linear
function resulted:
Discriininant function = - 0.5626 (PLC)
+10.6218 (F_S])
+ 0.0931 (LEAD_EX)
- 1.7666 (PAST_PER)
+ 0.7885 (ORIGIN)
+ 1.0347 (cXN'flL) - 0.7053
The standaxdjzed discriininant function coefficients and their
priority order of contribution to the and Z2 discrfriinant
functions are illustrated in Table 28.
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Table 28 Standardized Discriminant Function Coefficients and their
Priority Order of Contribution to the Z and Z 2 models
Z4	Model	 Z2 Model
Variables Standardized Order Starilardized Order
Discriminant	 of	 Discrianinant	 of
	
Function	 Contri- Function	 Contri-
Coefficients bution Coefficients bution
1PLC	 -0.6857	 3	 -0.8867	 4
P1F_STA	 0.5756	 5	 0.9110	 2
IEAD . EX	 0.6718	 4	 0.6372	 5
PAST_PER	 -1.0436	 1	 -1.1000	 1
ORIGIN	 0.4552	 6	 0.5184	 6
NT1L	 0.8874	 2	 0.8870	 3
The results in Table 28 show that the i,ortance of the
percentage of professional staff has drcpped from rank 2 to 5
while the priority orders of the canpiexity of project, project
leader's experience and architects' or clients' supervision and
control have escalated. This infers that for buildir works, the
percentage of professional staff plays a less important role in
determiniry
 contractor performance. This is perhaps due to
the paradoxical nature of this variable that high percentage
nars better inanagemant qiality and better claim expertise as
explained in Section 7.3 • 2.
The classification results, the freq.iency distribution and the
discriiiiinant scores of the cases in the ndel are shown in
Table 29 and Figure 7 • Both indicate that the classification is
good in separating the two groups.
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Table 29 Classification Results and the Discriminant Scores of
Cases in the ZMode1
Case Actual Discriminant Classified Classification
Gr	 Scores	 Group
1	 1	 2.1629	 1	 Correct
2	 1	 0.3836	 1	 Correct
3	 2	 -1.5390	 2	 Correct
4	 1	 0.1540	 1	 Correct
5	 2	 -1.0627	 2	 Correct
6	 1	 0.7166	 1	 Correct
7	 1	 0.2445	 1	 Correct
8	 1	 0.9027	 1	 Correct
9	 1	 0.9027	 1	 Correct
10	 1	 1.9281	 1	 Correct
11	 1	 3.1121	 1	 Correct
12	 1	 0.7229	 1	 Correct
13	 1	 0.9521	 1	 Correct
14	 1	 1.7551	 1	 Correct
15	 1	 2.1300	 1	 Correct
16	 1	 3.0996	 1	 Correct
17	 2	 -3.5017	 2	 Correct
18	 1	 0.4867	 1	 Correct
19	 2	 -4.2062	 2	 Correct
20	 1	 0.1603	 1	 Correct
21	 2	 -3.6410	 2.	 Correct
22	 2	 -2.4880	 2	 Correct
23	 2	 -2.1978	 2	 Correct
24	 1	 0.2305	 1	 Correct
25	 2	 -2.8514	 2	 Correct
26	 1	 1.4433	 1	 Correct
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Frequency
6
5
4
3
2
1
9 Group 2 (Bad)
Group I (Good)
Table 30 Overall Classification Results of the Z4 Model
Actual Group No. of Cases Predicted Group Membership
Group 1 Group 2
Group 1	 18	 18	 0
	
(100%)
	 (0%)
Group2	 8	 0	 8
	
(0%)	 (100%)
Z score
—5 —4 —3 —2 —1	 0	 1	 2	 3
	
4
Figure 7 All Group Stacked Histogram for Model Z4
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7.7.2	 OF JS	 ASSIFEED	 RrEX
Table 30 illustrates the perfect overall classification results
of the iix,del.
7.8 a?!PARI! WALES Z2, Z3 AND
The above sections demristrate that the three iidels are very
similar in nature although havirg a small deviation in the
priority order of sai predictive variables. Table 31 shows the
standardized discriminant function coefficients of the three
models.
Table 31 Standardized Discriminant Thnction Coefficients of Z2.,.
Z3 AND Z4 DELS	 -
Standardized Discriininant inction Coefficients
_____________ Z2 ?,del	 del	 del
¶types	 All Projects Nez Works	 iildir, Works
Only	 Only
No. of Cases	 34 cases	 30 cases	 26 cases
Variables
PLEX	 -0.8867	 -0.9843	 -0.6857
	
0.9110	 0.7631	 0.5756
1E1DC	 0.6372	 0.5497	 0.6718
PAST_PER	 -1.1000	 -0.9850	 -1.0436
ORIGIN	 0.5184	 0.5065	 0.4552
ODNTIL	 0.8870	 0.9631	 0.8874
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It is worth noting that the contribution of the percentage of
professional staff drops enoraus1y frQn idel to Z4.
This is perhaps due to the paradoxical nature of this variable
that high percentage means better managnt quality ar better
claim expertise as explained in Section 7.3.2.
Basically the contrflxitions of the predictive variables of the
three ndels follow a very close pattern ar their
classification results are ideal.
7.9 ]!!?R! ND
The results frcan applying the linear discriininant analysis
technique produced a linear discriminant ncdel made up of six
variables measuring the aspects of the personnel
characteristica, Tpany reputation, origin of fth, special
features of the j th ar the project team's influences on
contracting firms arxl projects.
There was no misclassification in the itcdel which dDnstrated
that separation of the two groups was effective. Further, it
will be denristrated in thapter 10 that the percentage of
'grouped' cases correctly classified by applying the nDdel Z2
to a test group with 16 cases was founi to be 87.5%. Having such
a high classification power, it is believed that there is an
unierlying structure influencing contractor perfoi:inance.
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The priority order of contrib.ition of each factor to the
function is as follows:
1. Past Performance
2. Percentage of Professional Staff
3. Client's or architect's supervision ar control
4. Complexity of the Project
5. Project Leader's Experience
6. Origin of the Contractir Firm
The results show that the factors, 'Project Leader's Experience'
aix 'Origin of the Contractirq Finn' are the least discrinthiant
of the variables while 'Past Performance' ar 'Percentage of
Professional Staff' are relatively icre important than others.
The cut-off value of the Z2 ucdel was derived to be at -0.8757
below which performance is nore likely to be poor. In the bid
evaluation process, clients can consider the terxer cost as well
as the predictive performance arrived usirg the Z 2
 ndel.
Tenlerers with poor predictive performance can be remved fruu
shortlist as quality, tiixe of ccpletion ar cost would nst
likely not meet clients' expectation.
o sub-ixdels of new works ard. bjildin works only were also
derived to investigate if there are any deviations fran the main
itcdel. The results dnstrate that the divergence is very small
aixi all the three ndels have a very good classification power.
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The priority order of contrihition of each factor to the Z3
function (consists of new works only) is as follows:
1. Past Performance
2. Ccurplexity of the Project
3. Client's or architect's supervision ari control
4. Percentage of Professional Staff
5. Project Leader's Experience
6. Origin of the Contracting Firm
The priority order of contrilxition of each factor to the
function (consists of building works only) is as follows:
1. Past Performance
2. Client's or architect's supervision aixi control
3. Ccatplexity of the Project
4. Project 1p der's Experience
5. Percentage of Professional Staff
6. Origin of the Contracting Firm
The only point worth noting is the factor, the percentage of
professional staff, whose contribution to the idels drops
significantly from Z2 to Z4. The priorities of the
variables, past performance of contractors aixi the origin of the
conpany, remain c1anged throughout.
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QPTFR 8
Dh1ERVIW JIWE O SIIURE cLIF1IS' UJCIURD
AP1	 IN iiici SEIEI
8.1 nmwcrxa
Although ircst clients do rt have a sticWre1 approach in the
contractor selection process, it is believed that there are sa
criteria relevant to the the selection process. In order to firxl
out the ways that clients harxile the process az verify the
results with the discriininant itde1 developed, an interview
survey was conducted.
The purpose of the survey is to fix out the criteria which
clients consider in the selection process ard the ways they
Itisasure the factors. The interviewees were selected aitrst the
largest clients in Horq Korg which ir].ixIes the director of the
largest public housirv orgariisation which provides re than 50%
of the total annual supply of hcisin in Hor Kor.
8.2 IN'ThRVIFW
The study reported in this thapter is derived frcn an interview
survey of construction industry clients in Houg Kong, the aim of
which was to find out clients' decision patterns and practices
upon contractor selection and the ways they gauge the factors.
The interview guestions are shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12 Form of Interview Questions Used in the Interview Survey
scria Qfl1UA
1. What are the criteria your organisation adopted in contractor
selection besides bidding prices?
2 • How do you assess the past performance of contractors?
3 • Are there any a&1 i tional screening procedures or requirnts for
complex projects? Ar what are they if any?
4. Do you agree that staff guality will be attribitable to contractor
performance ard if agree how do you asure it?
5 • Do you agree that the experience of the project Itlanager will be
attribitable to contractor performance ard if agree how do you
nasure it?
6.What action would you take if the contractor performance is likely
to be poor? Will you exercise tighter project control?
7.What do you maan by 'tighter' control?
8. will you treat overseas contractors differently? Why?
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since interviess are the representatives of the large
developers, projt managnt consultants ai the largest
public housir organisation in Hors Kor, they have much
experience in the contractor selection process an can reflect
ents' actual concern on the determinants of performance. The
total nuzer of interviewees in this survey is ten.
8.3 iuras
The survey results are sunatarise1 in Figure 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19.
8.3.1	 PARI 'fliE JRVE R)IZS W1'IH 'IBE DS]NIWJN1' I)LL
The discriminant iidel	 has identifi1 six variables with
the stronest contribution to the scale of performance in the
following priority order:
- Past performance
- Percentage of professional staff
- Clients' control
- Ccm1exity of the project
- Project leader's experience
- Origin of the contractor
Likewise, the survey discovers that the three ixcst frequently
highlighted criteria in contractor selection are past
- 95 -
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perfonnance, quality of inanagennt staff am ccaip1exity of the
proj ect/ expertise required which correspors to the ncdel 's
firxlirigs (see Figure 13).'
The survey also reveals that all the resporx3ents agreed that the
quality of management staff ar experience of the project leader
could affect contractor performance aixi the way to remedy the
likely poor performance wa to exercise tighter supervision ar
control.
As regards overseas contractors, only three it of the ten
interviewees had experience in dealir with them azxl all the
three resporxlents agreed that overseas contractors were nre
difficult to deal with as they were re claima aixi variations
conscious ar had the know-how to play the contract with
clients. In de1 ir with then, clients would exercise tighter
supervision ar maintain a nre formal ccmainication d,annel ar
documentation.
In conclusion, the survey results basically match well with that
of the discriininant icdel. That means that clients are concerned
about the determinants of the predictive performance although
they do not have a structured approach to assess them.
8.3 • 2 YS 10 C]ANThY VARIABtS
8 • 3 • 2 • 1 lALIT( OF WEENP S1FF AND IHE JECI' I1ER
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The quality of management staff eabráces a variety of
constituents; ho 'zever, nest are difficult to quantify arxl
collect. The survey shs that the education level is the ncst
frequently h hlighted constituent by the respordents ai is the
easy measurable variable ax thus was adopted in buildin the
discriminant itcdel.
Similarly, the quality of the project leader is difficult to
define ar ccqxsed of many determinants. Hzever, experience is
ixst frequently highlighted by respordents in the survey ar was
adopted in buildir the discriminant ndel.
8.3.2.2 PAST I'W2
The survey sh .zs that there were two a.it of the ten respordents
totally relyirg on cxrehensive performance appraisal systems
to assess past performance, another two had r,xle scorir scales
suppliilEnted with hunan. judgements, the rest relied pirely on
Jividuals' rexmnerKlations. It seeme that there was not a
unified approach in the assessment.
It is thus rexzmnerded, for the p.irpose of applying the
discriininant ircdel for organisations where no ccaiipreherisive
performance appraisal system exists, that the average of the
client's, the architect's aid consultant's reccatirnardations
gauged in five rarges be adopted; that is good, better than
average, fair, poorer than average, poor, is taken to be the
assesnt of past performance.
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In cases where a ccztiprehensive perforance appraisal system
exists, the five extents (good, better than average, fair,
poorer than average, poor) are represented by mark ranes where
each rare enibodies 20% of the total recorded cases.
8.3.2 • 3 c[mNr' S &JRVISICJ AND	 11)L
The survey cannot evidence any systematic approadies to maasure
this factor; hiever, clients' perception on 'tighter control'
was identified (see Figure 17).
it is thus reccamieixed, for the pzrpose of applying the
discriininant del, that the degree of control is gauged by the
number of positive or negative responses to the actions
described (refer to Figure 17) ai then maasured by the
followniT rule:
Action Taken	 pe of Control
Most answers	 Tight
are positive
A few positive answers	 Tighter than average
Most answers are neutual	 Fair
A few negative answers	 Looser than average
Most answers are negative	 Loose
Actions:
-Close supervision
-Ccatumnicate fonnally ar maintain a ccztplete set of
docuitentation as evidence for future dispites
-More site supervisory staff
-More frequent feback ar detailed scrutiny of reports
-Close progress control
-Exert pressure on the top inanagenent of the contractor
-Avoid over-certification of payments
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8.3 • 3 AEUT]IAL SEEIt 1JIREEiIS 	 L	 AND/
MJEC1S
Besides the general criteria described in the contractor
selection process, the survey also identifies the additional
screenin r&iuirements for laxge ar4/ or ccaplex projects (see
Figure 19). For these types of projects, clients shc,ld examine
contractors in nore detail.
8.4 ]?RY AND ICIIEICl
This Capter has described an interview survey which was aimed
coxnparirq the criteria that clients are irrently exercisin in
contractor selection with the developed discriininant nodel, az
to firxl ways to quantify the variables.
The results dencnstrate that the orrent practice in contractor
selection is very close to the factors that the discrimibant
nodel has investigated.
As regards the provision of a nore quantitative system for
evaluating the vaguely defined variables; past performance az
the client's control ar supervision, this thapter has
reconunered the approaches which enable the discriininant nodel
nore easy to apply.
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QIAPTER 9
PARD	 DISa1X	 IS 1E WT1H
UITIPiE RSII NtYSIS NID DDiIL SU	 S
9.1
In this apter, two itrde1s other than the discritninant analysis
approach were developed to verify with the discriininant analysis
xrcdel namely:
a) Multiple Pression Analysis ITodel; ax
b) Uniditnerisional Scaling Mudel.
These two ircdels are less caiiplicated than the discriininant
ndel both in terme of mathematical theroies ar cxznpitations.
Multiple reression closely reseir1es discriniinant analysis as
explained in . Section 3.4 of thapter 3. The unidinensional
scaling nxxlel was designed to scale persons, stimuli, or both
persons ar stimuli. The main shortfall of the scaling nde1 is
the nlect of interrelationship between the predictive
variables. These two ixdels will be discussed in the foU'iing
pages.
9.2 MJflI!tPI.E REXE SIcI1 ANALISIS T4XEL
Researchers in the social sciences, bisiness, policy studies aixi
other areas rely heavily on the use of rression analysis27.
The frequency with which the technique is enployed can be
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deimnstrate1 by a review of articles in professional journals
such as the 1terican Econmics Review, Journal of Policy Analysis
ard Management, Journal of Marketir, etc.
Multiple linear regression analysis is a iithod for itasurir
the effects of several factors concurrently. There are nimrous
occasions where the use of ialtiple regression analysis is
appropriate, as in social science, there ncnally are a number
of factors determinirx the outczce of a deperdent variable.
The concept of itultiple rression analysis is identical to that
of siiiple regression analysis except that two or nre
ixeperdent variables are us sfltniltaneously to explain the
depen:]ent variables.
9.2.1 ThE R ESICfl 14)(EL
The rression itcdel is in the folldrj form:
C a +	 + B2X2 + ... + BX
Where
	 a is a constant.
B is the coeficients for X1.
is the irdepeixient variable determinir the
outcczne of C.
9 • 2.2 ThE SANIRD' z'n QDiiiCtENIS
In multiple regression analysis, staixiardized coefficients
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are also used as in the discriininant idel ar interpreted as
irxiicators to insasure the contrihition of each izxlepezxlent
variable to the del. Likewise, coefficients are starxardized
to a unity starard deviation ar a zero nan.
Unlike the discriminant ndel, stamardized coefficients are
nan1 as beta coefficients in multiple regression. The
star3.ardized coefficients n'eazure the darge in the deperxlent
variable (neasure in starard deviations) that results fran a
one-star3.ard-deviation change in the iixeper3ent variables27.
Thus,
Beta Coefficient = * (5/,)
where B, is the regression coefficient
S is the starard deviation of the iixlepeixlent
variable.
S, is the staMard deviation of the deperent
vriable.
9.2.3 S&]MPflC1S fli APPLYI 'DIE 1IVEL
To draw inferences about popilation values based on sairle
results,, the following assunptions are neeed to be inst.
However, it has been drcnstrate1 that regression analysis is
generally robust in the presence of departures fran
assuittions30.
9.2.3.1 W1L1T! ND E1ALT1Y OF VAREA
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For any fixed value of the inepexx1ent variable, the
distrutions of the deper1ent variables shxild be nonnal ar
have constant variances (see Figure 8).
9.2.3.2
The data set shc*ild be non-collinear or non-multicollinear. re
precisely, a set of cbsevations on a coflection of irepenent
variables is said to be non-collinear if no one variable is a
linear ccznbination of the others.
9.2.3.3 LENRTT!
The nan values of the deperent variable all lie on a straight
line, which is the poxilation rression line. n alternative
way of statin this assumption is that the linear imdel is
correct.
9.2.4 GJOJ1Th OF PIT
The coefficient of determination (the R square) is the imcst
ccmimnly used nasure of the goodness of fit of a linear ndel.
The R square statistic asures closeness as the percentage of
total variation in the deper1ent variable explained by the
rression line.
If the data points were all to lie directly on the rression
ndel, the observed values of the deperient variable would be
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equal to the predicted values, ar the R square would be equal
to 1. As the irxepeitient varaThie explains less ar less of the
variation in the depenent variables, the value R square falls
toward zero.
The sample R square tens to be an optimistic estimate of how
well the rrcdel fits the population. The ndel usually does not
fit the population as well as it fits the sample from which it
is derived. The value of the coefficient of determination will
never decrease when another variable is added to the regression.
Although the additional variable may be of no use whatsoever in
explainir variations in the deper1ent variable, it cannot
reduce the explanatory value of the previously lxiei
variables. Since includin additional variables can never
decrease the value of R square ar normally increase it, it is
conun to use the adjusted R square which is adjusted for the
number of irxeperent variables used in the regression. Thus it
is possible that by addix another irxererxent variable to the
regression,. the adjusted R square will decrease although R
square actually increases. Hence, the statistic adjusted R
square is to correct R square to nre closely reflect the
goodness of fit of the ndel in the population. The adjusted R
square is derived as followsU:
- (p (l-R2) / (N-p-i))
Where	 p is the number of irxepenient variables in the
egation
N is the nuither of observations
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For this reason, the adjusted R square is used to determine
whether including another iixeperx1ent variable increases the
explanatory per of the regression.
9.2.5 STEBISE RFSSI
Since decisions regarding which of numeris possible variables
to include in a regression equation are difficult, stepwise
regression teciniques are used to rexxcve the unsignificant
variables. These techniques which are iit ocaiuinly used13
all the investigation of different xmbinations of lixiepeudent
variables. The selection criterion is usually based on the
partial correlation coefficient,
	
the coefficient of
determination, R square aixi whether the inclusion of the
variable wxild be significant which is tested by the F
distribution.
In the stepwise regression, sinple linear regressions using each
of all the possible irepeix1ent variables specified will be
generated. The one havir the largest partial correlation
coefficient aixi producir the highest R square ar meanwhile
passing the F-distribution test will be selected. In step 2, the
remaining iixlepexxlent variables together with the variable
chosen in step 1 will be used to produce different regression
results each with two iixleperxlent variables. The one cczination
generating the highest R square will be selected. This process
continues until all the variables are included in the equation
or no remaining variable increases the R square statistic
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sufficiently to permit the inclusion of additional variables or
combinations cannot pass the F-distribution test.
9.2.6 ThE RJIII?,NL' 1'1XL
(Details of ccmputer generation of the ndel are described in
Apperxlix 7.)
The selection thod used in developing the ncdel is the
stepwise selection' which incorporates both the 'forward
selection' ar the 'bac1,ard elimination' approaches. The first
variable is examined to see whether it shc*ild be renwed
according to the rencval criterion ax then variables not in the
equation are examined for entry. The follcwing ixdel is
developed:
PERFO11 = + 0.36853(PAST_PER) +. 0.l355(a1PLEX)
- 0.22549(NTIL) - 0.02O55(LED_C)
- l.42476(IDF_STA) + 0.92865
where 1PLEX : The ccailexity of the project
rF_sr: Quality of irianagemant team-
Professional qualifications
IEADC : ' Quality of managennt team-
Project leader's experience
PAST_PER: Contractor's past performance or image
CX)NTI)L: 2rchitect' s or client's supervision an
control on the quality of work arxi work
progress
9.2.7 ThE RELMIVE IMNCE (I 1fi]BYrIC1 OF VAIIABE 1)
ThE L
The order of contribution of variables to the itcdel are shown in
Table 33.
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Table 32 Unstarilardizel Partial Rression Coefficients
Varfl1es
LE
F_STA
LE&EX
PAST_PER
(constant)
Unstaixardized Partial
Regression Coefficients
0.1355
-1.42476
-0.02055
0.36853
-0.22549
0.92865
Table 33 Beta	 Coefficients	 (Stardardizal	 R&iression
Coefficients)
Varibles	 Beta Coefficients 	 Order of(Stardardized Partial	 Contribution
____________ Begression Coefficients)
4PIE'C	 0.48856	 2
rF_SrA	 -0.24559	 5
IEAQFC	 -0.30394	 4
PA . PER	 0.64489	 1
C)NT1)L	 -0.48198	 3
The past performance of contractors is considered as the iiKst
important determinant n performance prediction. The ccat!plexity
of projects is ranked the secord ard the percentage of
professional staff has the least contribution to the ndel.
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9 • 2.8	 PRIS	 IWEEN 'mE DISIMINR WIEFJ ND 'DIE
MJIXL'IPLE RI	 L
The nurriber of variables in the nvltiple reression ndel is
reiuced fran 6 to 5 ar the variable ORIGIN is renved 'when
ocinipared with the discriininant nDdel. Although ORIGIN has the
next highest contribition to the regression itdel anngst the
variables not fallir into the equation, it cannot pass the
F-distribution test ar have a high probability of
F-distribution to enter; i.e. 10.8% comparing with the criterion
of 6%. This niay be due to the fact that the distribution is
highly skew tcjards the locals because there are only 5 overseas
cases allx)ngSt the total 34 ai the nultiple rression ndel has
re stringent criteria in variable seltion than that of the
discriminant itcdel.
Comparing the two nde1s' sanaxdized coefficients, it reveals
that the contribution of the variable PASP_PER is ranked the
first in both ixdels. However, F_STh falls fran the secor in
the discriminant ndel to the last in the regression ix,del. This
nay be due to the high correlation between F_S] ard ORIGIN
ard the variable ORIGIN was renved fran the rression ndel.
The contribution ranking of the cxplexity of proj&ts in the
rression ndel has risen fran the frth in the discrfriinant
itcdel to the secord ard thus this is considered nre important
in the regression ndel.
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Meanwhile, it is worth noting that the variable P1DF_S (the
percentage of professional staff in the caxrpany) has a positive
effect on the contractor perfonance in both itde1s; that is the
higher the percentage, the better is the perforinaire.
Table 34 Cciiarison of the Staixiardized Coefficients Between
Discriininant Model and Moltirle Reression Model
Staixiardizal coefficients
Discriminant Rank	 Reression Rank
____ ____ 1L'___
1PLC	 -0.8867	 4	 0.4886	 2
PIF_STA	 0.9110	 2	 -0.2456	 5
IEADEX	 0.6372	 5	 -0.3039	 4
P2ST_PER	 -1.1000	 1.	 0.6449	 1
ORIGIN	 0.5184	 6
N]BJL	 0.8870	 3	 -0.4820	 3
* The signs of the coefficients are arbitrary only.
The variables	 PIEC and TI)L have the ccatparable magnitude
in both the discriininant itcdel and nuiltiple regression ix,del.
On the whole, the size and ranking of the coefficients in both
nxdels do not differentiate too inudi only with the exception of
the variable: 'the percentage of professional staff'.
Table 35 ccaiipares the results of the two other discriininant
nt,dels Z3 (for new works only), Z4 (for b.iilding works only,
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see thapter 7) an the reression ncdel.
It can be noticod that the variable contribution pattern of the
Z4 discriminant ncdel matches that of the regression ude1
itst. It thus is advisable to follz the regression rzdel or the
Z4 discriininant ndel for building works only.
9 2.9 1AL1T! OF auii
Table 36 shzs the results of the reression micdel for each
imxlividual cases of the sample. Sire there are binary results
only; i.e • '1' for 'good perforroarce ar '2' for 'poor
performarce' in the depeixient variable PP%P)1, the demarcation
value for group 1 ar 2 is set to be 1.5.
The overall classification results are stmniarise1 in Table 37.
Table 37 The overall Classification Results of the Riression
Model
Actual group	 No. of cases	 Predicted group flEthbership
1	 2
Group 1
	 25	 25	 0
(100%)	 (0%)
Group 2
	 9	 0	 9
(0%)	 (100%)
Percentage of "grouped" cases correctly classified is 100% which
den,nstrates that the classification of the mxdel is effective
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Table 36 Classification Results ani the. Pression Scores of
Cases in the Multiple Pressior1 Model
case Actual Regression	 Classifies Classification
	
Gr	 Scores	 Grip
1	 1	 0.8293	 1	 Correct
2	 1	 1.1581	 1	 Correct
3	 1	 0.6740	 1	 Correct
4	 2	 1.6963	 2	 Correct
5	 1	 0.8459	 1	 Correct
6	 1	 1.2358	 1	 Correct
7	 2	 1.6846	 2	 Correct
8	 1	 1.3280	 1	 Correct
9	 2	 1.5824	 2	 Correct
	10	 1	 1.1925	 1	 Correct
	 1	 1	 1.2825	 1	 Correct
	12	 1	 1.1514	 1	 Correct
	 3	 1	 1. 1514	 1	 Correct
	14	 1	 0.8565	 1	 Correct
	 5	 1	 1.0920	 1	 Correct
	16	 1	 1.1327	 1	 Correct
	 7	 1	 1.0453	 1	 Correct
	18	 1	 0.6469	 1	 Correct
	 9	 1	 1.2225	 1	 Correct
	20	 1	 1.1434	 1	 Correct
	 1	 1	 0.9720	 1	 Correct
	22	 1	 0.9148	 1	 Correct
	 3	 1	 0.6835	 1	 Correct
	24	 2	 1.8271	 2	 Correct
	 5	 1	 1.2461	 1	 Correct
	26	 2	 2.0361	 2	 Correct
	 7	 1	 1.3580	 1	 Correct
	28	 2	 1.9255	 2	 Correct
	 9	 2	 1.6474	 2	 Correct
	30	 2	 1.8568	 2	 Correct
	 1	 1	 1.2981	 1	 Correct
	32	 2	 1.9433	 2	 Correct
	 3	 1	 1.0083	 1	 Correct
	34	 1	 1.3321	 1	 Correct
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aixi good. The frequency distrThution of ir1ividua1 cases are
ilustrat in Figure 9.
9.2.10	 OF TT
Table 38 shows the sunutaxy of the regression ndel.
Table 38 Surratary Table of the R&iression Statistics
Step	 ltip1e	 R square Adjusted Variable In
Regression	 R square
Coefficient
1	 0.6324	 0.3999	 0.3812	 PAS']PR
2	 0.7064	 0.4991	 0.4667	 4PLC
3	 0.7917	 0.6267	 0.5894	 NflDL
4	 0.8302	 0.6892	 .0:6463	 IEAD(
5	 0.8532	 0.7279	 0.6793	 PF_STh
Where PLEX: The cctçlexity of project
R)F_SI: The percentage of professional staff
IED_C: The project leader's experience
PAST_PER: The past performaz of contractor
flL: The arditects' or clients' control aixi
supervision on progress ar quality of
work
The regression statistic R square is 0.7279, iixicatir that 	 qu&U
72.79% of the variation in the performance behaviour is
explained by variations in the predictive variables, PAST_PER,
aPLEX, aJtUDL, LEAD_EX, ar P!DF_Sr.
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9.3 UN	 NSICL SCALI1 MD[EL
9.3.1 nimcrIi '10 UN INE2I(1L SLD
UnliJe 1enth, height ax time which have the worldwide
accepted, defined arxl measurable scales to measure, sc social,
political, psychological issues; such as attitne, prefereres
an perceptions are very diffiQilt to define ar measure; for
instance, the gav-errnnent' s performance, the voters' preference
in election, etc. Scaling is a set of mathematical techniques
that enable a researcher to .uver the 'hidden structure' of
data bases ar form a stan]ard by which the social concepts ar
psychological perceptions can be measured.
Sca]Jn itde1s may be employed for three related tut distinct
32 First, scaling analysis may perform a
hypothesis that there is a single dimension, ideology (e.g.,
liberalism), that urerlies voters' preferences for different
political candidates. In this case, the scaling iidel is used as
a criterion to evaluate the relative fit of a given set of
observed data to a specific nxdel. Second, scaling may be
employed for the pxrpose of siiily describing a data structure,
that is, for discovering the latent diiiiensions uixlerliying a set
of obtained observations. This ld be the case, for exait1e,
if psychologists attempted to specify the diiensions underlying
the perceived loudness of various sounds. No hypothesis is
necessarily being tested here. Instead, the pirpose of the
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analysis is mainly exploratory. Whether the priitary prpose of
the analysis is confiririatory (the testir of a specific
hypothesis) or exploratory, the tednicjie can be used to derive
ani construct a scale, in which case it is .a scalin mathod. In
this third instance the pirpose of scalir is to develop a
unidimensional scale on which iz1ividuals can be given scores.
Their scores on the particular scale can then be related to
other iasure of interest. Sociologists, for exaxple, may
construct a scale for iteasurir socioecorxnic status that can be
correlated with a variety of attit3.inal ai behavioral
xasures. In this stxIy, a scalir idel with scores was derived
to ixeasure the performance scale of contractors.
There are a niinber of scalir ixdels designed to scale persons,
stimuli, or both persons arvi. stimuli. In this research, Likert
was used which was designed to scale subjects only.
In Liiert scaling, irviividuals are presented with a list of
statErents about a sirle topic (in this sbxiy, the performance
of contractors) az are instructed to resporxl to each statement
in tez of their degree of agreErent or disagreement. Then the
scale is obtained by acin together the response scores of its
constituent iten to form a 'summative' scale. Altenatively,
the term 'linear cxmposite' is used to designate such a scale.
The Likert approach to scalin consists of three interrelated
tasks: (1) item construction, (2) item scorir, ar (3) item
selection. In this stx1y, there are totally 20 iix1eper1ent
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variables, the first step to do is to derive a univariate
correlation table between each variable ar the deperient
variable PERFOPM. Variables havin a high correlation, for the
purpose of this study, correlation coefficients higher than 0.2,
are chosen to form iten of the scale. It makes little sense to
combine unrelated iteme into a total st since un:Iifferentiatir
itenLs contrflite little useful information to the total. Indeed,
they iay actually decrease the reliability ar /or validity of
the scale28.
Weightins are then assigned to each item or variable accordii
to their degree of correlation with the dependent variable
PERFO1. However, Seweil ar Aiwin et a133 '34 arrived at the
followir conclusion regarding weightirs:
"The prcblem of assignir weights to iteme in a scale is one
which is rather annoying bit not of great practical
significance in light of the roughness of itst sociaetric
devices at the present time. Several st1Les have shown that
essentially the sane final results are ctained with
arbitrary imn sense weightir as with iicre ccztplicated,
bit still arbitrary, statistical. techniques."
Nevertheless, in order to manipulate the scores of the ixcdel to
fall into a scale of 0 to 100 for the ease of interpretation of
the results, equal weightirs were assigned.
Finally, for the item selection, the item-to-total correlations
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were calculated ar those havir a li value were remved fr
the final scale because they failed to discriminate between
groups. The follc,wir sections will describe the process of
nvxlellirig item construction, item scoring ar item selection.
9 • 3.2 1'IX	 irrict
In order to decide which variables anri the twenty in1eperxent
variables to be inclixied in the ixdel, it has to renove the
unrelated or less related iteils which may decrease the
reliabilty or validity of the scale. Univariate correlation
coefficients between the predictive variables ar the deperx1ent
variable PERFOI4 (perfoniance) were used to measure their
relativeness. Table 39 shcs the coefficients.
In the preliminary screening, variables haviri a coefficient
larger than 0.2 are selected ar inclided in the del. Frci
Table 39, it is ncticed that ten variables anrvg the twenty
fulfil this reçjiirennt ar they are C1WLJC (the cclexity of
project), TRAfltEMG (anxint of inanagenent trainin provided),
F_STh (the percentage of professional staff), (the
contractor's experience in similar jobs), P_.PER (the past
performance of the contractor), ORIGIN (the origin of the
contractor), LISTED (whether the contractor is a pblic or
private finn), CERL (whether decision itiakir is centralised
or de-centralised), AH_PER (architect performance), ai
QDNTL (architect/ client's control ar supervision).
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Table 39 The Univariate Correlation Coefficients Between the
DeTDenent Variable PERFO ard Other Irdeerdent
Variables
Irdepezxknt Variables	 Correlation Coefficient
with the deperxent
variable PERFOI
PL'C (The cxmplexity of
projects)	 0.27
TRAINING (Ant of managnt
trainin)	 -0.252
PLANT	 (Plant inership policy)	 -0.054
Ct!_SIZE (Size of ccaTany) 	 0.09
F_STA (Percentage of
professional staff)	 0.227
IEAD.....EX (Project lewer' s
experience)	 -0.05
NT..JC (Contractor's experi-
ence in si mi 1 ar jths)	 -0.208
)RKLDAD (Contractor's workload) 	 0.188
PPsr_PER (Contractor's past
performance)	 0.632
YEARaJS (Number of years in
bisiness)	 -0.178
ORIGIN	 (Origin of contractors) 	 -0.504
DEL	 (Aitømt of directly
eitloy1 labour)	 0.145
LISTED	 (Public or private firm) 	 0.236
CENI'RAL (Decision centralise:1
or de-centralisel) 	 0.455
SUBSID	 (Subsidiary firm of
the client or not) 	 0.095
ARGI_PER (Architect performance)	 -0.384
NT.E)L (Clients' control) 	 -0.474
PAYMENT (Purxtual paymant or not)	 0.133
FIT	 (Profitability)	 0 • 151
PAS....P_M (Past performance of
the project manager) 	 0.016
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9.3.3 T124
As itentionel in Stion 9.3.1, equal weightirs of a maxiita.mi of
10% were allocated to the ten shortlisted irzepeix1ent variables
yieldir a naxinim of 100% score.
In order to delineate the value of a variable to be good ar
bad, a cut of f value (x value) is defined at which both the
chances of fallixg into good ar bad groups axe the sane as
illustrated in Figure 10 with an assumption that aU variables
are normallly distributed, ai their iteans ar starxiaxd
deviations are used to estimate the x value.
The 10% weightin score was further subdivided acoordir to the
attarinent level of each variable; for exaitp1e, if the value of
the variable 'AINING' is larger than or eqal to 0.177 which
is the nean of the 'good' group, 10% score will be assigned; if
however, the value is between 0.117 to 0.079 which is the
demarcation value between the tv groups, 6.67% would be
allotted arxl if the value is between 0.079 to 0.068 which is the
nean of the 'bad' group, 3.33% would be apportioned; aixl finally
0% for value below or	 ial to 0.068 (see Figure 10 for
details).
However, this does not apply to certain variables prooessin
binary values; such as 'LISTED' (whether the ccznpany has been
listed in the stock market) has only 'Yes' ar 'No' cptions ar
in that case, either 10% or 0% will be assigned.
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The • st	 of score for each iix3.ividual case are thtained by
summing up the scores of the items. The results are presented in
Table 40.
9.3.4 ITEM SELXUQ
The next step is to dieck the item to total correlation to
e1iitinate the urdifferenting items which shild have a low
correlation. The correlations of each variable with the stnn of
score are shown in Table 41.
Table 41. Correlations of Items with the Total Sum of Score
Items
TRAINING
PEJF_STA
Nr
PASrPER
ORIGIN
LED
EAL
APER
NTEL
Correlations to Sum-of-Score
0.1250
0.2726
0.7167
0.1435
0.7966
0.7607
0.4217
0. 7037
0.6731
0. 5261
Since none of the above is extremely low, all variables are
selected ar1 irciuded in the nde1.
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Table 40 Classification Results arxl the Scalir Scores of Cases
in the Unidimensional Scalix Model
case actual Scalir	 Classified Classification
	
__ Gr	 Scores	 Gr	 _____
1	 1	 90	 1	 Correct
2	 1	 71.67	 1	 Correct
3	 1	 71.67	 1	 Correct
4	 2	 45	 2	 Correct
5	 1	 53.33	 1	 Correct
6	 1	 75	 1	 Correct
7	 2	 55	 1	 Wror
8	 1	 50	 1	 correct
9	 2	 55	 1	 Wror
	
10 1	 60	 1	 Correct
11	 1	 50	 1	 Correct
	
12 1	 60	 1	 Correct
13	 1	 60	 1	 Correct
14	 1	 75	 1	 Correct
15	 1	 61.67	 1	 Correct
16	 1	 55	 1	 correct
17	 1	 35	 2	 Wrorg
18	 1	 95	 1	 Correct
19	 1	 70	 1	 Correct
20	 1	 80	 1	 Correct
21	 1	 78.33	 1.	 Correct
	
22 1	 65	 1	 Correct
23	 1	 75	 1	 Correct
24	 2	 18.33	 2	 Correct
25	 1	 78.33	 1	 Correct
26	 2	 6.67	 2	 Correct
27	 1	 65	 1	 Correct
28	 2	 21.67	 2	 Correct
29	 2	 13.33	 2	 Correct
30	 2	 41.67	 2	 Correct
31	 1	 51.67	 1	 Correct
32	 2	 40	 2	 Correct
	
33 1	 50	 1	 Correct
34	 1	 50	 1	 Correct
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9.3.5 ]AL1!W OF	 EFETIc1A
The itiaxitnum score of the scale is 100%, ar thus the mid value,
50%, is taken as the demarcation value between good ar bad
groups. Table 40 shows the scores ar classification of each
iixlividual cases. The overall classification results are shown
in Table 42. The fr&iuency distrihition of scores is illustrated
in Figure 11.
Table 42 The Overall Classification Results of the
UnidinEnsional Scalina
	Actual group
	No. of cases Preii.cted 	 grc& ixership
	1 	 2
Group 1
	 25	 24	 1
	
(96%)	 (4%)
Group 2	 9	 2	 7
	
(22.22%)	 (77.78%)
9.3.6	 PARISC	 IWEEN ThE DISC1UMINT It(*L AND ThE
UNIDDEIL S
The number of variables in the unidhiensional scalir ndel has
increased frcin 6 in the discrimninant imdel to 10. The variables
ThAINING, ODNT_EX, LISI'ED, CENflAL, am ARC1 .PER were added an
the variable IEAD_EX is remved when ccatpared with the
discrirninant ndel. Table 43 xpares the variables included in
the discriminant ar unidimnensibnal ndels.
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Table 43 Variables Included in the Discriminant and
Unidimensional ScaliricT Models
Variables	 Discrinthiant Model	 Unidiirerisional
Scal Model
!PLEX	 *	 *
TRAINING	 -	 *
FF_STA	 *	 *
QNT_EX	 -	 *
PAST_PER	 *	 *
ORIGIN	 *	 *
LEAD_EX	 *	 -
LISTED	 -	 *
-	 *
-	 *
*	 *
* Included Variable
It can be noticed that the unidinnsional scale is much inferior
to the discriminant ircdel and the regression udel both in tei
of the quality of classification and the variables ez±odied. The
reasons would be the nelect of the interrelationship between
the independent variables and the much siuplified cititation
and mathematical concept of the unidiitensional scale.
9.4. aiicriisici ND N1ARY
The discriminant analysis (D.A.), multiple regression analysis
(NRA) and unidimensional scaling (A score) techniques were
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eirloyed to generate three ndels to classify contractor
perfonnare with the 34 cases. The results obtained frcan the
D.A. and NRA are cxmipatible to each other with a sivall
difference in the nunter of variables selected. In the D.A.
rcdel six variables were found to be significant in
classification while in the NRA five were obtained which
eliinthates the variable ORIGIN. This may be due to the fact that
the sa1Tle was skew towards locals (5 out of 34 are overseas
contractors).
In comparin the D.A. itcdel and the unidinensional scale, the
variations are large. Firstly, there were ten variables incled
in the unidinensional scaling ndel ccatipared with only six in
the D.A. ndel. secondly the quality of classification of the
'1 dinensjonal . scalir is mich inferior to D.A. and NRA. It is
because the unid.iinsional scaling technique has ignored the
interrelationship between variables. Each variable in the
unidinensional scalirg was considered independently bit in D.A
and NRA the interrelationship of variables was taken into
consideration in the variable selection process.
As mentioned in Section 3.4, the D.A. ncdel should have the
stronger classification power in the case of binary grouping
dependent variable when ccaripared with the NRA ixcdel. The
unidhtnsioal scaling is proved to be the weakest ancngst the
three ndels due to its sinplified arproach.
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A discritninant xrcdel usually fits the sample frau which it is
derived better than it will fit another sample fran the sane
population13 . Thus, the percentage of cases classified
correctly by the itdei is an inflated estimate of the true
Iperformance in the population.
There are several ways to obtain a better estimate of the true
misclassification rate. One technique is called the ieavir-one
-out method. It involves leavin out each of the cases in turn,
calculatin the function basal on the remainix n-i cases, ar
then classifyir the left-ait case. Since the case which is
beiri classified is not inchl'4 in the calculation of the
function, the observed misclassification rate is a less biased
estimate of the true one. Hzever, as the fun±ion is made up of
iist cases in the sample, the estimate of the misclassification
rate is not precise enc*4i.
Another technique is to obtain a test grap, then the ncdei can
be tested against the test graip. Since the sample cases are not
used for both estiinatin the function ai testin it, the
observed error rate in the 'test' sample shcxild better reflect
the function's effectiveness. This approach was adopted in this
sby.
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Hitherto, three models; nan1y discriminant analysis, multiple
rgression analysis and unidixnensional scaling models, have been
described. HcMever, as described in thapter 9, the
unicthiEnsional scaling model has a very high percentage of
misclassification and thus was excluded from testing. The test
results of the Discriminant and Multiple Regression Models will
be described in the follo41ing pages.
10.2 TT It G1JPS
In order to prove the validity of the models for each group, two
groups of test projects were collected. As described in Table 5
of (apter 5, the nuither of cases in the test groups of 'Good
Perfonnance' and 'Poor Perfonnance' are 10 and 6 respectively.
In the test groups, more 'Bad' cases were included to examine
the discriminant pc..rer of the models. It is because when one of
the groups is much smaller than the other, a highly correct
•	 •	 J1ft4
classification rate can occur even when most of the 'minority'
group cases are misclassified; for exairle, in judging everyone
to be disease free in an AI screening program, the error rate
will be very small since few people actually have infected with
Mrs. Thus the 'Poor Perfonnance' group was deliberately
enlarged to test the actual validity of the models.
10.3 VMIITI2 or IJ3LIE DISQUKLNANP ANA1SIS IL
The discriininant analysis model developed is as follcMs:
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Disci±riinant function = - 0.5616 (CtPtC)
+ 11.9324 (F_STA)
+ 0.0949 (IEAD_EC)
- 1.7845 (PAST_PER)
+ 0.8219 (ORIGIN)
+ 1.0364 ()NT1DL) - 1.1408
where	 O*'IiX: The cxç1exity of the project
FF_SI?: Percentage of professional qjialified
staff
LF?DC : Project leader's experience
PAST_PER: Contractor's past perfornance or image
ORIGIN : Origin of the iipany
IL: Architect's or client's supervision ai
control on the qpality of work az work
progress
The results obtained frcan the irxepezx1ent data groups are shn
in Table 44 ar 45.
Table 44 Overall Classification Results of the Test 1ta Groups
in the Discriminant Analysis Model
Actual Group No. of Cases 	 Prsiicted Group Mership
Groupl	 Grc*ip2
Grcxipl	 10	 9	 1
(90%)	 (10%)
Group2	 6	 1	 5(16.7%)	 (83.3%)
Percent of 'grouped' cases correctly classified: 87.5%
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Table 45 Classification Results and the Discrhinant Scores of
the Test tta Groups in the Discrindnant Analysis Model
Case Actual	 Discriininant Classifi&I Classification
__ Group Scores	 Gz
1	 1	 -2.067	 2	 WING
2	 0.739	 1	 Correct
3	 1	 3.048	 1	 Correct
4	 1	 4.052	 1	 Correct
5	 1	 3.238	 1	 Correct
6	 1	 0.509	 1	 Correct
7	 1	 2.318	 1	 Correct
8	 1	 2.072	 1	 correct
9	 1	 0.844	 1	 Correct
10	 1	 -0.384	 1	 Correct
11	 2	 0.139	 1	 W1
12	 2	 -1.795	 2	 correct
13	 2	 -3.473	 2	 Correct
14	 2	 -2.931	 2	 Correct
15	 2	 -2.369	 2	 Correct
16	 2	 -5.347	 2	 Correct
In the Z2
 cde1 developnent, there are 25 cases frQn the
'Good' group and 9 frQn the 'Bad' group. Thus, the prior
probabilities of group 1 (good perfornance) and group 2 (bad
performance) are 73.53% (25/34 * 100%) aiü 26.47% (9/34 * 100%)
respectively. If the classification rate for the 'Good' group is
lower than or equal to 74%, it .i1d suspect that the out
happens only accidentally and the performance is not better than
chance. Similarly, if the classification rate for the 'Bad'
group is lower than or equal to 26%, it would suspect that the
out	 just happens by chance.
In this study, the classification rates for the 'Good' and 'Bad'
groups are 90% and 83.3% which are well above 74% and 26% and
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thus the classification performarKe is very convircixg. It \ 	 I
dennstrates a satisfactory prediction pc.ier of the model.
10 • 4 VALEIYTIi OF 'fliE !4JIXI'IPLE RFSI(i AUtSIS }IIEL
The multiple rression analysis itcdel developed is as foUzs:
PERFOI = + 0.36853(PAST_PER) + O.1355(cUIPW)
- 0.22549(T1L) - 0.02055(IEAD_EX)
- 1.42476(PF_S) + 0.92865
where a]4PLx : The c.u,lexity of the project
DF_STA: Quality of mnanag nt team-
Professional qualifications
tED: Quality of mnanagennt team-
Project leader's experierxe
PASP_PER: ntractor' s past performnaixe or iiiage
Ctt'IL: Architect's or client's supervision ar1
control on the quality of work ar work
progress
The results thtained frQn the irxleperxlent data group are
sunnitarised in Table 46 ai 47.
Table 46 Overall Classification Results of the Test 1ta Groups
in the Moltim1e Reression Analysis Model
Actual Group No. of Cases	 Predicted Group ithership
Groupl	 Group2
Grc.ip].	 10	 9	 1
(90%)	 (10%)
Group2	 6	 1	 5
_______________	 (16.7%)	 (83.3%)
Percent of 'grouped' cases correctly classified: 87.5%
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Table 47 Classification Results ar the Multiple Reqression
Scores of the Test tta Grc,.ips in the Multiple
Reciression Analysis Model
Case Actual Discriininant Classified Classification
Gr	 Scores	 Gr	 _____
1	 1	 1.6969	 2	 WI)NG
2	 1	 1.1359	 1	 Correct
3	 1	 0.5421	 1	 Correct
4	 1	 0.6757.	 1	 correct
5	 1	 0.5010	 1	 Correct
6	 1	 1.1208	 1	 Correct
7	 1	 0.7533	 1	 Correct
8	 1	 0.8509	 1	 Correct
9	 1	 1.0901	 1	 Correct
10	 1	 1.3383	 1	 Correct
11	 .2	 1.1561	 1	 WIDNG
12	 2	 1.6291	 2	 Correct
13	 2	 2.0514	 2	 Correct
14	 2	 1.8888	 2	 Correct
15	 2	 1.7533	 2	 Correct
16	 2	 2.1881	 2	 Correct
The classification results cbtained are sane as that of the
discriminant itcdel. Thus it corltes that the prediction power
of the multiple reression imcdel is satisfactory which verifies
the reliability of the discriininant del.
10.5 acriici AND &]f"iW
The discrizainant rxdel was extrEtly airate in c1assifyii
87.5% of the sample correctly. The Type I error (i.e. when the
case is actually bad bit classified into the 'Good' group) was
proved to be 16.7% while the Type II error (i.e. when the case
is actually good bit classified into the 'Bad' group) was 10%.
This is significantly better than a pire d-.iance imdel. The
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results, therefore, are encouragir.
The multiple rression analysis itx1el has provel to be
effective in discriminating between the 'Good' ar 'Bad' groups
which has oounterprovel the validity aM reliability of the
discrimninant mxdel.
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11.1 nmmcria
As revealed in the last thapter, the test cases no.1 ar 11 were
four to be misclassified both by the Discriinant Analysis ai
the Multiple Regression Analysis ndels. This infers that the
mdels correctly classified 87.5% of the sanle projects.
Despite of this high percentage of acouracy, the
iriisclassifications highlighted that there were scare
uncextainties in prediction which could not be explained by the
ndels.
It is the ahn of this thapter to investigate the ur*erlyirig
factors az provide reccatrations in exercisir the
Discriminant Analysis Prediction Mudel.
11.2 JIflIJOOIDG!
In order to unveil the hidden factors, detailed interviews with
the contractors ar4/or the clients' representatives were
interded for the two misclassified cases. Hiever one of the
contractors was not willin to disclose the information. The
only misclassified case sttie1 was categorized into the 'Bad'
group by the ndels which, hc'zever in actual fact, be1ored to
the 'Good' group.
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However, one single case is not adequate to provide a ccaiiplete
picture; thus, two ncre cases were founl ar collected over a
four ncnth period. In these two cases, the clients had expected
a good perfozmanoe b..it the contractor performanoe turned out to
be poor. onsequently detailed investigations were carried out
ard two discriminant scores derived for the two projects. These
cases should have fallen into the 'Good' group Ixit in actual,
its perfonnance was poor.
11.3 ciSE SIUDIES
The followir pages describe the firkuins frcn the detailed
investigations of the three inis-catagorised cases.
11.3 • 1 CSE 1- 'CX)OD I'2ri4N' CJSE ASSIFIED AS 'BAD'
This case was one of the misclassified cases in the testir
saule. The detailed interview was corxhicted in August, 1991
with the contracts manager of the cany ard the firiins are
presented as follows:
A) Brief history
 of the ccany:
The cipany was set up in 1985; by whith time, it was a joint
venture finn between a Japanese contractor ard a local c!pany.
In 1988, the oi:ganisation was re-shuffled ard the cpany
re-organised ard sub-divided. The joint venture was erded ard
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the company has beccate a 100% locally cMned ccmpany. The past
image of the contractor was veiy poor with sate records oe
poorly constructed piblic housing projects bearirq poor ajiality
ar delay in caipletion.
B) C1iancte of InanacTement team after re-shuffle:
Since the re-shuffle, ire professional staff have been
recruited; the percentage of which has increased frr.4u 5% to 10%.
A few unsatisfactozy project managers were dismissed.
C) thange of management system arI style:
In the past, they did nct have a proper control system ai
everythin was kept in miz rather than on paper. After the
re-organisation, a managnant control system was introduced.
Ccatiters have also been adopted in managemant.
The decision making system was cthangel fia strictly centralized
in the past to a nore flexible ar de-centralized system.
D) thanqe of subcontractors list:
In the past, the subcontractors had a very close relation with
the top management ai usually recruited through negotiations
rather than frc*u proper cxitçetitive texxlerin. After the
re-shuffle, the list of subcontractors was d'ianged az subject
to selection through terxering.
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E) Workload:
Since the re-organisation, workload has nearly doubled.
F) Profitability:
Losses occurred in the past bit profits were evident durin the
time of the interview.
G) iiange in caripany strategy:
In the past, the objective was to ]naxthdse profit bit recently
more	 hasis have been given to improvii the quality of work
ai image.
H) Amount of plant owned:
This remainsi roughly the same before an after the
re-organisation.
I) Size of the cormany:
The size has not thared.
U.3.1.1 &JP?R!
Frcmi the information obtained above, four factors are evident
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which might affect the "PAST PERFOIMANCE" variable used in the
ndel; nairely:
- C1iare of company policy in managir ai nmnir projects.
- Inprovement in inanagtent both in terms of human resrces
ai the system itself.
- thange of the ccipany origin frau an overseas ai local
joint venture to a wholly local firm.
- Improvement in profitability; thus the firm could afford
nore rescrces to improve management ai quality of work.
11.3 • 2 SE 2- 'BlD	 NCT' SE C11SSIFIE) IS 'GOOD'
This is one of the two cases where the client had expected a
good performance bit the result. turned ait to be bad. The
discriininant score of 0.4622 wld, accordir to the
Discri.minant del, fall in the 'Good' catagory; hc,iever, the
client was not satisfied with performance. The interviews were
coructed in January, 1992 with both the general manager of the
contractor ard the client's representative. The fiixlir,s axe
presented as follows:
A) Brief history of the caivanv:
The company was a subsidiary of a large constmction firm which
had been set up for nore than 30 years. The firm bad specialized
in maintenance works before the split fin its lTcther company in
1987 at which tima the nother company went into a joint venture
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with a 1)itch firm. After the split, the firm entered into the
new works' market ar1 exparEled rapidly.
B) Workload:
The ccany expar1ed very fast in term of workload. In 1987, the
total contract sum in hani was 200 million Hor Kon dollars bit
increased to 1000 million dollars in 1991.
C) Delay avment to subcontractors:
Because of rapid expansion, subcontractors' payments were
delayed in order to save cash for expansion.
D) Profitability:
The marginal profit dropped due to the keener ccatetition in the
new works' market.
E) Project particulars:
The project in question was obtained thrc*igh a negotiated form
of contract. Althoh the contractor's resrces had been fully
cc,mnitted at that tiiiie, the offer was acxepted in order not to
upset the client. Pryirg to avoid hirin rz staff to manage the
project, the works were wholly sublet to a third contractor but
a few supervisiory staff were still maintained to oversee the
project.
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11.3.2.1 MIARY
Fran the above information, three possible reasons for reduction
in performance are identified as folla,zs:
- The contractor lacked . experience in harlin new works
projects.
- The profitability of the pany was failin which might
subsecent1y lead to diffilties for the managemant.
- Lastly, bit the cst inrportarit, the over-expansion of the
caçtany caused in a diffio.i].t sithation in teriis of cash
flow ai hi.mian rescrces.
11.3.3 (SE 3- 'BM)	 NC' CJSE CtIFID) S 'ClOD'
This is the secor case where the client bad expected a good
performance bit the result turned o.it to be bad. The
discriininant score was 0.7387 which, acooriir to the
Discriminant del shld fall ur1er the 'Good' catagory;
however, the client was nct satisfied with this level of
performance. The interviews were coructed in February, 1992
with both the contractor's chief qjantity surveyor ar the
client's representative. The fiix1irs are presented as follows:
A) Brief history of the company:
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The canpany was a very traditional thinese contractor set up 30
years ago. The fimn was taken over by a large developer ar went
public in 1990. Tbp management has also cthared sire then.
B) Overtradirig:
In order to present a favourable image regardir the finanoial
accounts before goir public, the xampany tried to inorease
turnover in a fairly short period of th az actuafly won a
n.mer of projects in 1990. The high workload forced the pany
to praxcte same yourer staff to manage projects. Secoixily,
payments to subcontractors were severely delayed; same of which
had been delayed for re than four ncnths ar a few
subcontractors were preparin legal actions at the time of
interview.
C) Prolect iDarticulars:
In this project, the client caiplained that the main prthlem
contributir to the poor perforTnar was the lack of experienoe
of the project manager in tackling the waterproofing works which
needed rh reuial work. irther the confused mariagennt ai
consunication systems irritated the client an the architect.
The project was also delayed due to poor coordination of
subcontractors.
11.3.3.1 &AR!
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The root prob]. 	 of the contractor's poor performance are
sunanarised as follows:
- The chane of the top itianagennt led to an alteration in the
mipany strategy ar policy.
- Over-expansion increased ccanpetition for resaroes; both in
terma of financial ar human. Although in the developnent of
the Discriminant Model, workload was taken as one of the
determinants; nevertheless, it is cjiite difficult to define
'overtradin' in teiins of 'workload' since workload has to
readi a certain point before cwertrading is realized.
Further, the maxilrLnn manageable workload may vary frcn
ccznpany to ipany due to different structures, organisation
aid types of work that cczTtpanies specialise in.
11.4 &]1'?AT& AND	 ItSIC2i
Frczn the stu]y of the three cases above, it is prable that the
follozin factors w1d affect the accuracy in exercising the
Discriininant Model; nanly:
11.4.1 Q1A IN IPANY IOLIC! AND kirrIuL1
It is recognised both fran Cases 1 arKi 3 that a darge in
caripany policy ai top managemant may affect the predictive
performance was not previously considered in the development of
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the itcdel because of the difficulties in quantifyir 'dar,es in
attitude ar policy'.
Thus in qjialifyirg contractors, this factor needs to be
considered by intervewin contractors reaxdir tharges in the
ccripany strategy ar top management.
11.4.2 Q1AME IN !'WlENr C]ALflY 	 S
cases i ai 2 iniicat&1 that cthanges in staff cjpality ai the
managennt system cild affect the predictive performare. gain
this can be discovered tbrc*.zh interviewing contractors ar
scrutinisirq the sn1-idtte1 project organisation diart.
The ctharges in management cality, oripany strategy arxl attitude
may, in lorrj nm, tharge the 'PSr POM4AN' factor use4 in
the nde1.
11.4.3 HOFrrABna'w
The profitability of the projects thelves was included in the
develont of the midel. However, the overall profitability of
cczripanies was not ir].uded dee to the difficulty ar the
sensitivity in collecting the information; especially fiu small
private ccaT)anies.
This factor was denonstrated to be affectirg the predictive
performance frQn cases 1 ar 2 as profitable contractors can
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afford itcre resources ar have nore roan to inçrove their
quality of work arxl image while ncn-profitable contractors may
be clirigin to maximize the profit. This information can be
obtained fran the contractor pre-qualification intezview.
11.4.4
Attempts were made to quantify this factor ui the Discrixniriant
Model usir the variable 'DRAD'; however the overtradir
cordition was diffiQllt to determine as nct ncrmally be directly
proportional to workloads ai is usually a situation where the
available resources are over-canmitted. This situation may vary
accordir to different cciipany structures, organisation arx5.
tradin speciali.
This factor was dencnstrated to be affectin the predictive
perfomance very niidi in Cases 2 a 3 ai can only be revealed
at a contractor pre-qjalification interview.
In conclusion, the Discriininant Model should only be used as
part of an overall assesnt of contractors' predictive
performance. ny predictions should be interpreted with caution
as the iidel has sate perieral factors whicth are diffioult to
be quantified ar inc1u ed. However, the Discriminant Model can
confidently be adopted as a quantitative tool in assessing
contractor's predictive performance in order to exclixle
contractors frau terer lists ard consequently iiirove the bid
evaluation process thereby leaving nore titus for the clients to
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concentrate on detai1& analysis of the teixier.
This thapter highlighted sax perieral factors which ne to
be consider in exercisir the Discriininant Wdel to assess
contractor performance in the contractor pre-qualification
stage.
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Q?ENIS F1( 'lHREE	 NISTEc W 'lYlE DISQIMDANT VARThBtES
12.1 nmwcria
In order to care the actual practices to the viability of the
discriminant variables of. the nde1, three interviews were
cxuctI with the representatives of the largest public haasing
client, one of the largest project managennt consultants ar
the estate offfice of a tertiary institution in Hong Kong.
In the nde1, there were six variables identifi1 as significant
in describing contractor performai; namely:
1. PLC : The ccaplexity of the. project
2. rDF_STA: Percentage of professional qualified staff
3. LEADC: Project ldr's experiere
4. PAST_PER: Contractor's past perforaz or image
5. ORIGIN : Origin of the oany
6. flRDL: Architect's or client's supervision az control on
the quality of work ar work progress
The firKiirqs of the interviews are presented in the following
pages.
12.2 IN'ITIWIEW 1- I]BLIC I.EiW CLIEN1'
In this interview, the depity director mentioned that three
extra factors were considered in addition to the bidding price
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in the contractor selection process; viz.:
12.2.1 PAST
A comprehensive past performance track recordir system was
adopted called PASS (the Performance Assessmant Scorir System)
described in details in Apperdix 8. This system was used to
provide an objective nEasurennt of quality. Parxan sale
checks carried out nthly throughout each contract period were
administered. The checks contained either PASS or FAIL, without
good, average or poor ratings. Full cQ!pliame gives a total of
100 points made up as fo1lis:
Structural	 35%
3iilding	 35%
Dcteznal	 10%
General ix3itions: 20%
100%
In this performance assessnnt system, quality was the only
diiinsion measured whereas other factors such as the degree of
dais consciousness, ccziipletion time aud managnt attitude
were not able to describe.
The discriminant variable 'PAST-PER' in the ixdel, which
measures nore dijinsions than just quality alone, can sezve
similar porposes in judging contractors' track records of
quality.
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12.2.2 1I WAE4ENr PABU.flt
The education levels of staff ai the manageitent organisation
structure were the next aspects which assessed the itanageitnt
capability. Furtheriire, ISO 9000 was goirY to be iplennted
which asked for higher education levels of managenent staff.
only those contractors succeediz in thtainin accreditation of
ISO 9000 wild be allowed to terer.
This, to a certain extent, correspoixs to the provision of the
discriminant variable 'F-SIA' in the icdel. It was also
pointed out that the experienoe of project managers '1ED-E('
wcild be attrik*itable to contractor perfoziiance bit this was not
ieasured directly in the selection process.
12.2.3 YENNAL STANDD
The captial liquidity, which may affect contractors' ability in
furx3ir the work, was also one of their main coirris.
The finanoia]. attrihite iricled in deve1cipir the ircdel was the
profitability of the project. The liquidity infonnation,
however, was too sensitive ai difficult to collect especially
from small private contractors ar thus was not irluded in the
del. Nevertheless, the information can be obtained from the
contractor pralification interview.
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12.2.4 ODIER VARIABES
12.2.4.1 NIL
It was agreei that iire frient feehack of reports on contract
was required when the project ran into difficulties although
this was not measured in the selection process.
12.2.4.2	 1PLXLTY
No atteit was designed to guage this variable in the
organization. This may be due to the starardisation of ncst
p.blic housin designs bearir a constant degree of canplexity.
12.3.4.3 ORIGIN
No discrimination was made between local ar overseas
contractors. The reason behird may be that it was a goverrntEnt
subvented organisation which beared p.blic acc.intabiity ard
thus tried to avoid discrimination.
12.3 INI'.ERVThW 2- ]IE OE(E OF A '1RrIAR! I-iiuriCK
The assistant estate officer mentioned in the interview that the
followir, factors were considered on top of the biddirq price in
contractor selection.
1. Degree of faTnhlarity with the contractor. (This correspoixs
to ward, curtis aixl thainan19 et al 'S fin±Lns regaxdir
the guality of the relationships with the contractor
conoernin inressions of harnny, goodwill ard trust or
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conversely, of axunnts, distrust ard conflict.)
2. Claim consciousness of contractors.
3. The tecthnical requirennts of the project.
4. The cc*plexity of the job.
12.3 • 1 PAST_PER &	 PLC
The first two factors corespon1 to the discriathant variable
PAST-PER sire these represent, to a certain extent, the track
record of the contractor concerned. Besides that, they have a
systematic approach in assessin contractors' track record on
quality (refer to Açeriix 9 for details) although the system
was riot as cxzrehensive as the PASS used by the last
oanisation.
The latter two corresporI to the variable PLC as they
asure the ccatplexity of a project.
12.3.2 ORIGIN
Besides the above four factors, it was pointed c.xt that the use
of overseas contractors was tried to avoid where possible unless
a particular expertise, which was only available fzau them, was
required. It was rioted that these contractors were normally nore
claim conscious,. having high preliminaries ard the ]a-how to
play with the contract.
12.3.3 PIDF_STA & IEAQEX
Although it was admitted that the staff quality ard experierxe
could affect contractor performance, they fourd it difficult to
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measure these two aspects. The cooperativeness of staff,
fainilarity with the job, education levels, experience ai
attit1e were considered iitportant in describing staff quality.
12.4 IN1RVIEW 3- HJFXI )1IFN 	 JINr
One of the partners in the consu1tir firm mentioned that the
follocdr factors were considered on top of the biddjn price in
contractor selection.
1. Past performnance which was guagel by peers', other clients',
arcthitects' ar consultants' rerations.
This correspozxs to the discriininant variable, PISr-PER, in
the model.
2. Quality of managennt staff which inc].i3&1 education levels,
experience ai types of jth experience which were obtained
through the pre-qialification interview.
This correspoIxs to the discriininant variables, F-STA az
IEAD-EX, used in the model.
3. Contractors' expertise.
This is, to a certain extent, measured by the variable
in the model although the former measures the
contractors' ability to menage cciiplex jobs while the latter
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measures the jth's catiplexity itself.
As regards overseas contractors, there was no experience in
dealir with them.
3.2.5 &]R! ND
In Interview 1, two out the three assesnt criteria adopted by
the organisation were measured directly or irK1irectly by the
three discriitinant variables; viz. PAST-PER, 	 F-STA ar
LEAD-EX. However, the variables, 	 PLEX ai ORIGIN were riot
adopted due to the special nature of the organization.
In Interview 2, PAST-PER,
	 PL.EX ai ORIGIN were considered,
however, they did riot measure the quality of managennt staff.
In Interview 3, PAST_PER,
	 F-SIA, IEAD-EX were assessed
directly while PLEX was measured indirectly.
It is riot suxprisir that clients' supervision and control
(N'IL) was not considered by the three organizations as this
is a post contract measure. Notwithstaixlim this, this factor
was viewed as a step to improve poor performance by the three
organizations.
Pu the interviews, it reveals that there was not a unified
approach in contractor selection in Horg Kor despite of a few
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ccmrcfl criteria. This infers that the selection processes were
designed subjectively according to iniividn1 s' perception ar
organisations' 'in experience withxt any theoretical support.
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QTAP1R 13
13.1 nmwcrict
In the construction iudustry, iwst clients .ild hope that their
projects ccild be finished on tfre, within 1xet,. ar up to the
required quality. The ccznpetitive terderir system, hciever,
cannot satisfy these assessment requirements. Saie rtethcds are
apparently neetled which will provide a quantitative irdication
of contractors' predictive perforanoe to assist clients in
making decision objectively ar dispassionately.
The rpose of this dissertation was to investigate empirically
the characteristics of contractor behaviir in perforxnanoe ar
attempt to develop an accurate perfoniiance prediction itcdel for
the clients of the construction irdustry. Multiple discriminant
analysis was utilized to acccatplish this with contractor
internal attributes ar project characteristics serving as
predictive variables.
The study enccmpassed essentially three parts. The first part
included the develoitent of the Discrimninant Model. Secorfly,
the mirdel was tested ar verified with two other ndels; naitly
the Multiple Regression analysis Model ar the Unidinnsional
Scaliri Model. Finally, a set of peripheral factors was \
investigated ar recQiumierxled to supplint the inadequacy of the
Discriminant Model.
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13.2 'DIE DISThWW1 ANALYSIS }VJIL
In the beginnir of this study, the general concept ar previous
works on this subject were introduced. Based upon the previous
studies, a list of decision factors were derived ar
investigated by the discriminant analysis tedmique. o sets of
data projects belorir to the two groups were collected ai
analysed by the del. Then the ncdel produced a foiiuila in the
fo11ocdr form iixiicatirg the six jirst iirçortant factors in
decidirg contractor performance:
Discriminant function = - 0.5616 (C)
+ 11.9324 (HJF_S)
+ 0.0949 (I.EADC)
- 1.7845 (PAST_PER)
+ 0.8219 (ORIGIN)
+ 1.0364 (cN'IL) - 1.1408
where	 (P1C: The cctplexity of the project
F_Si: Percentage of professional qualified
staff
1EQEX : Project lear's experience
PAST_PER: contractor's past performance or image
ORIGIN : Origin of the cany
T1)L: architect's or client's supervision ar
control on the quality of work ai work
progress
13.3 VERThEC7ITICZ OF 'DIE DISQDN )[Et, tSfl MJITIPLE
RSSIc2i	 DflIL	 }EIS
In the secon:1 part of the study, two inathenatical ndels were
developed usir the sane set of data. Firstly, a Multiple
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Regression Model was developed aud its results were ccaarab1e
to that of the Discriminant Model which dencnstrated the
validity of the discriininant analysis approach. Although the
Multiple Begression Model is similar to the Discriminant Model, \
however; as irntione1 in Capter 3 ar 9, the discriminant
analysis approach has a stronjer classification power than the
multiple regression analysis aiproath in the case of binaxy
groupii ar thus was preferred.	 S
The Unidiinsiona1 Scalirq Mode]. was then developed ar its
classification results were much inferior to those of both the
Discriminant aM Rression Models. It is because the
unidiiinsiona.l scalirq approach has ignored the
interrelationship between variables; for example, the percentage
of professional staff may affect the past perforiaanoe of a
contractor. Althch this approach did not produce any fruitful
results, the
	 del shzed that there was an urxerlyir
structured approach in assessin contractor performarce.
13.4 RI1EAL	 Di PC[SD ¶IBE DISC1UKtNANP MXL
As there were a few misclassifications, detailed investigation
to the misclassified cases was carried out to study the side
factors which could not be explained by the udels.
The sby discovered that the Discriminant Model should be used
with care when the followix signs appeared:
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A) The contractor has a drastic charge in cany policy aud
attitude in runnin ai nanagirg projects.
B) The contractor has an abrupt thare in aanagenent quality
both in terms of the staff quality ar the managemsnt system
itself.
C) The profitability of the ccatipany is desceridirg or the
ccnpany is sufferin a lor period of loss.
D) The ccanpany has a stror sign of over-trading.
13.5	 FtR ILE2Tfl IEE DS	 I1Wfl' )t.
There were 34 cases, including 25 cases in the 'Good' group ai
9 in the 'Bad' group, used to develop the Discriminant Model.
Hciever, the developer or project nager can include
information of the necily cipleted projects in the ixcdel ai
strengthen the data employed in the ixdel develoinent.
Cons&uently the cdel can groJ ar perfect itself as ixre ar
iire project information are embodied.
13.6 &xria	 UIURE SIUD!
In this study, an types of orks ai ccaipanies of all sizes
were examined. it in the actual constiuction environment,
companies of different sizes or carrying different types ard
sizes of projects may exhibit different diaracteristics in
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perfoniance. Hence, it is reccaTuTxx1e that eacth catagory may be
investigated initvidually.
Further, the model, as mentioned in the last paragrai, can grow
as more project information are available. It is possible to
develop an expert systan package in expazx1in the model anI
vetting contractors on terer lists.
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APPENDIX 1
Measuring the Degree of Concordance of
Clients on the levels of Complexity of Work
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M&JRI! 'filE
	
OF JI1X OF CEflWIS
cti 'DIE ILVEES OF PIXtTf OF 1K
Al. 1 nmwciTxa
In order to unveil the levels of cxaiplexity of work, a survey
was carried ait for clients to rank the six pre-set grps of
work according to their ccziiplexity. Nine replies were collected
ar a non-parantric statistical. tethniqjie called the Kerall
Coefficient of Coirdare was adopted to test the degree of
agreennt between the clientsees. The levels of cc&lexity of
work were then derived in ordinal approath.
Al.2 JRVE!
1 %'ienty qj.iestionnaires had been sent c*it ai nine were returned.
The results of the survey are shown in Table A.l. Fran the
results, it can be noticed that there is a clear pattern of
rankin order as follows:
1- Fcxirxation works, site formation, slope protection ard
similar sinpie civil enineerir works.
2- Renovation or alteration works.
3- Factory or dcxstic housing works.
4- Deluxe hcaising projects or ff ice lxLildings.
5- Hotel or high class office buildings.
6- Hospital or ccatplicatal structures or projects.
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Al.3.l sTEP 1
N = the number of entities to be rankel = 6.
K = the number of judges assignirg ranks = 9.
The suns of ranks assign1 to each entity by K judges are shn
in Table A.1 as Rj.
ThemeanofRj= (12+16+26+36.5+44.5+54)/6=31.5
S= Sum of sqiares of the thseived deviations fran the irean of
Ri : (12 - 31.5) 2 + (16 - 31.5) 2 + (26 - 31.5) 2 +
(36.5 - 31.5) 2
 + (44.5 - 31.5) 2 + (54 - 31.5) 2 = 1351
A1.3.2 sT' 2
d1usthent for ties:
Client 1: T1 = E(t3-t)/12 = (33_3) = 24
Client 2: T2 = E(t3-t)/12 = (2-2) = 6
Client 3: T3 = E(t3-t)/12 = (2-2) = 6
Client 4: T4 = E(t3-t)/12 = (2-2) = 6
= 9*(24+64. 4-6) = 378
Caru.ite the Coefficient of Concordance
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W = the Coefficient of Concordance = S/((1/12)K2(N3-N)-Ir)
= 1351/(0. 083*81*(216-6)-378)
= 1.307
A1.3 • 3	 3- Ccrpite thi-Square with a dree of freedcan of
(N-].)
thi-Square = K(N-1)W
= 9*(6-1)*1.307
= 58.81
A1.4 icrisicn
From thi-Square Tables, it can be fciu that prthabiity that
the value of thi-Sq.iare is greater than or equal to 20.52 for a
dree of freedom of 5 is 0.001. Thus havir, a thi-Square value
of 58.81, it can be concluded with considerable assurance that
the agreement aung the 9 jtges is higher than it ild be by
chance.
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APPENDIX 2
Raw Data of 34 Cases fOr Model Formulation
and 16 Cases for Testing
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APPENDIX 3
SPSS(pc) Computer Printout of the Stepwise
Procedures in Computing the Z1
Discriminant Analysis Model -
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OSCRIMINANT /GROUPS PERFORM (1,2) /VARIABLES CON TIME CON_COST QUALITY /SELECT
INCLUDE (1) /METHOO WILKS /PRIORS SIZE /STATIST1CSaL(.
Since ANALYSISz was omitted for the first anaLysis alt variables
on the VARIABLES= list will be entered at level 1.
This Discriminant Analysis requires 	 1364 C
	
1.3K) BYTES of workspace.
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DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
On groups defined by PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
50 (unweighted) cases were processed.
6 of these were excLuded from the analysis.
O had missing or out-of-range group codes.
6 had at (east one missing discriminating variable.
O were excluded by the SELECT variable.
44 (unweighted) cases will be used in the analysis.
Nuiiber of Cases by Group
Nuther of Cases
	
PERFORM	 Unweighted	 Weighted Label
	
1	 32	 32.0
2	 12	 12.0
	
Total	 44	 44.0
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Group Means
	
PERFORM	 CONJIME
	
1	 1.09584
	
2	 1.60417
	
Total	 1.23448
Group Standard Deviations
	
PERFORM	 CON_TIME
	
1	 .14246
	
2	 1.11621
	
CON_COST
	
QUALITY
	
1.04866	 3.21875
	
1.07392
	
1.91667
	
1.05555
	
2.86364
	
CON_COST	 QUALITY
	
.08500	 .55267
	
.09987	 .51493
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Total	 .62113	 .08883	 .79507
Pooled Within-Groups Covariance Matrix with 	 42 degrees of freedom
CON_TIME	 CON_COST	 QUALITY
CON_TIME	 .3412959
CON_COST - . 1868442E-02	 .7945479E-O2
QUALITY	 .2936334E-01	 .7221974E-O2 .2948909
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PooLed Within-Groups CorreLation Matrix
CON_TINE CON_COST QUALITY
CON_TIME	 1.00000
CON_COST	 -.03588 1.00000
QUALITY	 .09256	 .14920 1.00000
Correlations which cannot be computed are printed as '.'
WiLks' Lambda (U-statistic) and univariate F-ratio
with 1 and	 42 degrees of freedom
VariabLe Wilks' Lambda	 F	 Significance
CON_TIME	 .86407	 6.607	 .0138
CON_COST	 .98359	 .7009	 .4072
QUALITY	 .45565	 50.18	 .0000
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Covariance Matrix for Group	 1,
CON_TIME	 CON_COST	 QUALITY
CON_TIME	 .2029472E-01
CON_COST	 .1606865E-03	 .722533OE-02
QUALITY	 .2255141E-01	 .1094859E-01	 .3054435
Covariance Matrix for Group 	 2,
CON_TIME	 ' CON_COST	 QUALITY
CON_TIME	 1.245936
CON_COST - .7586894E-02 	 .9974992E-Oa
QUALITY	 .4856O61E-01 - .32803O3E-02	 .2651515
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Total Covariance Matrix with 	 43 degrees of freedom
CON TIME	 CON_COST	 QUALITY
CON_TIME	 .3858020
CON_COST	 .781 1057E-03	 .7890207E-02
QUALITY	 - .1056543	 .3784355E-03	 .6321353
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DISCRIMINANT
	 ANALYSIS	 - -- -
On groups defined by PERFORM CONTRACTORS PERFORMANCE
Analysis nisnber
	 1
Stepwise variable selection
Selection ruLe: Minimize WiLks' Lambda
Maximum number of steps .................. 6
MininMn Tolerance Level ................... 00100
Mirinwi F to enter ....................... 1.0000
Maximum F to remove ...................... 1.0000
Canonical Discriminant Functions
S
Maximum number of functions .............. 1
Minimum cumulative percent of variance... 100.00
Maximum significance of Witks' Lambda.... 1.0000
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Prior Probabilities
	
Group	 Prior	 Label
	
1	 .72727
	
2	 .27273
	
TotaL	 1.00000
Variables not in the analysis after step	 0 ----------------
Mini nun
Variable Tolerance Tolerance F to enter
	 Wilks' Lambda
CON_TIME 1.0000000 1.0000000	 6.6073	 .86407
CON_COST 1.0000000 1.0000000	 .70087	 .98359
QUALITY	 1.0000000 1.0000000
	 50.176	 .45565
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At step	 1, QUALITY was included in the anaLysis.
Degrees of Freedom Signif.	 Between Groups
Witks' Lambda	 .45565	 1	 1	 42.0
Equivalent F
	
50.1759	 1	 42.0	 .0000
Variables in the anaLysis after step 1 ----------------
VariabLe ToLerance F to remove WiLks' Lambda
QUALITY	 1.0000000	 50.176
VariabLes not in the anaLysis after step 	 1
Minimun
VariabLe ToLerance ToLerance F to enter 	 Wilks' Lambda
CON_TIME	 .9914332	 .9914332	 4.6694	 .40906
CON_COST	 .9777397	 .9777397	 1 .6320	 .43821
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F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step
Each F statistic has 	 1 and	 42.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 1
Group
2	 50.176
.0000
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At step 2, CON_TIME was incLuded in the anaLysis.
Degrees of Freedom Stgnif. Between Groups
Wilks' Lambda	 .40906	 2	 1	 42.0
Equivalent F
	
29.6145	 2	 41.0	 .0000
	
VariabLes in the analysis after step 	 2 ----------------
VariabLe ToLerance F to remove WiLks' Lambda
CON_TIME	 .9914332	 4.6694	 .45565
QUALITY	 .9914332	 45.604	 .86407
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Variables not in the analysis after step	 2 ----------------
Minirmin
Variable Tolerance Tolerance F to enter 	 Wilks' Lambda
COW_COST	 .9752493	 .9681410	 1.6882	 .39250
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F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step 2
Each F statistic has 2 and 	 41.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 1
Group
	
2	 29.614
.0000
-----------------------------------J
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At step 3, CON COST was included in the analysis.
	
Degrees of Freedom Signif. 	 Between Groups
Wilks' Lambda
	 .39250	 3	 1	 42.0
Equivalent F
	 20.6371	 3	 40.0	 .0000
VariabLes in the analysis after step 3
Variable Tolerance F toremove WUks Lambda
CON_TIME	 .9889079	 4.6583	 .43821
CON_COST	 .9752493	 1.6882	 .40906
QUALIT'(	 .9681410	 46.519	 .84896
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F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step 3
Each F statistic has 3 and
	
40.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 1
Group
2
	
20 .637
.0000
F Level or toLerance or VIM insufficient for further conçutation.
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Surmiary TabLe
Action	 Vars WILkS'
Step Entered Removed
	 In Lambda Sig. Label
1 QUALITY	 1	 .45565 .0000 QUALITY OF WORK
2 CON_TIME	 2	 .40906 .0000 RATIO OF ACTUAL AND EST. CONTRACT DLJRATI
3 CON_COST	 3	 .39250 .0000 RATIO OF FINAL AND TENDER PRICE
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Classification Function Coefficients
(Fisher's Linear Discriminarit Functions)
PERFORM	 1	 2
CON_TIME	 3.254332	 5.200973
CON_COST	 125.9233	 133.9280
QUALITY	 7.507107	 2.701759
(constant) -80.20843
	 -79.97385
Canonical Discriminant Functions
	
Percent of Cumulative	 CanonicaL :	 After
Function Eigenvalue	 Variance	 Percent	 Correlation : Function Wilks' Lambda Chi-squared D.F. Significance
	
0	 .3924986	 37.877	 3	 .0000
1*	 1.56778	 100.00	 100.00	 .7794238
* marks the 1 canonical discriminant functions remaining in the analysis.
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Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients
FUNC 1
CON_TIME	 - .41669
CON COST	 - .26144
QUALITY	 .95613
Structure Matrix:
Pooled-within-groups correlations between discriminating variables
and canonical discriminant functions
(Variables ordered by size of correlation within function)
- 192 -
FUNC 1
QUALITY	 .87855
C0N_TIM	 - .31881
CON_COST	 -.10383
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Unstandardized CanonicaL Discriminant Function Coefficients
FUNC 1
CON_TIME	 - .7132566
CON_COST	 -2.932977
QUALITY	 1.760698
(constant) -1.065610
Canonical Discriminant Functions evaLuated at Group Means (Group Centroids)
	
Group	 FUNC 1
	
1	 .74434
	
2	 -1.98489
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Test of equality of group covariance matrices using Box's N
The ranks and natural Logarithms of determinants printed are those
of the group covariance matrices.
Group LabeL
a
Pooled Within-Groups
Covariance Matrix
Rank Log Determinant
3	 -10.158298
3	 -5.730461
3	 -7.164973
Box's N	 Approximate F Degrees of freedom Significance
77.013	 11.425	 6,	 2686.6	 .0000
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Case Mis	 Actual
	
Nuther Val Set	 Group
1	 Yes	 1
2	 Yes	 1
3	 Yes	 1
4	 Yes	 2
Highest Probability
Group P(D/G) P(G/D)
1 .9998 .9910
1 .4291 .9274
1 .2062 .9997
2 .0565 .9996
2nd Highest
Group P(G/D)
2 .0090
2 .0726
2 .0003
1 .0004
Discriminant
Scores...
.7446
- .0464
2. 0083
-3.8920
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5	 Yes	 1	 1 .8618 .9857	 2 .0143	 .5703
• 6	 Yes	 1	 1 .3154 .8771	 2 .1229	 - .2597
7	 Yes	 2	 2 .3923 .6008	 1 .3992	 -1.1294
B	 Yes	 1	 1 .1413 .9998	 2 .0002	 2.2152
9	 Yes	 2	 2 .4628 .6769	 1 .3231	 -1.2506
10	 Yes	 1	 1 .7281 .9772	 2 .0228	 .3967
11	 Yes	 1	 1 .9822 .9916	 2 .0084	 .7667
12	 Yes	 1	 1 .7239 .9768	 2 .0232	 .3911
13	 Yes	 1	 1 .9150 .9880	 2 .0120	 .6376
14	 Yes	 1	 1 .7484 .9787	 2 .0213	 .4236
15	 Yes	 1	 1 .2250 .999?	 2 .0003	 1.9577
16	 Yes	 1	 1 .5392 .9539	 2 .0461	 .1303
17	 Yes	 1	 1 .6386 .9684	 2 .0316	 .2746
18	 Yes	 1	 1 .1797 .9998	 2 .0002	 2.0860
19	 Yes	 1	 1 .6878 .9736	 2 .0264	 .3425
20	 Yes	 1	 1 .8160 .9832	 2 .0168	 .5116
21	 Yes	 1	 1 .2515 .9996	 2 .0004	 1.8910
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Case Mis
	 ActuaL	 Highest ProbabiLity 	 2rd Highest	 Discriminant
	
Number Val SeL	 Group	 Group P(D/G) P(G/D) 	 Group P(G/D)	 Scores...
22	 Yes	 1	 1 .3457 .9993	 2 .0007	 1.6873
23	 Yes	 1	 1 .3934 .9150	 2 .0850	 - .1091
24	 Yes	 2	 2 .6040 .7905	 1 .2095	 -1.4663
25	 Yes	 1	 1 .2794 .9995	 2 .0005	 1.8261
26	 Yes	 2	 2 .1786 .9984	 1 .0016	 -3.3300
27	 Yes	 1	 1 .1512 .9998	 2 .0002	 2.1796
29	 Yes	 2	 1 .2622 .8382	 2 .1618	 -.3770
30	 Yes	 2	 2 .5778 .7728	 1 .2272	 -1.4282
31	 Yes	 1	 1 .9384 .9890	 2 .0110	 .6670
32	 Yes	 1	 1 .8450 .9848	 2 .0152	 .5489
33	 Yes	 **	 2 .4740 .6877	 1 .3123	 -1.2689
38	 Yes	 1	 1 .1126 .9999	 2 .0001	 2.3309
39	 Yes	 1	 1 .5983 .9633	 2 .0367	 .2176
40	 Yes	 1	 1 .8358 .9843	 2 .0157	 .5371
41	 Yes	 1	 1 .8812 .9866	 2 .0134	 .5949
42	 Yes	 1	 1 .7454 .9785	 2 .0215	 .4197
43	 Yes	 1	 1 .5083 .9478	 2 .0522	 .0828
44	 Yes	 1	 1 .0927 .529a	 2 .4708	 - .9368
45	 Yes	 2	 2 .9478 .9489	 1 .0511	 -2.0504
47	 Yes	 2	 2 .0296 .9998	 1 .0002	 -4.1608
48	 Yes	 2	 2 .8937 .9572	 1 .0428	 -2.1185
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Case Mis
	
Actuat
	
Huther Va(. Set	 Group
49	 Yes	 2
50	 Yes	 2
SymboLs used in PLots
Highest ProbabiLity
Group P(D/G) P(G/D)
2 .3775 .5830
2 .6371 .8109
2nd Highest
Group PCG/D)
1 .4170
1 .1891
Discriminant
Scores...
-1. 1025
-1. 5 131
SymboL Group LabeL
1	 1
2	 2
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Histogram for Group	 1
CanonicaL Discrirninant Function 1
	
16+	 +
I .
	(
	12+	 1	 +
	
I	 1	 (
	
1	 1	 I
	
I	 1	 I	 *
	8+	 1	 +
	
I	 1	 I
	
I	 Ii	 I
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	 +
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111111 111
	 I
-+- -..+.-. -+-- -.+. ---x
Out -6.0 -4.0 -2.0	 .0 2.0 4.0 6.0	 Out
CLass	 22222222222222222221111111111111111111111
	
Centroids	 1
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Histogram for Group	 2
CanonicaL Discriminant Function I
4+
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	3+	 22	 +
22
	
1	 22	 I
22	 I
	
2.	 2	 222	 +
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Centroids	 2
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ALL-groups stacked Histogram
CanonicaL Oiscriminart Function I
	16+	 +
	
12+	 .1	 +
	
1	 1	 I
	
I	 1	 1
1	 1
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Out -60 -4.0 -2.0	 .0 2.0 4.0 6.0	 Out
CLass	 22222222222222222221111111111111111111111
	
Centroids	 2	 1
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x----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----x
Out -6.0 -4.0 -2.0	 .0 2.0 4.0 6.0	 Out
Class	 2222222222222222222111111l11l111111l11111
Centroids	 2	 1
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Classification Results for cases selected for use in the analysis -
	
No. of	 Predicted Group Membership
Actual Group	 Cases	 1	 2
Group	 1	 32	 31	 1
	
96.9%	 3.1%
Group	 2	 12	 1
	
8.3%	
/
Percent of "grouped" cases correctly classified: 95.45%
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Classification Results for cases not selected for use in the analysis -
	
No. of
	 Predicted Group Membership
Actual Group	 Cases •
	 1	 2
Group	 1	 0	 0	 0
.0%	 .0%
Group	 2	 0	 0	 0
.0%	 .0%
Percent of "grouped" cases correctly classified:	 .00%
Classification Processing Summary
50 Cases were processed.
0 Cases were excluded for missing or out-of-range group codes.
6 Cases had at least one missing discriminating variable.
44 Cases were used for printed output.
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This procedure was completed at 15:33:37
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FINISH.
End of Include file.
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APPENDIX 4
SPSS(pc) Computer Printout of the Stepwise
Procedures in Computing the Z2
Discriminant Analysis Model -
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1.60294
PAYMENT
1 -Q4000
1.11111
1.05882
I • ( I I I
	1.70588	 2.97059
PROF IT	 PAS_P_PM
	
.99906	 2.20000
	
1.04189	 2.22222
	
1.01040	 2.20588
IRAIN 1H
.09793
.02926
.08757
LEADEX
p.55491
3. 04 138
6.62303
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PLANT	 COM_SIZE
	
.10303	 363.42538
	
.04169	 363.47092
	
.09037	 359.35047
CONT_EX WORKLOAD
.30068 1828796.17430
.29417 2985459.93833
.30109 2182022.12344
OSCRIMINANT /GROUPS PERFORM (1,2) /VARIABLES COMPLEX TO PROFIT PAS_P_PM
/METHOO WILKS /PR1ORS SIZE /STATISTICS=al.t.
Since ANALYSIS= was omitted for the first analysis alL variables
on the VARIABLES= list wilL be entered at LeveL 1.
This Discriminant Analysis requires	 14568 (
	
14.2K) BYTES of workspace.
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DISCRIMINANT	 ANALYSIS
On groups defined by PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
34 (unweighted) cases were processed.
0 of these were excLuded from the anaLysis.
34 (unweighted) cases will, be used in the analysis.
Nunber of Cases by Group
Nunber of Cases
	
PERFORM Unweighted	 Weighted Label
	
1	 25	 25.0
	
2	 9	 9.0
	
TotaL	 34	 34,Q
Group Means
PERFORM	 COMPLEX	 TRAINING	 PLANT	 CON_SIZE
	
1	 3.36000
	
.11704	
.05808	 411.56000
	
a	 4.33333
	
-06778	
.04711	 483.88889
	
TotaL	 3.61765
	
-10400	
.05518	 430.70588
PERFORM	 PROF_STA	
LEAD EX
	 CONT EX	 WORKLOAD
	
1	 .08116	
.31804 2445461.60000
	
2	 .12022	 14.33333	
.23811 3361135.11111
	
TotaL	 .09150	 14.88235	
.34100 2687845.76471
	
PERFORM	 PAST_PER	
YEAR BUS
	 ORIGIN	 DEL
	
1	 2.56000	
2464003
	 2.92000	 .09714
	
2	 3.66667
	
Total	 2.85294	
1866667	
2.11111	 .13844
	
2.70588	 .10807
	
PERFORM	 LISTED
	
1	 1.40000	 CENTRAL SUBSID	 ARCH_PER
	
2	 1.66667	 4800O	 1.68000	 3.16000
	
TotaL	 1.47059	 1.94444
	
PERFORM	 CONTROL
	
1	 3.68000
	
2	 2.66667
	
Total	 3.41176
Group Standard Deviations
	
PERFORM	 COMPLEX
	
1	 1.60416
2	 1.50000
	
TotaL	 1.61461
PERFORM	 PROF_STA
1	 .08198
2	 .05618
TotaL	 .07719
ORIGIN
.40000
1.05409
.71898
SUSsID
.47610
.44096
.46250
PROFIT
.12851
.12496
.12714
DEL
.12200
.14500
.12753
ARCH_PER
.85049
.5 2705
.83431
PAS p PM
.64550
• 66661
.64099
32 degrees of freedom
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PERFORM	 PAST_PER	 YEAR_8US
	
1	 .65064	 16.45165
2.	 .50000	 9.31397
	
TotaL	 .78363	 15.00089
	
PERFORM	 LISTED	 CENTRAL
	
1	 .50000	 .46726
	
2	 .50000	 .16667
	
TotaL	 .50664	 .45692
	
PERFORM	 CONTROL	 PAYMENT
	
1	 .85245	 .20000
	
2	 .86603	 .33333
	
TotaL	 .95719	 .23883
PooLed Within-Groups Covarance Matrix with
COMPLEX
TRAINING
PLANT
CON_SIZE
PRO F_STA
LEAD_EX
CONT_EX
WORKLOAD
PAST_PER
YEAR_BUS
ORIGIN
DEL
LISTED
CENTRAL
SUBS ID
ARCH_PER
CONTROL
PAYMENT
PROFIT
PAS P PM
COMPLEX
2.492500
.2575958E-01
- .3700167E-01
171.5717
- .2147208E-01
.4150000
- .2370842
1615882.
- .3137500
11.00750
- .8166667E-01
- .5398729E-01
- .2375000
-.16104 17
.4833333E-Q1
- .8666667E-01
.8400000
- .5291667E-01
7749354E-01
.297916?
TRMHING
.?406266E- 02
1028317E-02
-3.989149
1406259E-OZ
-.1130129
.2328318E-02
-30407.05
- .5975833E-02
- .2419708E-01
- .5428056E-O2
.1126102E-02
.8029167E-02
- .587784?E-02
.880861 1E-02
.10772788-01
.1758292E-D1
.2474444E-02
- .8114932E-03
.6007639E-OZ
PLANT
• 8396523E-02
-2.885438
.1729518E-03
• .4404667E-01
.9993650E-02
-31533.83
.9131667E-02
- .5362796
• .4092222E-O2
.3201524E-02
.1261042E-01
- .4345139E-03
.1118319E-01
.1035111E-01
.281 1667E-02
- .9434722E-O3
- - 1245340E-04
.4699306E-OZ
CON_SI ZE
132086.3
-5.391813
273.1942
- .2216078
.2304657E+09
12.55708
2347.710
17.94472
-14.32466
-47. 02917
23 .49139
32.19556
60.25639
80.59833
6.704722
11.32974
-10.89306
	
PROF_STA	 LEAD_EX	 CONT_EX	 WORKLOAD
PROF_STA .5829154E-02
LEADEX	 - .1631.333E-01	 45.12000
CONT_EX - .2282668E-02 - .221 1379
	 .8943762E-01
WORKLOAD	 18502.74	 -3517108.	 -193506.5	 .4736614E+13
PAST_PER	 •2641958E-01	 1.433750	 .3311792E-01 -243679.2
YEAR_BUS - .2706217	
-14.60250 .i -2.219947	 .1297196E+O8
ORZGIN	
- .3374694E-Ol 	 .2133333	 .2690528E-01 -716249.9
DEL	 .6944564E-02	 .4343396E-01	 .2941669E-02 32926.28
LISTED	 .1034583E-01 -.8687500
	 .7106042E-01	 193142.9
CENTRAL	 .1036535E-01	 1.834583	 •2803361E-01 -212201.0
SUBSID	 .4116389E-O2 -.8361667
	 .1123569E-01 376850.2
ARCH_PER - .1414153E-01 • 4579167	 -.2411264E-01 -228192.8
CONTROL	 -.1481417E-01 -1.230000	 -.4482333E-01	 768910.2
PAYMENT	 -. 1449444E-02 - .3879167 	 .3074528E-01 -101143.6
PROF1I	
- .2996876E-O2 - .2560271E-01 - .3819998E-02 73534.04
PAS_P_PM	 .23023615-01	 .91666675-01 - .3576319E-01 466106.9
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PAST_PER
	
YEAR_BUS	 ORIGIN	 DEL
PAST_PER	 .3800000
	
YEAR_BUS -5.248750
	
224.6800
ORIGUI	 -.1108333
	
-.6183333	 .3977778
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LI SlED
CENTRAL
SUBSID
ARCH_PER
CONTROL
PAYMENT
PROF IT
PAS P PM
L. I ST ED
.2500000
- . 1458333E-01
• 1416667
- .1958333
.6250000E-O2
• 2916667E-01
• .9185417E-02
.20B3333E-01
CONTROL
CONTROL	 .7325000
PAYMENT	 .2041667E-01
PROFiT	 .2578583E-01
PAS_P_PM - 7083333E -01
1. 00000
- .07060
.60598
- .50068
.01461
.24268
- .14393
.06402
1.00000
- .28652
-.11581
• .47075
• .13356
- .08876
.14075
DEL LISTED CENTRAL
1.00000
.38187
.33928
.14709
- .25558
.23153
- .00567
- .07857
.42075
DEL
LISTED
CENTRAL
SUBSID
ARCH_PER
CONTROL
PAYMENT
PROFIT
PAS P PM
.2969917E-01
.7500000E-01
• 1754167
.2541667E-O%
- .1533333
- .1412500
.2416667E-01
- .24O9917E-01
.5833333E-01
- .4857940
-4.293750
-1 .760833
- .7045833
5.211667
4 .44 1250
- .8220833
6064283
.1395833
- .5275516E-01
- .1208333
- . 4638889E-01
- .7555556E-01
.1211111
.2166667E-01
.3027778E-01
• 1663472E-02
- .1819446
1642012E-01
2446667E-01
• 1796226E-01
.8812778E-O2
- .2561993E-01
- .2539208E-01
- . 1745139E-03
- . 1284977E-02
•3509097E-01
CENTRAL	 SUBSID	 ARCH_PER
.1706944
• .5534722E-01	 .2186111
- .3743056E-01 - .8847222E-01	 .6119444
- .1664583	 .1179167	 - .1208333E-01
- .1326389E-01 	 •1694444E-01 - .5013889E-01
-.4680486E-02	 •4461181E-02	 •6115764E-02
.3784722E-01	 . 1388889E-02 •9722222E-O2
PAYMENT	 PROFIT	 PAS_P_PM
•5777778E-01
-.3154653E-02	 .1629019E-01
-.1319444E-0i' -.4361806E-02	 .4236111
Pooled WithIn-Groups Correlation Matrfx
COMPLEX TRAINING PLANT	 CON_SIZE PROF_STA LEAD_EX CONT_EX
COMPLEX	 1.00000
TRAINING	 .18959 1.00000
PLANT	 -.25577	 .13040 1.00000
CON_SIZE	 .29902 -.12754 -.08664 1.00000
PROF_STA	 -.17814	 .21402	 .02472 -.19431 1.00000
LEAD_EX	 .03913 -.19550 -.07156	 .11191 -.03187' 1.00000
CONT_EX	 -.50214	 .09047	 .36468 -.00204 -.09997 -.11008 1.00000
WORKLOAD	 .47028 -.16235' -.15812 	 .29137	 .11135 -.24058 -.29730
PAST_PER - .3a238 - .11264	 .16166	 .05605	 .56135	 .34626	 .17964
YEAR_BUS	 .46515 - .01876 - .39044 	 .43096 - .23647 - .14503 - .49522
ORIGIN	 -.08202 -.10001 '-.07081	 .07829 -.70083	 .05036	 .14265
DEl.	 -.26686	 .10212 .27266 -.30759	 .70983	 .05046 .07676
LISTED	 -.30087 .18660	 .27524 -.25880 .27101 -.25867 .47522
CENTRAL	 -.24689 -.16531 -.01148	 .15645	 .32860	 .66106	 .22689
SIJBSID	 .06548	 .21891	 .26102	 .18947	 .11531 -.26560	 .08035
ARCH_PER	 .07017	 .16002	 .14440	 .21194 -.23678 -.08715 -.10307
CONTROL	 .62167	 .23872	 .03585	 .25912 - .22671 - .21395 - .17512
PAYMENT	 - .13944	 .11962 -.04284	 .07675 -.07898 -.24026	 .42770
PROFIT	 .38458 - .07388 - .00106 	 .24425 - .30754 - .02986 - .10008
PAS_P_PM	 .28993	 .10726	 .07880 - .04605	 .46333	 .02097 -.18374
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WORKLOAD
PAST_PER
YEAR_BUS
ORIGIN
DEL
LISTED
CENTRAL
SUBSID
ARCH_PER
CONTROL
PAYMENT
PROFIT
PAS P PM
WORKLOAD PAST_PER YEAR_BUS ORIGIN
1.00000
-.18163 1.00000
.39764 -.56804 1.00000
-.52181 -.28507 -.04425 1.00000
.11806	 .37598 -.25292 - .65276
.17749	 .24333 -.57291 -.3831?
-.23600	 .68876 -.28433 -.17803
.37034 .08818 - .10053 - .25622
-.13403 - .31797 	 .46447	 .24548
.41280 -.26773	 .34619	 .04014
-.19334	 .16310 - .22817 	 .19972
.26472 - .30630	 .31698	 .02066
.32905	 .14539	 .01431	 .44324
- 201 -'
Sc
SUBSID ARCH PER CONTROL PAYMENT PROFIT PAS_P_PM
SUBSID	 1.00000
ARCH_PER	 -.24189 1.00000
CONTROL	 .29467 -.01805 1.00000
PAYMENT	 .15077 -.26665	 .09924 1.00000
PROFIT	 .07676	 .06125	 .23606 -.10283 1.00000
PAS_P_PM	 .00456	 .01910	 .12716 -.08434 -.05251 1.00000
CorreIations which cannot be computed are printed as '.'
Wflks' Lambda (U-statistic) and univariate F-ratio
with 1 and	 32 degrees of freedom
Variab'e Witks' Lambda 	 F	 Significance
COMPLEX	 .92712	 2.515	 .1226
TRAINING	 .93654	 2168	 .1506
PLANT	 .99705	 .9483E-01	 .71,01
CON_SIZE	 .99188	 .2621	 .6122
PROF_STA	 .94865	 1.732	 .1975
LEAD_EX	 .99745	 .8177E-01	 .7768
CONT_EX	 .95669	 1.449	 .2376
WORKLOAD	 .96469	 1.171	 .2872
PAST_PER	 .60006	 21.33	 .0001
YEAR_BUS	 .96820	 1.051	 .3130
ORIGIN	 .74618	 10.89	 .0024
DEL	 .97897	 .6876	 .4131
LISTED	 .94444	 1.682	 1796
CENTRAL	 .79281	 8.363	 .0068
SUBSID	 .99104	 .2894	 .5943
ARCH_PER	 .85249	 5.537	 .M249
CONTROL	 .77525	 9.277	 .0046
PAYMENT	 .98222	 .5792	 .4522
PROFIT	 .97724	 .7452	 .3944
PAS_P_PM	 .99976	 .7715E-02 .	 .9306
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Covariance Matrix for Group 	 1,
COMPLEX
TRAI HI HG
PLANT
COM_SIZE
PROF_STA
LEAD_EX
CONT_EX
WORKLOAD
PAST_PER
YEAR_BUS
OR I GIN
DEL
LISTED
CENTRAL
SUBS ID
ARCH_PER
CONTROL
PAYMENT
PROFiT
PAS P PM
COMPLEX
2.573333
.2473500E-01
- .5778000E-01
128.8317
• .4610167E-01
.5333333E-01
• - 2887233
1208410.
- .4600000
13.21833
.1966667
-.1122608
- .3583333
-.2633333
- .4666667E-01
• - 6000000E-01
.9116667
- . 5666667E-01
•7585250E-01
1333333
TRAINING
.9589623E-02
.1423913E-02
-6.175857
- 1472577E-02
-.165 1283
.261 1665E-O2
-54392.41
- .7648333E-O2
- .5765167E-01
- .6633333E-03
.9606817E03
• 1O40000EO1
- .9249167E-02
.1 176333E01
.1436833E-01
.2513833E-01
.3456667E-02
-. 1257732E-O2
• 2Z00000E- 02
PLANT
- 10616O8E-01
-6. 605630
.35061 17E-03
- .6267333E-01
- 1412691E-01
-35342.31
.8661667E-02
- .6717617
- .9993333E-02
.4904134E-02
1884167E-01
-.5191667E-03
• 1265167E-01
- 1302833E-01
- .3806667E-02
- . 1378333E-O2
1800992E-03
• T400000E- 02
CON_SIZE
132078.0
-6 .352302
382.2450
-10.92865
1898272E+Q9
-5.826667
2992.502
17. 63000
-19.54014
-65.69167
21.55333
18.43667
81.40667
45.72833
-16.73167
10.21803
-28.99167
PRO F_S TA
	
LEAD_EX	 CONT_EX	 WORKLOAD
PROF_STA .6720223E-O2
LEAD_EX	 . 3193000E01 57.07667
- 202 -
CONT_EX
WORKLOAD
PAST_PER
YEAR_BUS
ORIGiN
DEL
C. C STED
CENTRAL
SUBS ID
ARCH_PER
CONTROL
PAYMENT
PROFIT
PAS P PM
- . 1096715E-02
-10300.51
.3349000E-01
- .4071067
- . 2657000E-01
?986789E-02
.9516667E-02
.1271167E-01
.2410000E-02
- . 1586000E-01
- . 1969667E-01
.7850000E-03
- .4271552E-Oz
.2055000E-01
- .3181700
-4241446.
2.161667
- 19.59500
256666?
.22384175-01
- .8666667
2.355833
- .8900000
- .7633333
-1.223333
- .4200000
- .34275835-01
- .1833333
.9040579E-01
-150049.6
.4743500E-01
-2.627485
- . 1830000E-02
.9149161E-02
.9802500E-01
.3241750E-01
.2818000E-01
- .2759000E-01
- .38611675-01
.15498335-01
- .7425858E-03
- .4659167E-01
.3344495E+13
-379830.1
9894557.
-87878.20
-60214.85
-2609.000
-350666.6
257381.4
-234285.3
699251.9
-96894.23
2706.556
242612.2
PAST_PER	 YEAR_BUS	 ORIGIN	 DEL
PAST_PER .4233333
YEAR_BUS -6.415000	 270.6567
ORIGIN	 -.1200000	 1.053333	 .1600000
DEL	 .5146000E-01 - .9806142 	 - .3898833E-01	 .1488491E-01
LISTED	 .58333335-01 -5.808333 	 - .5000000E-01	 .2723333E-01
CENTRAL	 .2408333	 -2.STOQOO	 - .4333333E-Q1	 .2106542E-01
SUBSID	 - .21666675-01 -.9950000	 - .26666675-01 	 .85466675-02
ARCH_PER - .1766667	 6.393333	 .96666675-01 -.2925250E-01
CONTROL - .2716667	 5.630000	 .56666675-01 -.3532833E-01
PAYMENT	 .1833333E-01 -.8103333	 .33333335-02 .4285833E-02
PROFIT	 -.2486833E-01	 .4500850	 .18005005-01 -.65340715-02
PAS_P_PM .9166667E-01 - .4250000	 - .6666667E-01 	 .2582500E-01
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LISTED
CENTRAL
SUBSID
ARCH_PER
CONTROL
PAYMENT
PROF IT
PAS P PM
COMPLE)C
TRAZNIHG
PLANT
CON_SIZE
PRO F_STA
LEAD_EX
CONT_EX
WORKLOAD
PAST_PER
YEAR_BUS
ORIGIN
DEL
LISTED
CENTRAL
SUBS ID
ARCH_PER
LISTED•
.2500000
- . lZ5000bE-01
.1333333
1916667
- .33333335-01
.2500000E-01
- .13441675-01
.0000000
COMPLEX
2.230000
.2883333E-01
2533333E-01
299.7917
.5241 667E-01
1.500000
- .8216667E-01
2838297.
.1250000
4.375000
- .9166667
.1208333
.1250000
.1458333
.3333333
- .1666667
CENTRAL
.2183333
- .6916667E-01
- .59166675-01
- .2150000
- .Z000000E-01
• .8717500E-02
.2500000E-01
TRAINING
.8561944E-O
- .15847225-03
2.570972
12O7306E-02
.43333335-01
1478278E-02
41549.03
- .9583333E-03
• 7616667E-01
- .1972222E-01
.1622361E-02
.9166667E-03
.4236111E-02
• .55555565-04
138&889E-04
SUBS ID
.2266667
- . 71666675-01
.6000000E-Q1
13333335-01
.2457500E-O2
- . 1666667E-01
PROFIT
.165 1547E-01
- .13325005-01
PLANT
•1737861E-02
8.275139
- .3600278E-03
.1 183333E-01
- . 2406139E-02
-20108.37
• 1054 1675-01
-.1298333
.13611115-01
- . 1906306E-O2
• .6083333E-02
- . 1805556E-03
.6777778E-02
.2319444E-02
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ARCH_PER
.7233333
11666671-01
- .4833333E-01
.4010833E-02
.5000000E-01
MS P PM
.4166667
CON_SIZE
132111.1
-2.5 10347
-53.95833
31.89951
.35238 1 OE+09
67.70833
413.3333
18.88889
1.321806
8.958333
29.30556
73.47222
-3.194444
CONTROL	 PAYMENT
CONTROL	 .7266667
PAYMENT	 .1333333E-01	 .40000005-01
PROFIT	 .2247833E-01	 .2460833E-O2
PAS_P_PN .1083333	
- .83333335-02
Covariance Matrfx for Group	 2,
- 203 -
COMPLEX
TRAINING
PLANT
CON_S 128
PROF_STA
LEAD_EX
CORT_EX
WORKLOAD
COMPLEX
2.606952
.15363648-01
- .3802139E•01
180 .4902
- .13196978-01
.2566845
- .2572121
1745644.
CONTROL	 .6250000	 - .5083333E-02	 .a266667E-o1	 185.2083
PAYMENT	 - .4166667E-01 - .4722222E-O3	 .3611111E-03	 77.01389
PROFIT	 .8241667E-01	 .52722228-03 - .5901111E-03 	 14.66486
PAS_P_PM	 .7916667	 .17430568-01 - .34O2778E-02 43.40278
	
PROF_STA	 LEAD_EX	 CONT_EX	 WORKLOAD
PROF_STA	 .3155944E-02
LEAD_EX	 .3041667E-01	 9.250000
CONT_EX - .5840528E-02	 .6995833E-01	 .8653311E-01
WORKLOAD	 104912.5	
-1344095.	 -323877.1	 .89129718+13
PAST_PER	 .52083338-02 - .7500000
	 - .9833333E-O2 164773.7
YEAR_BUS .1388333
	 .3750000	 - .9973333	 .2220415E+08
ORIGIN	
- .5527778E-01	 .8333333E-01	 .1131111	 -2601365.
DEL	 .3817889E-02	 .1065833	 - .1568081E-01	 312349.7
LISTED	 .1283333E-01 - .8750000 	
- .98333338-02 780398.7
CENTRAL	 .3326389E-02	 .2708333	 .14881948-01	 203195.9
SUBSID	 .90555568-02 - .6666667 	
- .3959722E-01	 735256.8
ARCH PER - .8986111E-02	 .4583333	 - .13680568-01 -209915.6
CONTROL - .1666667E-03 -1.250000	
-.6345833E-01	 977885.2
PAYMENT	 -.81527788-02 -.2916667
	 .7648611E-01 -113891.9
PROFIT	 .8271528E-03	 .4166667E-03 - .13052248-01 	 286016.5
PAS_P_PM	 .3044444E-01	 .9166667	
-.3277778E-02 1136591.
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PAST_PER
YEAR_BUS
ORIGIN
DEL
LISTED
CENTRAL
SUBS ID
ARCH_PER
CONTROL
PAYMENT
PROFIT
PAS P PM
PAST_PER
.2500000
-1.750000
- .8333333E-01
- .3558333E-01
.1250000
- . 2O83333E-01
.1666667
- .83333338-01
.2500000
.41666678-01
- .2179167E-01
- .41666678-01
YEAR BUS
86.75 000
-4.833333
.9986667
.2500000
.6666667
1666667
1.666667
.8750000
• .8333333
1.075458
1.833333
ORIGIN
1.111111
- .94055568-01
- .3333333
- .5555556E-01
- .2222222
.1964444
• .8333333E01
.1111111
-.4736111E-01
- .5277778
DEL
.21O2578E-01
• 1616667E-01
.8652778E-02
.9611111E-02
- . 1472222E-01
.4416667E02
-. 1355556E-01
• 1446231E-01
.62888898-01
LISTED	 CENTRAL	 SUBSID	 ARCH_PER
LISTED	 .2500000
CENTRAL	 - .2083333E-01	 .2777778E-01
SUBSID	 .1666667	 -.1388889E-01	 .1944444
ARCH_PER - .2083333	 •2777778E-01 - .1388889	 .2777778
CONTROL	 .1250000	 - .2083333E-01	 .2916667	 - .8333333E-01
PAYMENT	 .41666678-01	 .69444448-02	 .27777788-01 - .5555556E-01
PROFIT	 .3583333E-02	 .7430556E-02	 .1047222E-01	 .1243056E-01
PAS_P_PM	 .8333333E-01	 .7638889E-01	 •5555556E-01 -.1111111
CONTROL	 PAYMENT	 PROFIT	 PAS_P_PM
CONTROL	 .7500000
PAYMENT	 •4166667E-01	 .1111111
PROFIT	 .3570833E-01 -.5236111E-O2	 .1561436E-01
PAS_P_PM - .4166667E-01 - .2777778E-01 	 .2252778E-01	 .4444444
TotaL Covariance Matrix with 	 33 degrees of freedom
TRAINING	 PLANT	 COM_SIZE
.7668485E-02
.11055158-02	 •8166210E-02
-4.582788	 -2.957098	 129132.8
.97775768-03 .81787888-04 -4.661848
-.1022121	 -.4106952E-01	 254.0856
.36400918-02	 •9998606E-02 -2.244485
-38531.37	 -32592.41	 .2367632E+09
- 204 -.
PAST_PER - .8823529E-01 - . 1672727E-01 	 .6420677E-02 28.22816
YEAR_BUS 9.508021
	
.3554545E-01" - .5068895	 2189.927
ORIGIN	 - .2370766	 .2727273E-02 - .2188948E-02 5.668449
DEL	 - .4428922E-01	 .6839394E-03	 .3013653E-02 -13.29148
LISTED	 -.1782531	 .5151515E-02	 .11641715-Ol -41.73619
CENTRAL	 • .6550802E-01 -.1028788E-01 -.1442959E-02 29.51604
SUBSID	 .6595365E-01	 .7575758E-02	 .1062923E-01	 32.63815
ARCH_PER -.2237077	 .1751515E-01	 .1161141E-01	 48.05169
CONTROL	 .6167558	 .2706061E-01	 .4955437E-02 63.45811
PAYMENT -.3743316E-01 	 .1696970E-02 - . 1071301E-02 7.532977
PROFIT	 .8350490E-01 -.1210000E-02 -.1062843E-03 	 11.60762
PAS_P_PM .2932264
	
.5606061E-02 .4508O21E-02 -10.24064
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LEAD_EX	 COPIT_EX	 WORKLOAD
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PRO F_STA
LEAD_EX
CONTEX
IJORKI.OAD
PAST_PER
YEAR_BUS
ORIGIN
DEL
LISTED
CENTRAL
SUBS ID
ARCH_PER
CONTROL
PAYMENT
PROFIT
PAS P PM
PAST_PER
YEAR_BUS
ORIGIN
DEL
LISTED
CENTRAL
SUBSID
ARCH_PER
CONTROL
PAYMENT
PROFiT
PAS P PM
PRO F_STA
• .5958500E-O2
• .2169697E-01
- .33O9606E-O2
25114.83
.3428788E-01
- .3092121
- .3906O61E-01
.7057674E-OZ
• 1212121E-01
1368939E-01
.4757576E-O2
- . 1931818E-01
- . 2230303E-01
- .8484848E-03
- . 2570568E-02
.2250000E-01
PAST_PER
.6140820
-6.415330
- .2869875
•3796569E-01
• 1319073
.273 1729
.4634581E-01
- .3074866
- .3618538
.3921569E-01
-. 1386408E-01
.6149733E01
43.86453
-.1934848
-3547636.
1.224599
-13.26560
.3279857
.3593316E-01
- .8823529
1.709447
• .8235294
- .3368984
-1.040996
- .3868093
- .3123975E-01
.85615OE-01
YEAR_BUS
225.0267
.5632799
- .5205499
-4. 483066
-2. 263815
- .8003565
5.910873
5.520499
- .8823529
.5367487
.1087344
.9065388E-01
-213337.0
10606O6E02
-1.985061
.4878788E-01
• 1693500E-Q2
.6142424E-01
• 1415152E-01
.3151515E-02
- .3303030E-02
- . 1503030E-01
•2781818E-01
- . 49O6045E-O2
- .3530303E-01
ORIGIN
.5169340
- .5785651E-01
-.1604278
- .1203209
- .8912656E-01
.2335116
1853832
1782531E-01
• .5334225E-02
-.1800357
.4761221E+13
-33083.98
.11 68202E+08
-843077.0
39513.02
236256.6
-120487.3
363364.9
-352671.3
559537.2
-85020.96
79170.17
456063.0
DEL
.1626467E-01
•2593405E-01
.2126493E-01
.935561 5E-02
- .3077050E-01
- .3301604E-01
.4197861E-03
- . 8912877E-03
.3421 168E-01
LISTED	 CENTRAL	 SUBSID	 ARCH_PER
LISTED	 .2566845
CENTRAL	 .1O69519E-01	 .2087790
SUBSID	 .1426025	 -.4456328E-01	 .2139037
ARCH_PER - .2281640 	 -.1029412	 - .9982175E-01 	 .6960784
CONTROL	 - .4612834E-01 -.2557932	 .9447415E-01	 .1336898
PAYMENT	 •3208556E-01 -.6238859E-02 	 .1782531E-01 -.5882353E-01
PROFIT	 • .6616756E-02 -..5496881E-03 	 .5165775E-02 - .2152406E-03
PAS_P_PM .2139037E-01 	 .3877005E01	 .1782531E-0Z	 .6238859E-02
CONTROL	 PAYMENT	 PROFIT	 PAS_P_PM
CONTROL	 .91 62210
PAYMENT	 .5347594E-02	 .5704100E-01
PROFIT	 .163O125E-01 -.24483O7E-02	 .1616439E-01
PAS_P_PN	 .6417112E-01 -.124?772E-01 -.4038770E-02 	 .4108734
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0 ISCRIMINANT	 ANALYSIS
- 205
on groups defined by PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
Analysis nunber	 1
Stepwise variable selection
SeLection rule: Minimize Wilks' Lambda
Maximun riuther of steps .................. 40
Minieun Tolerance LeveL ................... 00100
Mininun F to enter ....................... 1.0000
Maximun F to remove ...................... 1.0000
Canonical Discrminant Functions
Maxjjmjn r,uriber of functions ............... 1
Minimun cunutative percent of variance... 100.00
Maximun significance of Wi(ks Lambda.... 1.0000
Prior Probabilities
	
Group	 Prior	 Label
	
1	 .73529
	
2	 .26471
	
TotaL	 1.00000
Variables not in the anaLysis after step 0 ----------------
Mi nimun
Variable Tolerance Tolerance F to enter
	 Witks' Lambda
COMPLEX 1.0000000 1.0000000	 2.5153	 .92712
TRAINING 1.0000000 1.0000000 	 2.1684	 .93654
PLANT	 1.0000000 1.0000000	 .94826E-01	 .99705
COM_SIZE 1.0000000 1.0000000 	 .26210	 .99188
PROF_STA 1.0000000 1.0000000 	 1.7323	 .94865
LEAD_EX 1.0000000 1.0000000	 .81769E-01	 .99745
CONT_EX 1.0000000 1.0000000	 1.4488	 .95669
WORKLOAD 1.0000000 1.0000000 	 1.1714	 .96469
PAST_PER 1.0000000 1.0000000 	 21 .328	 .60006
YEAR_BUS 1.0000000 1.0000000 	 1.0509	 .96820
ORIGIN	 1.0000000 1.0000000	 10.885	 .74618
DEL	 1.0000000 1.0000000	 .68758	 .97897
LISTED	 1.0000000 1.0000000	 1.8824	 .94444
CENTRAL	 1.0000000 1.0000000	 8.3628	 .79281
SUBSID	 1.0000000 1.0000000	 .28941	 .99104
ARCH_PER 1.0000000 1.0000000	 5.5370	 .85249
CONTROL 1.0000000 1.0000000 	 9.2769	 .77525
PAYMENT	 1.0000000 1.0000000 	 .57919	 .98222
PROFIT	 1.0000000 1.0000000 	 .74516	 .97724
PAS_P_PM 1.0000000 1.0000000 	 .77146E-02	 .99976
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At step 1, PAST_PER Was incLuded in the analysis.
Degrees of Freedom Signif. 	 Between Groups
Wilks' Lambda	 .60006	 1	 1	 32.0
Equivalent F
	
21 .3282	 1	 32.0	 .0001
1-
	
Variables in the analysis after step 	 1 ----------------
Variable Tolerance F to remove WiLks' Lambda
PAST_PER 1.0000000	 21 .328
Variables not In the analysis after step	 I ----------------
Mi ninun
- 206 -
VariabLe
COMPLEX
TRAINING
PLANT
CON_SIZE
PROF_STA
LEAD_EX
CON T_EX
WORKLOAD
YEAR_BUS
OR I G ZN
DEL
LISTED
CENTRAL
SUBSID
ARCH_PER
CONTROL
PAYMENT
PROFIT
PAS P PM
Tolerance
.8960681
.9873114
.9738653
.9968585
.6848895
.8801069
.9677283
.9670098
• 6773262
• 9187325
• 8586394
.9407895
5256065
.9922236
.8988939
.9283220
.9733995
.9061802
.9788611
Tolerance
.8960681
.9873114
.9738653
.9968585
.6848895
.8801069
.9677283
.9670098
6773262
.9187325
.8586394
.9407895
.5256065
.9922236
.8988939
.9283220
.9733995
.9061802
.9788611
F to enter
6. 1334
.53397
.66379
.37359E-01
1.3825
2 .3670
2.4834
2.2187
2.1922
2.4874
.55714
.38071E-01
.92385E-01
.10010E-01
• .50607
2.0500
.36550E-04
3.3283
.20228
WiLks' Lambda
.50094
.58990
.58748
.59934
.57444
.55783
.55555
.55998
.56043
.55549
.58946
.59932
.59828
.59986
.59042
.56284
.60006
.54188
.59617
F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step
Each F statistic has 1 and 	 32.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 1
Group
	
2	 21.328
.0001
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At step 2, COMPLEX was included in the anaLysis.
Degrees of Freedom Signif. 	 Between Groups
Witks' Lambda	 .50094	 2	 1	 32.0
Equivalent F
	
15.4415	 2	 31.0	 .0000
	
Variables in the anatyss after step 	 2 ................
Variable Tolerance F to remove Witks' Lambda
COMPLEX	 .8960681	 6.1334	 .60006
PAST_PER	 .896068 1	26.373	 .92712
Variables not in the analysis after step	 2 ----------------
Variable
TRAIN I MG
PLANT
CON_SiZE
PRO F_STA
LEAD_EX
CONT_EX
WORKLOAD
YEAR_BUS
OR 1 GIN
DEL
LISTED
CENTRAL
SUBS ID
ARCH_PER
CONTROL
PAYMENT
PROFIT
PAS P PM
Tot erance
.9610922
.9275193
.88465 14
.6848806
8547418
• 7475033
• 7778294
.5885678
• 8849755
• 3349645
.8855802
.5249175
.9823822
.8656155
• 6084737
.9649793
.8150043
.8522681
Mi ninun
ToLerance
.8722720
.8534797
• 7952061
.6338123
.7670816
.6921508
• 7207664
.5885678
.7983689
.8055525
8434832
.5008948
.8840717
.7794891
587327
.8818337
• 8059096
.7801825
F to enter
1. 0679
.64058E-01
.370 11
1. 1340
3.1711
.16273
.15601
.31719
1.0193
.93339E-01
.54253
.37144E-01
17536E-01
.46280E-01
10. 262
.45538E-01
.96931
1.6671
Witks' Lambda
.48373
.49988
.49484
.48270
.45306
.49824
.49835
.49570
.484 48
.49939
.49205
.50033
.50065
.50017
.37326
.50019
.48527
.47457
- 207 -
Wilks' Lambda
.37048
.36966
.37273
.35441
.31081
.37264
.36491
.36876
.36855
.37092
.34718
.3403 1
.36397
.37283
.36307
.36576
.35475
F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step 2
Each F statistic has 2 and	 31.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 1
Group
	
2	 15.442
.0000
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At step 3, CONTROL was Included in the analysis.
	
Degrees of Freedom Signif.
	 Between Groups
Wilks' Lambda
	
.37326	 3	 1	 32.0
Equivalent F	 16.7910	 3	 30.0	 .0000
Variables in the analysis after step 3 ----------------
Variable Tolerance F to remove Wilks' Lambda
COMPLEX	 .5873327	 15.237	 .56284
PAST PER
	 .8886833	 12.156	 .52451
CONTROL	 .6084737 - 10.262	 .50096
Variables not in the analysis after step 3 ----------------
Minimun
Variable Tolerance Tolerance F to enter
TRAINING	 .9386005	 .5861746	 .21771
PLANT	 .8613095	 .5230740	 .28220
COM_SIZE	 .8728676	 .5597290	 .41571E-01
PROF_STA .6748524 .5840906 	 1.5423
LEAD_EX	 .7813500	 .5309825	 5.8271
CONT_EX	 .7160344	 .4425231	 .48470E-01
WORKLOAD .7548743 .5379633	 .66322
YEAR_BUS	 .5874889	 .5419057	 .35394
ORIGIN	 .8774373	 .5617956	 .37031
DCL	 .8318044	 .5814706	 .18263
LISTED	 .8112717	 .5101906.	 2.1784
CENTRAL	 .4037693	 .4037693	 2.8081
SUBSID	 .8694187 .5385057	 .74053
ARCH_PER	 .8656155	 .5728975	 .33345t-01
PAYMENT	 .9026121	 .5572143	 .81347
PROFIT	 .8145448	 .5432659	 .59480
PASJ'_PM	 .8502391	 .5261285	 1.5127
F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step 3
Each F statistic has 3 and	 30.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 1
Group
	
2	 16.791
.0000
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At step 4, LEAD_EX was included in the analysis.
Degrees of Freedom Si gnf	 Between Groups
liks' Loinbcia
	
.31081	 4	 1	 32.0
Equivalent F
	
16.0764	 4	 29.0	 .0000
	
Variables in the analysis after step
	
4 ----------------
- 208
VariabLe Tolerance F to remove WiLks' Lambda
COMPLEX	 • .5309825	 19.110	 .51562
LEAD_EX	 .7813500	 5.8271	 .37326
PAST_PER	 .7664780	 16.898	 .49191
CONTROL	 .5562275	 13.273	 .45306
VariabLes not n the analysis after step 4 ----------------
Mini mutt
Variable Tolerance ToLerance F to enter
TRAINING	 .9129192	 .5262526	 .61974
PLANT	 .8606007 .4803966
	 .17173
COM_SIZE	 .8668520	 .5132124	 .98718E-O5
	
PROF_STA .5923844 .4825447
	 3.9845
CONT_EX	 .7129001	 .4164008	 .29506E-02
WORKLOAD	 .7006056 .4623777
	 •.24201E-01
YEAR_BUS	 .5872690	 .4950659	 .33111
ORIGIN	 .8252934	 .4906048	 .34413E-03
DEL	 .8254527	 .5284908	 .33008
LISTED	 .7425928	 .4892013	 .52563
CENTRAL	 .2623073	 .2623073	 .7545OE-01
SUBSID	 .8069761	 .5167999	 .39526E-01
ARCH_PER .8621542
	 .5159217	 .72456E-03
PAYMENT	 .8437490	 .5197775	 .70090E-D1
PROFIT	 .8139085	 .4968155	 .56597
PAS_P_PM	 .8378861	 .4687735	 1.8871
WiLks' Lambda
.30408
.30891
.31081
.27209
.31077
.31054
.30717
.31080
.30719
.30508
.30997
.31037
.31080
.31003
.30465
.29118
F statistics and significance between pairs of groups after step 4
Each F statistic has 4 and
	 29.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 1
Group
	
2	 16.076
.0000
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At step 5, PROF_STA was included in the anaLysis.
Degrees of Freedom Signif. Between Groups
Wilks' Lambda
	
.27209	 5	 1	 32.0
Equivalent F	 14.9815	 5	 28.0	 .0000
Variables in the analysis after step 5 ----------------
Variable Tolerance F to remove Witks' Lambda
COMPLEX	 .5122598	 19.997	 .46641
PROF_STA	 .5923844	 3.9845	 .31081
LEAD_EX	 .6858678	 8.4716	 .35441
PAST_PER	 .4825447	 22.232	 .48813
CONTROL	 .5274149	 15.017	 .41802
Variables not in the analysis after step
	 5 ----------------
Mini nun
Variable Tolerance Tolerance F to enter 	 Wilks' Lambda
TRAINING	 .8109538	 .4645754	 .13715E-01	 .27195
PLANT	 .0568320	 .4681431	 .67574E-01	 .27141
COM_SIZE	 .8035577 .4462241	 .26803	 .26941
CONT_EX	 .6469050	 .4160424	 .28450	 .26925
WORKLOAD	 .6572375	 .4505087	 .38277	 .26829
YEAR_BUS	 .5738811	 .3786970	 .66412	 .26556
ORIGIN	 .4587421	 .3292789	 2.7630	 .24683
DEL	 .4514117	 .3239547.	 .91323	 .26319
LISTED	 .7297675	 .4661655	 .83737	 .26390
-209--

Action	 Vars WiLks'
Step Entered Removed In Lambda Sig. Labe'
1 PAST_PER	 1	 .60006 .0001 CONTRACTOR'S PAST PERFORMANCE OR IMA
2 COMPLEX	 2 .50094 .0000 COMPLEXITY OF PROJECT
3 CONTROL	 3	 .37326 .0000 ARCHITECT OR CLIENT SUPERVISION AND
4 LEAD_EX	 4 .31081 .0000 PROJECT LEADER'S EXPERIENCE
5 PROF_STA	 5	 .27209 .0000 MANAGEMENT TEAM'S QUALITY-PROFESSION
6 ORIGIN	 6	 .24683 .0000 ORIGIN OF THE COMPANY
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CLassification Function Coefficients
(Fisher's Linear Discriminant Functions)
PERFORM =
	 I
COMPLEX	 1.532383
PROF_STA	 113.3637
LEAD_EX	 .2260276
PAST_PER	 7.275977
ORIGIN	 18.80951
CONTROL	 6J8552O
(constant) -58.44693
2
3.689788
67.52847
-.1383812
14. 13054
15.65250
2.804390
-58.55843
CanonicaL Discriminant Functions
Pct of
	
CUii CanonicaL After WiLks'
Fcn EigenvaLue Variance Pct	 Corr	 Fcn Lambda Chisquare	 DF Sig
0 .2468	 40.573	 6 .0000
1*	 3.0514 100.00 100.00	 .8679
* marks the 1 canonicaL discriminant functions remaining in the anaLysis.
Standardized CanonicaL Discriminant Function Coefficients
FUNC I
COMPLEX	 - .88670
PROF_STA	 .91103
LEAD_EX	 .63724
PAST_PER	 -1.10002
ORIGiN	 .51835
CONTROL	 .88703
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Structure Matrix:
PooLed-within-groups correLations between discriminating variabLes
and canonicaL discriminant functions
(VariabLes ordered by size of correLation within function)
PAST_PER
ORIGIN
CENTRAL
CONTROL
ARCH_PER
YEAR_BUS
TRAINING
WQRKL.OAD
CO_SIZE
COMPLEX
PROF_ST A
Il S I ED
PAS P PM
FUNC 1
- .46736
.33389
- .32796
.30823
.25199
.18871
.18611
- .17338
- .16209
- .16050
- .3319
-.10448
-.09851
- 211 -
His
Vat Set
SUBSID
PAYMENT
PROF IT
DEL
LEAD_EX
PLANT
CON TEX
- .09069
- .08926
- .08318
-.04186
.02894
.02098
.0050 1
Unstandardized CanonicaL Discriminant Function Coefficients
COMPLEX
PROF_S TA
LEAD_EX
PAST_PER
OR 101 N
CONTROL
(Constant)
FUNC 1
- .5616425
11.93241
.9486742E-01
-1.784466
.8218719
1.036417
-1.140765
CanonicaL Dfscrfrninartt Functions evaLuated at Group Means (Group Centroids)
	
Group	 FUNC 1
	
1	 1.01680
	
2	 -2.82444
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Test of equaLity of group covariance matrices using Box's N
The ranks and naturaL Logarithms of determinants printed are those
of the group covariance matrices.
Group LabeL
2
PooLed Within-Groups
Covariance Ilotrix
Rank Log Determinant
6	 -6.076040
6	 -10.344742
6	 -4.779148
Box's K	 Approximate F Degrees of freedom Significance
75.650	 2.4802	 21,	 855.4	 .0003
-
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Case
Nuer
2
3
4
5
6
7
B
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
ActuaL
Group
1
1
.1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
I
1
1
I
I
1
1
1
I
1
1
Highest ProbabiLity
Group P(D/G) P(G/D)
1 .1,776 1.0000
1 .7223 .9991
1 .0570 1.0000
2 .4559 .9705
1 .4119 1.0000
1 .3297 .9906
2 .2951 .9116
1 .2743 .9852
2 .1300 .6316
1 .5950 .9983
1 .3142 .9894
1 .7324 .9992
1 .7324 .9992
1 .3433 1.0000
1 .3786 1.0000
1 .6857 .9989
1 .9884 .9998
1 .0712 1.0000
1 .5791 .9981
1 .7223 .9991
1 .6357 1.0000
2nd Highest
Group P(G/D)
2 .0000
2 .0009
2 .0000
1 .0295
2 .0000
2 .0094
1 .0884
2 .0148
1 .3684
2 .0017
2 .0106
2 .0008
2 .0008
2 .0000
2 .0000
2 .0011
2 .0002
2 .0000
2 .0019
2 .0009
2 .0000
Discrim
Scores
1.7270
.6614
2.9198
-2.0789
1.8374
.0420
-1.7774
-.0765
-1 .3102
.4852
.0104
.6749
.6749
1.9644
1.8972
.6121
1.0022
2.8211
.6621
.6614
1. 4905
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22
	
1
23
24
	
2
25
26
	
2
27
28
	
2
29
	
2
30
	
2
31
	
1
32
	
2
33
	
1
34
	
1
1 .3892 1.0000
1 .0677 1.0000
2 .3553 1.0000
1 .4067 .9946
2 .1192 1.0000
1 .2643 .9839
2 .3229 1.0000
2 .9074 .99Th
2 .7047 .9926
1 .3121 .9892
2 .7405 .9995
1 .8739 .9999
1 .1457 .9433
2 .0000
2 .0000
1 .0000
2 .0054
1 .0000
2 .0161
1 .0000
1 .0027
1 .0074
2 .0108
1 .0005
2 .0001
2 .0567
1.8779
2.8437
-3.7487
.1870
-4.3826
- .0996
-3 .8130
-2.7081
-2.4454
.0060
-3.1556
1.1756
- .4381
Symbols used in Plots
SYmbOL Group Label
1	 1
2	 2
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Histogram for Group
Canonical Discriminant Function 1
B
F	 I
r	 61
e
q	 I	 11	 I
U	 11
e	 4(	 11	 1
n	 11'	 1	 I
C	 11.	 1	 I
Y	 11	 1	 I
	
2 1	 111	 1	 1	 I
111	 1	 1	 I
	
I	 1 1111 111 11	 11
	
I	 1 1111 111 11	 11	 I
x---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------x
Out	 -4.0	 -2.0	 .0	 2.0	 4.0	 Out
Class	 2222Z22222222222222222222111111111111111111111111111111111111
Centroids
	 1
Histogram for Group 	 2
Canonical Discriminant Function 1
4
F
r
	
3
e
q
U
e
	
21	 2
n
	
I	 2
C
	
2	 I
Y
	
2	 I
	
11	 2 2 222222
2 2 22222.2
2 2 222222	 I
2 2 222222	 I
x---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------x
out	 -4.0	 -2.0	 .0	 2.0	 4.0	 Out
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Ctass	 2222222222222222222222222111111111111111111111111111111111111
Centroids	 2
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AU-groups stacked Histogram
Canonical Discriminant Function 1
a
F	 I
r	 61	 I
e	 I	 I
q	 11	 I
u	 11	 I
e	 I	 ii	 1	 I
n	 11	 1	 I
c	 I	 ii	 1	 Iy	 11	 i
	
21	 2	 111	 1	 1	 I
2	 111	 1	 1	 I
	
I	 2 2 222222	 1 1111 111 11	 11	 I
2 2 222222	 1111111111	 11
x---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------x
Out	 -4.0	 -2.0	 .0	 2.0	 4.0	 Out
Class	 2222222222222222222222222111111l1111111111111111311111i111111
Centrolds	 2	 1
Classification Results -
No. of
Actual Group	 Cases
Group	 1	 25
Group	 2	 9
Predicted Group Membership
	
1	 2
	
25	 0
100.0%	 .07.
0	 9
.0%	 100.0%
Percent of "grouped" cases correctLy cLassified: 100.00%
Classification Processing Sumnary
34 Cases were processed.
O Cases wore excLuded for missing or out-of-range group codes.
0 Cases had at Least one missing discriminating variable.
34 Cases were used for printed output.
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APPENDIX 5
SPSS(pc) Computer Printout of the Stepwise
Procedures in Computing the Z
Discriminant Analysis Model
- 215 -
DSCRIMINANT /GROUPS PERFORM (1,2) /VARIABLES COMPLEX PROF STA LEAD_EX PAST_PER
ORIGIN CONTROL /METKOO WILKS /PRIORS SIZE /STATISTICS=aLt.
Since ANALYSIS= was omitted for the first analysis all variables
on the VARIABLES= list wilt be entered at level 1.
This Discriminant AnaLysis requires	 1904 C
	
1.9K) BYTES of workspace.
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DISCRIMINANT	 ANALYSIS
On groups defined by PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
30 (unweighted) cases were processed.
0 of these were excluded from the analysis.
30 (unweighted) cases wilt be used in the anaLysis.
Nunber of Cases by Group
Nutnber of Cases
	
PERFORM Unweighted	 Weighted Label
	
1	 22	 22.0
	
2	 8	 8.0
	
Total	 30	 30.0
Group Means
	
PERFORM	 COMPLEX
	
PROF_STA
	
LEAD_EX
	
PAST_PER
	
ORIGIN
	
CONTROL
	
1	 3.54545
	
08464
	
15.77273
	
2. 59091
	
2. 90909
	
3.68182
	
2	 4.62500	 .12688
	
14.87500
	
3.62500
	
2. 00000
	
2.62500
	
Total	 3.83333	
.09590
	
15. 53333
	
2.86667
	
2.66667
	
3.40000
Group Standard Deviations
	
PERFORM	 COMPLEX	 PROF_STA	 LEAD_EX	 PAST PER	 ORIGIN	 CONTROL
	
1	 1.62502	
.08560	 7.65899	 .66613	 .42640	 .89370
	
2	 1.30247	
.05614	 2.74838	 .51755	 1.06904	 .91613
	
Total	 1.59921	
.08017	 6.66816	 .77608	 .75810	 1.00344
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	PooLed Within-Groups Covarjance Matrix with 	 28 degrees of freedom
COMPLEX	 PROF_STA	 LEAD_EX	 PAST_PER	 ORIGIN	 CONTROL
COMPLEX	 2.404627
PROF STA - .3375041E-01 	 .6283499E-02
LEAD_EX	 -.7731331	 -.3781940E-01	 45.88352
PAST_PER -.3648539	 .2861972E-01	 1.734984	 .3997565
ORIGIN	 .3246753E-O2 - .3641883E-01 	 .4480519	 - .1363636	 .4220779
CONTROL	 .9890422	 -.1585430E-01 -1.177354	 -.1781656	 .1298701E-01	 .8088474
PooLed Within-Groups CorreLation Matrix
COMPLEX PROF_STA LEAD_EX PAST_PER ORLGIN CONTROL
COMPLEX	 1.00000
PROF STA
	 -.27457 1.00000
LEAD_EX	 -.07360 -.07043 1.00000
PAST_PER	 -.37213	 .57104	 .40511 1.00000
ORIGIN	 .00322 -.70718	 .10181 -.33197 1.00000
CONTROL	 .70918 -.22239 -.19326 -.31332	 .02223 1.00000
CorreLations which cannot be computed are printed as '.'
Wilks' Lambda (ti-statistic) and univariate F-ratio
with I and	 28 degrees of freedom
	
VariabLe Witks' Lambda	 F	 Significance
	
COMPLEX	 .90781	 2.843	 .1029
PROF_STA	 .94385	 1.666	 .2074
	
LEAD_EX	 .99633	 .1030	 .7506
PAST_PER	 .64083	 15.69	 .0005
	
ORIGIN	 .70909	 11.49	 .0021
	
CONTROL	 .77561	 8.101	 .0082
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Covariance Matrix for Group	 1,
COMPLEX	 PROF STA	 LEAD_EX	 PAST_PER	 ORIGIN	 CONTROL
	
COMPLEX	 2.640693
	
PROF_STA - .58316O2E-01	 .7327481E-02
	
LEAD_EX	 -1.060606	 -.4965801E-01	 5866017
- 217 -
PAST_PER - .5757576	 .3522511E-01	 2.521645	 .4437229
ORIGIN	 .2424242	 - .3003463E-01 	 .3593074	 - .1341991	 .1818182
CONTROL	 1.038961	 -.2202597E-01 -1.170996 	 -.3268398	 .6493506E-Ol	 .7987013
Covariance Matrix for Group
COMPLEX	 PROF_STA	 LEAD_EX	 PAST_PER	 ORIGIN	 CONTROL
COMPLEX	 1.696429
PROF_STA	 .3994643E-01	 .3151554E-02
LEAD_EX	 .8928571E-01 - .2303571E-02	 7.553571
PAST_PER	 .2678571	 .88O3571E-02 - .6250000	 .2678571
ORIGIN	 -.7142857	
-.5557143E-01	 .7142857	 -.1428571	 1.142857
CONTROL	 .8392857	 .266O714E-02 -1.196429 	 .2678571	 -.1428571	 .8392857
TotaL Covariance Matrix with
	 29 degrees of freedom
COMPLEX	 PROF_STA	 LEAD_EX	 PAST_PER	 ORIGIN	 CONTROL
COMPLEX	 2.557471
PROF STA - . 2336207E-01	 .6427748E-O2
LEAD_EX	 - .9425287	 - .4418621E-01 	 44.46437
PAST_PER -.1264368	 .3646897E-01	 1.487356	 .6022989
ORIGIN	 - .1954023	 - .4293103E-01 	 .5977011	 - .3218391	 .5747126
CONTROL	 .7241379	 -.2433793E-01 -.9448276	 -.3931034	 .2068966	 1.006897
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DISCRIMINA11T	 ANALYSIS
On groups defined by PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
AnaLysis nuber	 1
Stepwise variabLe seLection
SeLection ruLe: Minimize WiLks' Lantda
Maxinun nuner of steps .................. 12
MinirTun ToLerance LeveL ................... 00100
Mi ninun F to enter ....................... 1.0000
Maximum F to remove ...................... 1.0000
CanonicaL Discriminant Functions
Maxinun nurter of functions .............. 1
- 218 -
Minimun cumulative percent of variance... 100.00
Maximum significance of Witks' Lambda.... 1.0000
Prior Probabilities
	
Group	 Prior	 Label
	
1	 .73333
	
2	 .26667
	
Total	 1.00000
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Variables not in the analysis after step 0 ----------------
Mi nimun
Variable Tolerance Tolerance F to enter
COMPLEX	 1.0000000 1.0000000	 2.8433
	
PROF STA 1.0000000 1.0000000 	 1.6657
LEADEX	 1.0000000 1.0000000	 .10304
	
PAST_PER 1.0000000 1.0000000 	 15.693
ORIGIN	 1.0000000 1.0000000	 11.487
CONTROL	 1.0000000 1.0000000	 8.1008
Wilks' Lambda
.90781
.94385
.99633
.64083
.70909
77561
****** ********* ***** ** * * * * * * * * ** *** **** * * *** * ***** *
At step 1, PAST_PER was included in the analysis.
	
Degrees of Freedom Signif.	 Between Groups
Witks' Lambda
	 .64083	 1	 1	 28.0
Equivalent F
	
15.6933	 1	 28.0	 .0005
Variables in the analysis after step	 1 ----------------
Variable Tolerance F to remove Witks' Lambda
PAST_PER 1.0000000 	 15.693
Variables not in the analysis after step
	 I ----------------
Minimum
Variable Tolerance Tolerance F to enter
	 Witks' Lambda
COMPLEX	 .8615175	 .8615175	 7.1643	 .50645
PROF_STA	 .6739127 .6739127
	 .86547	 .62093
LEAD_EX	 .8358887	 .8358887	 2.7418	 .58176
ORIGIN	 .8897930	 .8897930	 2.9878	 .57698
- 219 -
CONTROL	 .9018285	 .9018285	 1.7650	 .60151
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F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step
Each F statistic has 	 1 and	 28.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 1
Group
2	 15.693
.0005
**** ** ***** * * * *** ** ************ ** ** ******** **** *** **
At step 2, COMPLEX was included in the anaLysis.
'Degrees of Freedom Signif. Between Groups
Wilks' Lambda	 .50645	 2	 'I	 23.0
Equivalent F	 13.1562	 2	 27.0	 .0001
-Variables in the analysis after step 2
Variable Tolerance F to remove Witks' Lambda
COMPLEX	 .8615175	 7.1643	 .64083
PAST PER	 .8615175	 21 .398	 .90781
Variables not in the analysis after step 2 ----------------
Mini nun
Variable Tolerance Tolerance F to enter	 Wilks' Lambda
PROF_STA	 .6694410	 .6237599	 .38867	 .49899
LEAD_EX	 .8289799	 .7180710	 2.7678	 .45772
ORIGIN	 .8729903	 .7521043	 1.4362	 .47994
CONTROL	 .4942267	 .4721352	 13.587	 .33262
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F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step 2
Each F statistic has 	 2 and	 27.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 1
- 220 -
Group
2	 13.156
.0001
** * ************ ** * ********* ***** *** * *** ********* ****
At step 3, CONTROL was Included in the analysis.
	
Degrees of Freedom Signif. 	 Between Groups
Wilks' Lambda	 .33262	 3	 1	 28.0
Equivalent F
	
17.3888	 3	 26.0	 .0000
Variables in the analysis after step 3
Variable Tolerance F to remove Wilks' Lambda
COMPLEX	 .4721352	 21.018	 .60151
PAST_PER	 .8566052	 8.3523	 .43948
CONTROL	 .4942267	 13.587	 .50645
Variables not in the analysis after step 3
Minimun
Variable Tolerance Tolerance F to enter	 WiLks' Lambda
PROF STA
	 .6694398 .4704642
	 .24938	 .32934
LEADEX	 .8001350	 .4545938	 3.6171	 .29058
ORIGIN	 .8729884	 .4671124	 .89875	 .32108
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F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step 3
Each F statistic has 3 and
	
26.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 1
Group
2	 17.389
.0000
****************************************************
At step 4, LEAD_EX was included in the analysis.
Degrees of Freedom Signif. Between Groups
-221-
Wilks' Laithda	 .29058	 4	 1	 28.0
Equivalent F
	
15.2587	 4	 25.0	 .0000
	
-Variables in the analysis after step	 4 ----------------
Variable Tolerance F to remove Wil.ks' Lantda
COMPLEX	 .4545938	 21.707	 .54288
LEAD_EX	 .8001350	 3.6171	 .33262
PAST_PER	 .7180347	 11.720	 .42680
CONTROL	 .4770297	 14.380	 .45772
--Variables not in the analysis after step 4
Mi nimun
Variable Tolerance Tolerance F to enter 	 Wilks' Lauthda
PROF_STA	 .5596452	 .4401812	 1.6171	 .27224
0R1GN	 .7965507	 .4423698	 .13642	 .28894
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F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step 4
Each F statistic has 4 and	 25.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 1
Group
2	 15.259
.0000
* ******** *** ****** ***************** ****** **** **** ***
At step 5, PROF_STA was included in the analysis.
Degrees of Freedom Signif.	 Between Groups
WiI.ks' Landa	 .27224	 5	 1	 28.0
Equivalent F	 12.8316	 5	 24.0	 .0000
	
Variables in the analysis after step
	 5 ----------------
Variable Tolerance F to remove Witks' Lambda
COMPLEX	 .4543854	 19.037	 .48818
PROF_STA	 .5596452	 1.6171	 .29058
LEAD_EX	 .6689051	 5.0339	 .32934
- 222 -
PAST_PER	 .4401812	 12.450	 .41346
CONTROL	 .4736817	 13.777	 .42851
VariabLes not in the analysis after step 5
Minimum
VariabLe Tolerance Tolerance F to enter	 Witks' Lambda
ORIGIN	 .4589571	 .3224567	 2.2334	 .24814
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F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step 5
Each F statistic has 5 and
	 24.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 1
Group
2	 12.832
.0000
• At step	 6, ORIGIN	 was included in the analysis.
Degrees of Freedom Signif. 	 Between Groups
Wilks' Lambda
	 .24814	 6	 1	 28.0
EquivaLent F
	 11.6148	 6	 23.0	 .0000
	
---Variables in the anaLysis after step
	 6 ----------------
Variable Tolerance F to remove WiLks' Lambda
COMPLEX	 .4368113	 10.732	 .36393
PROF_STA	 .3224567	 3.7814	 .26894
LEAD_EX	 .6684600	 4.1190	 .29258
PAST_PER	 .4398088	 10.863	 .36534
ORIGIN	 .4589571	 2.2334	 .27224
CONTROL	 .4736647	 11.346	 .37055
F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step 6
Each F statistic has 6 and
	 23.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 1
- 223 -
Group
2
	
11.615
.0000
F level. or tolerance or VIM insufficient for further computation.
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SuImary Tabl.e
Action
Step Entered Removed
1 PAST_PER
2 COMPLEX
3 CONTROL
4 LEAD_EX
5 PROF_STA
6 ORIGIN
Vars Wilks'
	
In	 Lambda	 Sig. Label.
	
1	 .64083 .0005 CONTRACTOR'S PAST PERFORMANCE OR IMAGE
	
2	 .50645 .0001 COMPLEXITY OF PROJECT
	
3	 .33262 .000O ARCHITECT OR CLIENT SUPERVISION AND CONT
	
4	 .29058 .0000 PROJECT LEADER'S EXPERIENCE
	
5	 .27224 .0000 MANAGEMENT TEAM'S QUALITY-PROFESSIONAL Q
	
6	 .24814 .0000 ORIGIN OF THE COMPANY
Classification Function Coefficients
(Fisher's Linear Discriminant Functions)
PERFORM =
	 1	 2
COMPLEX	 1.769996
PROF_STA	 104.8577
LEAD_EX	 .8377672E-01
PAST_PER	 9.427000
ORIGIN	 18.68790
CONTROL	 6.341327
(constant) -59.61441
4.183717
68.24728
- .2248458
.15.35 105
15.7234 1
2. 268965
-60.17896
Canonical. Discriminant Functions
	
Percent of Cuiiulative 	 CanonicaL :	 After
Function EigenvaLue Variance	 Percent	 CorreLation : Function Wilks' Lambda Chi-squared D.F. Significanc
	
:	 0	 .2681417	 34.844	 6	 .00Q
1*	 3.02996	 100.00	 100.00	 867O976 :
* marks the	 1 canonicaL discrirninant functions remaining in the anaLysis.
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Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients
FUNC 1
COMPLEX	 - .984a6
PROF_STA	 .76314
LEAD_EX	 .54974
PAST_PER	 - .98495
ORIGIN	 .50646
CONTROL	 .96312
Structure Matrix:
Pooled-within-groups correlations between discriminating variables
and canonical discriminant functions
(Variables ordered by size of correlation within function)
FUNC 1
PAST PER	 - .43009
ORIGIN	 .36797
CONTROL	 .30901
COMPLEX	 - .18307
PROF STA
	 - .14012
LEAD_EX	 .03485
Unstandardized Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients
FLINC 1
COMPLEX	 .6347252
PROF STA
	 9.627276
LEAD_EX	 .8115704E-01
PAST_PER	 -1.557821
ORIGiN	 .7795574
CONTROL	 1.070890
(constant) -1.004874
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Canonical Discriminant Functions evaluated at Group Means (Group Centroids)
	
Group	 FUNC 1
	
1	 1.01408
	
2	 -2.78871
- 225
Test of equaLity of group covariance matrices using Box's 14
The ranks and natural. Logarithms of determinants printed are those
of the group covariance matrices.
Group LabeL
1
2
PooLed Within-Groups
Covariance Matrix
Rank Log Determinant
6	 -6.164931
6	 -10.725307
6	 -4.793984
Box's 14	 Approximate F Degrees of freedom Significance
70.309	 2.1427	 21,	 654.9	 .0022
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Case Mis
Hunber Vat Set
2
3
4
5
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
ActuaL
Group
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
Highest ProbabiLity
Group P(D/G) P(G/D)
1 .0498 1.0000
1 .3977 1.0000
1 .3819 .9927
2 .2948 .9034
1 .2776 .9839
2 .1028 .5036
1 .6519 .9985
1 .3749 .9924
1 .7727 .9992
1 .7727 .9992
1 .4899 1.0000
1 .9747 .9997
1 .9458 .9997
1 .0483 1.0000
1 .5796 .9978
1 .7147 .9989
1 .5259 1.0000
1 .4001 1.0000
1 .1257 1.0000
2 .5172 .9998
1 .4405 .9951
2 .1195 1.0000
1 .2345 .9764
2 .2985 1.0000
2nd Highest
Group P(G/D)
2 .0000
2 .0000
2 .0073
1 .0966
2 .0161
1 .4964
2 .0015
2 .0076
2 .0008
2 .0008
2 .0000
2 .0003
2 .0003
2 .0000
2 .0022
2 .0011
2 .0000
2 .0000
2 .0000
1 .0002
2 .0049
1 .0000
2 .0236
1 .0000
Discriminant
Scores...
2.9762
1. 8598
.1397
-1 .7411
- .0717
-1. 1572
.5630
.1268
.7253
.7253
1. 7045
.9823
.9461
2.9889
.4601
.6486
1.6484
1.8556
2.5455
-3.4364
.2428
-4 .3456
-.1747
-3.8283
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25	 2	 2 .9723 .9983	 1 .0017	 -2.8234
26	 2	 2 .5951 .9852	 1 .0148	 -2.2573
27	 1	 1 .3866 .9930	 2 .0070	 .1483
28	 2	 2 .9455 .9974	 1 .0026	 -2.7203
29	 1	 1 .7334 .9999	 2 .0001	 1 .3547
30	 1	 1 .2714 .9830	 2 .0170	 -.0858
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SYmbOLS used in PLots
Symbol Group Label
1	 1
2	 2
Histogram for Group
	
1
CanonicaL Discriminant Function 1
	
8+	 +
	
I	 I
	
I	 I
	6+	 1	 +
	
I	 1
	
I	 11	 I
	
I	 11	 I
	4+	 11	 +
	
I	 11	 I
	
I	 11
	
I	 111	 I
	2+	 111111	 +
111 ii 1
	
1	 11111111	 I
	
I	 11111111
Out -6.0 -4.0 -2.0 	 .0 2.0 4.0 6.0	 Out
Class	 22222222222222222211111111111111111111111
	
Centroids	 1
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Hfstogram for Group 	 2
CanonicaL Discriminant Function I
- 227 -
	4+	 +
I .	
	
'	 I
	
I	 I
	3+	 +
	
I	 I
	
'	 I
	2+	 2	 +
2	 I
	
I	 a	 I
2	 I
1+	 2222222	 +
2222222	 I
I	 2222222	 I
2222222
x----+----+----+-. --+----+----+-- --+----x
Out -6.0 -4.0 -2.0	 .0 2.0 4.0 6.0	 Out
CLass	 22222222222222222211111111111111111111111
	
Centroids	 2
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AU.-groups stacked Histogram
CanonicaL Discriminant Function 1
	
8+	 +
	
I	 I
	
I	 I
	6+	 1	 +
	
I	 1	 I
	
I	 11	 I
	
I	 11	 I
	44	 11	 +
	
I	 11	 I
	
I	 111	 I
	
I	 111	 I
	2+	 2	 111111	 +
2	 111111	 I
222 22 22 11111111	 I
222 22 22 11111111	 I
x____+____+____+__._+_.__+_.-.+--- -+.-- .x
Out -6.0 -4.0 -2.0	 .0 2.0 4.0 6.0	 Out
- 228 -
CLass	 22222222222222222211111111111111l1ll1ll1l
Centroids	 2	 1
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Classification Results -
	
No. of
	
Predicted Group Membership
ActuaL Group	 Cases	 1	 2
Group	 1	 22	 22	 0
100.0%	 .0%
Group	 2	 8	 0	 8
.0%	 100.0%
Percent of "grouped" cases correctly classified: 100.00%
Classification Processing Suirmary
30 Cases were processed.
0 Cases were excluded for missing or out-of-range group codes
0 Cases had at Least one missing discriminating variabLe.
30 Cases were used for printed output.
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This procedure was compLeted at 17:18:21
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FINISH.
End of IncLude fiLe.
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APPENDIX 6
SPSS(pc) Computer Printout of the Stepwise
Procedures in Computing the Z4
Discriminant Analysis Model -
- 230 -
OSCRIMINANT
/GROUPS PERFORM (1,2) /VARIABLES COMPLEX PROF_STA LEADJX PAST PER
ORIGIN CONTROL /METHOO WILKS /PRIORS SIZE /STATISTICSaLl.
Since AHALYSIS= was omitted for the first anaLysis aLL variables
on the VARIABLES= list wiLL be enteredat LeveL 1.
This Discriminant AnaLysis requires
	 1904 C
	
1.9K) BYTES of workspace.
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DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
On groups defined by PERFORM CONTRACTORS PERFORMANCE
26 (unweighted) cases were processed.
0 of these were excluded from the analysis.
26 (unweighted) cases wilt be used in the analysis.
NuTiber of Cases by Group
Nunber of Cases
	
PERFORM Unweighted	 Weighted LabeL
	
1	 18	 18.0
	
2	 8	 8.0
	
TotaL	 26	 26.0
Group Means
	
PERFORM	 COMPLEX
	
PRO F_STA
	
LEAD_EX
	
PAST_PER
	
ORIGIN
	
CONTROL
	
1	 4.11111
	
06817
	
16.27778
	
2.50000
	
3.00000
	
3.88889
2	 4.62500	 .12688
	
14.87500
	
3.62500
	
2.00000
	
2.62500
	
Total	 4.26923
	
0862.3
	
15.84615
	
2 .84615
	
2.69231
	
3.50000
Group Standard Deviations
	
PERFORM	 COMPLEX	 PROF_SIA	 LEADJX	 PAST_PER	 ORIGIN	 CONTROL
	
1	 1.18266	 .05336	 8.39331	 .61835	 .00000	 .83235
	
2	 1.30247	 .05614	 2.74838	 .51755	 1.06904	 ..91613
	
TotaL	 1.21845	 .05985	 7.10320	 .78446	 .73589	 1.02956
- 231 -
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Pooled Within-Groups Covariance Matrix with
	
24 degrees of freedom
COMPLEX	 PROF_STA	 LEAD_EX	 PAST_PER	 ORIGIN	 CONTROL
COMPLEX	 1.485532
PROF_STA - .9461806E-03	 .2936057E-02
LEAD_EX	 -2.080440	 .1050174E-01	 52.10359
PAST PER -.2135417	 .1471354E-01	 2.338542	 .3489583
ORIGIN	 - .2083333	 - .1620833E-01	 .2083333	 - .4166667E-01	 .3333333
CONTROL	 .6707176	 -.8751736E-02 -1.742477	 -.1302083	 -.4166667E-01	 .73553a4
PooLed Within-Groups CorreLation Matrix
COMPLEX PROF_STA LEAD_EX PAST_PER ORIGIN CONTROL
COMPLEX	 1.00000
PROF_STA	 -.01433 1.00000
LEAD_EX	 -.23647	 .02685 1.00000
PAST_PER	 -.29659	 .45967	 .54843 1.00000
ORIGIN	 -.29606 -.51810	 .04999 -.12217 1.00000
CONTROL	 .64165 -.18833 -.28147 -.25701 -.08415 1.00000
Correlations which cannot be computed are printed as '.'
Wilks' Lan*da (U-statistic) and univariate F-ratio
with 1 and	 24 degrees of freedom
Variable WiLks' Lantda	 F	 Significance
COMPLEX	 .96059	 9846	 3310
PROF_STA	 78684	 6.302	 .0176
LEAD_EX	 .99136	 .2092	 .6515
PAST_PER	 .54437	 20.09	 .0002
ORIGIN	 .59091	 16.62	 .0004
CONTROL	 .66614	 1203	 .0020
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Covariance Matrix for Group	 1,
COMPLEX	 PROF_STA	 LEAD_EX	 PAST_PER	 ORIGIN	 CONTROL
COMPLEX	 1398693
PROF_STA - - 1778431E-01	 2847324E-O2
232
LEAD_EX -2.973856	 .1577451E-01	 70.44771
PAST PER -.4117647 	 .1714706E-01	 3.558824	 .3823529
ORIGIN	 .0000000	 .1306145E-16	 .0000000	 .0000000	 .0000000
CONTROL	 .6013072	 -.1345098E-01 -1.967320
	
-.2941176	 .0000000	 .6928105
Covariance Matrix for Group	 2,
COMPLEX	 PROF_STA	 LEAD_EX	 PAST PER
	 ORIGIN	 CONTROL
COMPLEX	 1.696429
PROF_STA .3994643E-01 	 .3151554E-02
LEAD_EX	 .8928571E-01 - .23O3571E-O2 7.553571
PAST_PER	 .2678571	 .8803571E-02 - .6250000
	
.2678571
ORIGIN	 -.7142857	 -.5557143E-01	 .7142857	
-.1428571	 1.142857
CONTROL	 .8392857	 .2660714E-O2 -1.196429
	 .2678571	
-.1428571	 .8392857
Total Covariance Matrix with 	 25 degrees of freedom
COMPLEX	 PROF_STA	 LEADEX	 PAST_PER	 ORIGIN	 CONTROL
COMPLEX	 1.484615
PROFSTA	 .5775385E-02	 .3582185E-02
LEAD_EX -2.156923	 - .8163077E-02 50.45538
PAST PER -.7692308E-01	 .2875692E-01	 1.895385	 .6153846
ORIGIN	 - .3138462	 - .2856615E-01	 .5107692	
- .2892308	 .5415385
CONTROL	 .5000000	 -.2484000E-01 -1.280000
	
-.4400000	
.2400000	 1.060000
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DISCRIMINANT	 ANALYSIS
On groups defined by PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
Analysis nLlnber	 1
Stepwise variable select ion
Selection rule: Minimize WiLks' Landa
Maxiun nuther of steps .................. 12
Mininun Tolerance Level ................... 00100
Mininun F to enter ....................... 1.0000
Maxinun F to remove ...................... 1.0000
Canonical Discriminant Functions
-233-
Maximun nunber of functions . I
Mininun cunn.ilative percent of variance... 100.00
Maxinun significance of Wilks' Lambda.... 1.0000
Prior Probabilities
	
Group	 Prior	 Label
	
1	 .69231
	
2	 .30769
	
TotaL	 1.00000
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Variables not in the analysis after step
	 0 ................
Mi nimui
Variable Tolerance Tolerance F to enter
	
COMPLEX 1.0000000 1.0000000	 .98457
	
PROF_STA 1.0000000 1.0000000	 6.5017
	
LEAD_EX 1.0000000 1.0000000	 .20917
	
PAST_PER 1.0000000 1.0000000 	 20.087
ORIGIN	 1.0000000 1.0000000	 16.615
CONTROL	 1.0000000 1.0000000	 12.028
WiLks Lambda
.96059
78684
.99136
.54437
.59091
.66614
******** **** ****a********************* * *** ** * * ******
At step 1, PAST_PER was included in the analysis.
Degrees of Freedom Signif. Between Groups
WiLks' Lambda	 .54437	 1	 1	 24.0
Equivalent F
	
20.0873	 1	 24.0	 .0002
Variables in the analysis after step	 1 ----------------
Variable Tolerance F to remove "WiLks' Lambda
PAST_PER 1.0000000	 20.087
Variables not in the analysis after step 	 1 ----------------
Mini nun
Variable Tolerance Tolerance F to enter 	 Witks' Lambda
COMPLEX	 .9120351	 .9120351	 3.0828	 .48003
PROF_STA .7887015	 .7887015	 .15858	 .54065
LEAD_EX	 .6992200 .6992200	 6.3414	 .42672
- 234 -
ORIGIN	 .9850746	 .9850746	 6.5942	 .42308
CONTROL	 .9339455	 .9339455	 2.9970	 .48162
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F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step
Each F statistic has
	 1 and	 24.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 1
Group
2	 20.087
.0002
******* ***** ** * * * * * * **** ** * **** ***************** * * *
At step 2, ORIGIN	 was incLuded in the analysis.
Degrees of Freedom Signif. 	 Between Groups
Witks' Lambda	 .42308	 2	 1	 24.0
EquivaLent F
	 15.6818	 2	 23.0	 .0001
	
Variables in the analysis after. step	 2 ----------------
VariabLe ToLerance F to remove Wilks' Lambda
PAST_PER	 .9850746	 9.1240	 .59091
ORIGIN	 .9850746	 6.5942	 .54437
VariabLes not in the analysis after step 	 2 ----------------
Mini mum
VariabLe Tolerance Tolerance F to enter 	 Wilks' Lambda
COMPLEX	 .7999433	 .7999433	 .62039	 .41147
PROF STA .5720743
	 .5720743	 .92025	 .40609
LEAD_EX	 .6853254 .6767880
	 3.5263	 .36463
CONTROL	 .9203920	 .9131206	 3.1409	 .37022
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F Statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step 2
Each F statistic has 2 and	 23.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 1
-235-
Group
2	 15.682
.0001
*** ********** ************************** ************
At step 3, LEAD_EX was included in the analysis.
Degrees of Freedom Signif. aetween Groups
Witks' Lambda	 .36463	 3	 1	 24.0
Equivalent F	 12.7783	 3	 22.0	 .0000
Variables in the analysis after step	 3 ----------------
Variable Tolerance F to remove Wi(ks' Lambda
LEAD_EX	 .6853256	 3.5263	 .42308
PAST PER
	
.6767880	 13.596	 .58997
ORIGIN	 .9654997	 3.7462	 .42672
Variables not in the analysis after step 3
Minimum
Variable ToLerance Tolerance F to enter 	 Uilks' Lambda
COMPLEX	 .798221	 .6259238	 .40460	 .35774
PROF_STA	 .5297124	 .4919228	 1.9207	 .33408
CONTROL	 .8969336	 .6628083	 3.6244	 .31096
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F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step 3
Each F statistic has 3 and	 22.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 I
Group
2	 12.778
.0000
** ** ** *** *** * * ** ** *** ***** ** ****************** **** *
At step 4, CONTROL was included in the analysis.
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Degrees of Freedom Signif. Between Groups
WUks' Lambda	 .31096	 4	 1	 24.0
Equivalent F	 11.6331	 4	 21.0	 .0000
Variables in the analysis after step 4 ----------------
Variable Tolerance F to remove Wilks' Lambda
LEAD_EX	 .6678582	 4.0020	 .37022
PAST_PER .6628083	 7.3692	 .62008
ORIGIN	 .9561471	 3.7288	 .36618
CONTROL	 .8969336	 3.6244	 .36463
Variables not in the analysis after step 4
Mini n.xn
Variable Tolerance ToLerance F to enter 	 Wilks' Lambda
COMPLEX	 .4966453	 .4966453	 4.2590	 .25637
PROF_STA	 .5026165	 .4919065	 2.8244	 .27248
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F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step 4
Each F statistic has 4 and
	 21.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 I
Group
2	 11.633
.0000
********************************** *****************.
At step 5, COMPLEX was included in the analysis.
Degrees of Freedom Signif. 	 Between Groups
Witks' Lambda	 .25637	 5	 1	 24.0
Equivalent F	 11.6026	 5	 20.0	 .0000
	
VariabLes in the analysis after step
	
5 ----------------
Variable Tolerance F to remove Witks' Lambda
COMPLEX	 .4966453	 4.2590	 .31096
LEAD_EX	 .6649367	 3.5918	 .30241
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PAST_PER	 .6250681	 8.6452	 .36719
ORIGIN	 .8337800	 .66473	 .26489
CONTROL	 .5580627	 7.9082	 .35774
Variables not in the analysis after step 5
Minimun
Variable Tolerance Tolerance F to enter • Wilks Lambda
PROF_STA	 .4979703	 .4603865	 2.7911	 .22353
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F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step 5
Each F statistic has 5 and	 20.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 1
Group
2	 11.603
.0000
***** ***** * **************** ************** ***** ** * * **
At step 6, ORIGIN was removed from the analysis.
	
Degrees of Freedom Signif.
	
Between Groups
Witks' Lambda	 .26489	 4	 1	 24.0
Equivalent F	 14.5696	 4	 21.0	 .0000
	
Variables in the analysis after step 	 6 ----------------
Variable Tolerance F to remove Wilks' Lambda
COMPLEX	 .5695338	 8.0299	 .36618
LEAD_EX	 .6778561	 4.6523	 .32357
PAST_PER	 .6697130	 13.584	 .43623
CONTROL	 .5704559	 10.332	 .39521
Variables not in the analysis after step 6
Mi nimun
VariabLe Tolerance Tolerance F to enter
	 Wilks' Lambda
PROF_STA	 .6516212	 .4618141	 1.2705	 .24907
ORIGIN	 .8337800	 .4966453	 .66473	 .25637
-238-
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F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step 6
Each F statistic has 4 and 	 21.0 degrees of freedom.
	
Group	 1
Group
a
	
14.570
.0000 •
************ * ******** ******************** ***********
At step 7, PROF_STA was included in the analysis.
Degrees of Freedom Signif. Between Groups
Wilks' Lasda	 .24907	 5	 1	 24.0
Equivalent F	 12.0600	 5	 20.0	 .0000
Variables in the analysis after step 7
Variable Tolerance F to remove Witks' Lambda
COMPLEX	 .5290974	 8.9806	 .36090
PROF_STA	 .6516212	 1.2705	 .26489
LEADEX	 .6001996	 5.7110	 .32019
PAST PER	 .4618141	 13.936	 .42261
CONTROL	 .5269143	 11.408	 .39113
Variables not in the analysis after step 7 ----------------
Mi niimill
VariabLe Tolerance Tolerance F to enter	 Wilks' Lambda
ORIGIN	 .6371765	 .4603865	 2.1704	 .22353
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F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step 7
	
Each F statistic has 5 and	 20.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 1
Group
- 239 -
2	 12.060
.0000
******** ** ******** **************** *** *** ************
At step 8, ORIGIN	 was included in the anaLysis.
	
Degrees of Freedom Signif. 	 Between Groups
WiLks' Larrda	 .22353	 6	 1	 24.0
Equivalent F
	 10.9999	 6	 19.0	 .0000
Variables in the analysis after step 8 ----------------
Variable ToLerance F to remove Witks' Lambda
COMPLEX	 .4920543	 4.1607	 .27248
PROF_STA .4979703	 2.7911	 .25637
LEAD_EX	 .5993354	 5.0523	 .28297
PAST_PER	 .4603865	 12.112	 .36603
ORIGIN	 .6371765	 2.1704	 .24907
CONTROL	 .5268576	 9.0303	 .32977
F statistics and significances between pairs of groups after step 8
Each F statistic has
	 6 and	 19.0 degrees of freedom.
Group	 1
Group
2	 11.000
.0000
F LeveL or tolerance or VIPI insufficient for further conçutation.
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Sunnary Table
Action	 Vars Witks'
Step Entered Removed In Lambda Sig. Label
1 PAST_PER	 1	 .54437 .0002 CONTRACTOR'S PAST PERFORMANCE OR IMAGE
2 ORIGIN	 2	 .42308 .0001 ORIGIN OF THE COMPANY
3 LEAD_EX	 3	 .36463 .0000 PROJECT LEADER'S EXPERIENCE
4 CONTROL	 4	 .31096 .0000 ARCHITECT OR CLIENT SUPERVISION AND CONT
5 COMPLEX	 5	 .25637 .0000 COMPLEXITY OF PROJECT
- 240 -
6	 ORIGIN	 4	 .26489 .0000 ORIGIN OF THE COMPANY
7 PROF_STA	 5	 .24907 .0000 MANAGEMENT TEAM'S QUALITY-PROFESSIONAL Q
8 ORIGIN	 6	 .22353 .0000 ORIGIN OF THE COMPANY
Classification Function Coefficients
(Fisher's Linear Discriminant Functions)
PERFORM =
	 1	 2
COMPLEX	 4.459446
PROF_STA	 96.03139
LEAD_EX	 .1847489
PAST_PER	 8.776058
ORIGIN	 18.11079
CONTROL	 5.380530
(constant) -62.90948
6.642191
54.82136
- .1763594
15 .63000
15.05179
1.366030
-63.87885
Canonical Discriminant Functions
	
Percent of Cumulative 	 CanonicaL :	 After
Function Eigenvatue Variance
	
Percent	 Correlation : Function Wilks' Landa Chi-squared D.F. Significance
	
0	 .2235317	 31.462	 6	 .0000
1*	 3.47364	 100.00	 100.00	 .8811744
* marks the 1 canonical discriminant functions remaining in the antysis.
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Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients
FUNC 1
COMPLEX	 -.68571
PROF_STA	 .57555
LEAD_EX	 .67184
PAST_PER	 -1.04358
ORIGIN	 .45521
CONTROL	 .88742
Structure Matrix:
Pooled-within-groups correlations between discriminating variabLes
and canonical discriminant functions
- 241 -
(Variables ordered by size of correlation within function)
FUNC 1
PAST_PER	 - .49087
ORIGIN	 .44643
CONTROL	 .37986
PROF_STA	 - .27926
COMPLEX	 - .10867
LEAD_EX	 .05009
Unstandardized Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients
FUNC 1
COMPLEX	 - .5625999
PROF_STA	 10.62183
LEAD_EX	 .9307522E-01
PAST_PER	 -1.766595
ORIGIN	 .7884532
CONTROL	 1.034732
(constant) -.7052658
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Canonical Discriminant Functions evaluated at Group Means (Group Centroids)
	
Group	 FUNC 1
	
1	 1.19377
	
2	 -2.68598
Test of equaLity of group covariance matrices using Box's N
The ranks and naturaL Logarithms of determinants printed are those
of the group covariance matrices.
Group Label
2
PooLed Within-Groups
Covariance Matrix
Rank Log Determinant
5	 (singuLar)
6	 -10.725307
6	 -5.839023
NOTE	 10473
NOT ENOUGH NON-SINGULAR GROUP COVARIANCE MATRICES FOR DSC- -At Least two
are required for a test to be performed.
- 242 -
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Case Mis
H,xit,er Vat Set
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
ActuaL
Group
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
'2
.2
2
2
1
2
1
Highest Probability
Group P(D/G) P(G/D)
1 .3325 1.0000
1 .4178 .9945
2 .2514 .9060
1 .2984 .9867
2 .1045 .6029
1 .6332 .9985
1 .3425 .9906
1 .7710 .9993
1 .7710 .9993
1 .4627 1.0000
1 .0551 1.0000
1 .6378 .9985
1 .8091 .9994
1 .5746 1.0000
1 .3492 1.0000
1 .0567 1.0000
2 .4147 .9999
1 .4796 .9963
2 .1284 1.0000
1 .3014 .9870
2 .3396 1.0000
2 .8430 .9974
2 .6254 .9920
1 .3354 .9900
2 .8686 .9994
1 .8030 .9999
2nd Highest
Group P(G/D)
2 .0000
2 .0055
1 .0940
2 .0133
1 .3971
2 .0015
2 .0094
2 .0007
2 .0007
2 .0000
2 .0000
2 .0015
2 .0006
2 .0000
2 .0000
2 .0000
1 .0001
2 .0037
1 .0000
2 .0130
1 .0000
1 .0026
1 .0080
2 .0100
1 .0006
2 .0001
Discriminant
Scores...
2. 1629
.3836
-1.5390
.1540
-1.0627
.7166
.2445
.9027
.9027
1.9281
3.1121
.7229
.9521
1.7551
2. 1300
3.0996
-3.5017
.4867
-4.2062
.1603
-3.6410
-2. 4880
-2.1978
.2305
-2. 85 14
1.4433
Symbols used in PLots
SymboL Group LabeL
1	 1
2	 2
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Histogram for Group	 1
- 243 -
CanonicaL Discriminant Function 1
	
8+	 +
	
6+	 +
1	 I
	
I	 1	 I
	
4+	 11	 +
	I 	 11	 I
	
I	 11	 1	 I
	
I	 111	 I
	
2 +	 111 11 1	 +
	
I	 111 11	 1	 I
	
I	 11111	 1
	
I	 111 11	 1	 I
- - -+- ---+- - - -+- .- _+_ - - _+- - - -+- ---4--- 
-x
Out -6.0 -6.0 -2.0	 .0 2.0 4.0 6.0	 Out
Class	 22222222a22222222221111111111111111111111
	
Centroids	 1
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Histogram for Group	 2
Canonical Discriminant Function 1
	
4+	 4.
	I 	 I
	
I	 I
	
I	 I
	
3+	 +
	I 	 I
	
I	 I
	
2+	 2	 +
2	 I
2
2	 .	 I
	
1+	 2222222	 +
	
I	 2222222	 I
	
I	 2222222	 I
	
I	 2222222	 I
x----+----+--- -+----+----+- ---+----+----x
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	Out -6.0 -4.0 -2.0	 .0 2.0 4.0 6.0	 Out
CLass	 22222222222222222221111111111111111111111
Centroids	 2
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Alt-groups stacked Histogram
Canonical Discriminant Function 1
	
8+	 +
	
6+	 +
	
I	 1
	
I	 1	 I
	4+	 11	 +
	
I	 11	 I
	
I	 11	 1	 I
	
I	 111	 I
	
2+	 2	 11111 1	 +
2	 11111	 1
2 2 22222 111 11 1
2 2 22222 111 11 1
x.-.-+----+----+-.. -+-.--+--.-+----+.---x
	Out -6.0 -4.0 -2.0	 .0 2.0 4.0 6.0	 Out
Class	 22222222222222222221111111111111111111111
	
Centroids	 2	 1
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Classification Results -
No. of
Actual Group
	
Cases
Group	 1	 18
Predicted Group Membership
1	 2
18	 0
100.0%	 .0%
Group	 2	 8
	
0	 8
.0%	 100.0%
Percent of "grouped" cases correctly classified: 100.00%
-245-
Classification Processing Sumnary
26 Cases were processed.
o Cases were excluded for missing or out-of-range group codes.
o Cases had at least one missing discriminating variable.
26 Cases were used for printed output.
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This procedure was completed at 17:09:29
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FINISH.
End of Include file.
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APPENDIX 7
SPSS(pc) Computer Printout of the Stepwise
Procedures in Computing the
Multiple Regression Analysis Model
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SET /MORE OFF.
REGRESSION /VARIASI..ES PERFORM COMPLEX 10 PROFIT PASPPM /DESCRIPTIVES=a((
ISELECT INCLUDE EQ 1 ISTATISTICSaLL ICRITERIA pinCO.06) /DEPENDENT PERFORM
IMETHOO STEPUISE.
MULTIPLE REGRESSION
Ustwse Deeton of Missing Data
Selecting onLy Cases for which INCLUDE EQ 1
Mean Std Deviati
	
Variance Label
PERFORM
COMPLEX
TRAINING
PLANT
COM_SIZE
PRO F_S TA
LEAD_EX
CONT_EX
WORKLOAD
PAST_PER
YEAR_BUS
OR I GIN
DEL
LISTED
CENTRAL
SUBS ID
ARCH PER
CONTROL
PAYMENT
PROFIT
PAS P PM
1 .265
3.618
.104
• 055
430 .706
• 092
14.882
.341
2687845.765
2.853
23.059
2.706
.108
1.471
1.603
1.706
2.971
3.412
1.059
1.010
2.206
.468
1.615
• 088
.090
359.350
017
6.623
.301
2182022.123
.784
15.00 1
.719
.128
• 507
.457
.462
.834
.957
.239
.127
.641
.201 CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
2.607 COMPLEXITY OF PROJECT
.008 STAFF TRAINING PROGRAMME
.008 PLANT OWNERSHIP POLICY
129132.759 SIZE OF THE COMPANY
.006 MANAGEMENT TEAM'S QUALITY-PROFESSIONAL Q
43.865 PROJECT LEADER'S EXPERIENCE
.091 CONTRACTOR'S EXPERIENCE IN THE TYPE OF J
4761220547176.9 CONTRACTOR'S WORK LOAD
.614 CONTRACTOR'S PAST PERFORMANCE OR IMAGE
225.027 NUMBER OF YEARS III THE BUSINESS
.517 ORIGIN OF THE COMPANY
.016 AMOUNT OF DIRECTLY EMPLOYED LABOUR
.257 LISTED IN THE STOCK MARKET
.209 CENTRALISED ORDECENTRALISED DECISION MA
.214 WHETHER THE CONTRACTOR IS THE CLIENT'S S
.696 ARCHITECT'S PERFORMANCE
.916 ARCHITECT OR CLIENT SUPERVISION AND CONT
.057 PUNCTUALITY OF PAYMENT BY CLIENT
.016 RATIO OF TENDER PRICE OVER PRE-TENDER ES
.411 PAST PERFORMANCE OF PROJECT MANAGER
N of Cases =	 34
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A*** MULTIPLE REGRESSION
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PLANT
- .054
-.002
.380
-.073
- .261
-.038
.068
-1.255
.140
.001
115
.036
1 .000
.008
999
.269
•	 -.091
-2.957
.304
-97.584
.012
.000
.474
.003
- .069
- .061
.350
-1.355
.367
.010
.016
.330
COMSI ZE
.090
14.504
.306
478.647
.311
180. 490
.037
5956. 176
-146
-4583
.206
-151.232
- .091
-2.957
.304
-97. 584
1.000
129132. 759
.999
4261381.059
-.168
-4.662
.171
-153841
.107
254.086
.274
8384.824
- .021
-2.144
-454
-74.068
PROF_STA
.227
.008
.099
.258
- .106
- .013
.276
- .436
- .145
.001
.207
.032
.012
.000
.474
.003
- .168
-4.662
.171
-153.841
1.000
.006
.999
.197
-.042
- .022
.406
- .716
-.142
- .003
.211
-.109
LEAD_EX
- .050
- 150
.388
-4.941
.024
.257
.446
8.471
-176
-.102
.159
.3.373
- .069
- 041
.350
-1.355
.107
254 086
.274
8384.824
- .042
- .022
.406
- .716
1.000
43 .865
-999
1447. 529
- .097
-.193
.293
-6.385
Corre'ation, Covariance, 1-taUed Sig, Cross-Product:
	
PERFORM	 COMPLEX	 TRAINING
PERFORM	 1.000	 .270	 -.252
	
.201	 .195	 -.010
	
.999	 .061	 .075
	
6.618	 6.441	 - .326
COMPLEX	 .270	 1.000	 .109
	
.195	 2.607	 .015
	
.061	 .999	 .270
	
6.441	 86.029	 .507
	
TRAINING	 -.252	 .109	 1.000
	
-.010	 .015	 .008
	
.075	 .270	 .999
	
- .326	 .507	 .253
PLANT	 -.054	 -.261	 .140
	
-.002	 -.038	 .001
	
.380	 .068	 .215
	
-.073	 -1.255	 .036
	
CON_SIZE	 .090	 .311	 -.146
	
14.504	 180.490	 -4.583
	
.306	 .037	 .206
	
478.647	 5956.176	 -151.232
	
PROF_STA	 .227	 -.106	 .145
	
.008	 - .013	 0O1
	
.099	 .276	 .207
	
158	 - .436	 .032
	
LEAD_EX	 - .050	 .024	 -.176
	
-.150	 .257	 - .102
	
388	 446	 .159
	
-4.941	 8.471	 -3.373
	
CONT_EX	 - .208	 - .529	 .138
	
-.028	 -.257	 .004
	
.119	 .001	 .218
	
- .926	 -8.488	 .120
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**** MULTI PLE REGRESS! ON
	
PERFORM	 COMPLEX	 TRAINING	 PLANT	 COM_SIZE	 PROF_STA	 LEAD_EX
	
WORKLOAD	 .188	 .495	 -.202	 -.165	 .302	 .149	 -.245
	
183624.367	 1745643.604	 -38531.370	 -32592.410 236763189.747	 25114.828	 -3547635.544
	
.144	 .001	 .126	 .175	 .041	 .200	 .081
	
6059604.118	 57606238.941	 -1271535.216	 -1075549.535 7813185261.647	 828789.330 -117071972.941
	
PAST_PER	 .632	 - .070	 -.244	 .091	 .100	 .567	 .236
	
.222	 -.088	 -.017	 .006	 28.228	 .034	 1.225
	
.000	 .348	 .082	 .305	 .286	 .000	 .090
	
7.324	 -2.912	 -.552	 .212	 931.529	 1.132	 40.412
	
YEAR_BUS	 -.178	 .393	 .027	 .374	 .406	 -.267	 - .134
	
-1.198	 9.508	 .036	 -.507	 2189.927	 -.309	 -13.266
	
.156	 .011	 .440	 .015	 .009	 .063	 .226
	
-39.529	 313.765	 1.173	 -16.727	 72267.588	 -10.204	 -437.765
	
ORIGIN	 -.504	 -.204	 .043	 -.034	 .022	 -.704	 .069
	
-.162	 -.237	 .003	 -.002	 5.668	 -.039	 .328
	
.001	 .123	 .404	 .425	 .451	 .000	 .349
	
-5.353	 7.824	 .090	 -.072	 187.059	 -1.289	 10.824
DEL	 .145	 - .215	 .061	 .261	 -.290	 .717	 .043
	
.008	 -.044	 .001	 .003	 -13.291	 .007	 .036
	
.207	 .111	 .365	 .068	 .048	 .000	 .406
	
.273	 -1.462	 .023	 .099	 -438.619	 .233	 1.186
	
LISTED	 .236	 -.218	 .116	 .254	 -.229	 .310	 -.263
	
.053	 -.178	 .005	 .012	 -41.736	 .012	 -.882
	
.090	 .108	 .257	 .073	 .096	 .037	 .066
	
1.765	 -5.882	 .170	 .384	 -1377.294	 .400	 -29.118
CENTRAL	 .455	 -.089	 - .257	 - .035	 .180	 388	 .565
	
.093	 -.066	 -.010	 -.001	 29.516	 .014	 1.709
	
.003	 .309	 .071	 .422	 .155	 .012	 .000
	
3.074	 -2.162	 -.340	 -.048	 974.029	 .452	 56.412
- 250 -
SUBSID	 .095	 .088	 .187	 .254	 .196	 .133	 -.269
	
.020	 .066	 .008	 .011	 32.638	 .005	 -.824
	
.297	 .310	 .145	 .073	 .133	 .226	 .062
	
.647	 2.176	 .250	 .351	 1077.059	 .157	 -27.176
ARCH_PER	 -.384	 -.166	 .240	 .154	 .160	 -.300	 -.061
	
- .143	 - .224	 .018	 .012	 48.052	 - .019	 - .337
	
.012	 .174	 .086	 .192	 .183	 .042	 .366
	
-4.735	 -7.382	 .578	 .383	 1585.706	 -.637	 -11.118
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I
**** MULTI PLE REGRESSION
	
PERFORM	 COMPLEX	 TRAINING	 PLANT	 COM_SIZE	 PROF_STA	 LEAD_EX
CONTROL	 -.474	 .399	 .323	 .057	 .184	 -.302	 -.164
	
-.203	 .617	 .027	 .005	 63.458	 -.022	 -1.041
	
.002	 .010	 .031	 .374	 .148	 .041	 .177
	
-6.706	 20.353	 .893	 .164	 2094.118	 - .736	 -34.353
PAYMENT	 .133	 -.097	 .081	 -.050	 .088	 -.046	 -.245
	
.014	 -.037	 .002	 - .001	 7.533	 -.001	 - .387
	
.226	 .292	 .324	 .390	 .311	 .398	 .082
	
.471	 -1.235	 .056	 -.035	 248.588	 -.028	 -12.765
PROFIT	 .151	 .407	 -.109	 - .009	 .254	 - .262	 - .037
	
.009	 .084	 -.001	 -.000	 11.608	 -.003	 -.031
	
.197	 .008	 .270	 .479	 .074	 .067	 .417
	
.283	 2.756	 -.040	 -.004	 383.051	 -.085	 -1.031
PAS_P_PM	 .016	 .283	 .100	 .078	 -.044	 .455	 .020
	
.004	 .293	 .006	 .005	 -10.241	 .023	 086
	
.465	 .052	 .287	 .331	 .401	 .003	 .655
	
.147	 9.676	 .185	 .149	 -337.941	 .743	 2.824
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**** MULTIPLE REGRESSION ****
CONT_EX	 WORKLOAD	 PAST_PER	 YEAR_BUS	 ORIGIN	 DEL	 LISTED
- 251 -
PERFORM
COMPLEX
TRAINING
PLANT
CON_SIZE
PRO F_S T A
LEAD_EX
CON 1_EX
WORKLOAD
	
-.208	 .188
	
- .028	 183624.367
.119	 .144
	
-.926	 6059604.118
	
- .529	 .495
	
- .257	 1745643.604
.001	 .001
	
-8.488	 57606238.941
.138	 -.202
.004	 -38531 .370
.218	 .126
.120	 -1271535.216
.367	 - .165
.010	 -32592.410
.016	 .175
.330	 -1075549.535
	
- .021	 .302
-2.244 236763189.747
.454	 .041
-74.068 7813185261.647
-.142	 .149
-.003	 25114.828
.211	 .200
-.109	 828789.330
-.097	 -.245'
-.193	 -3547635.544
	
.293	 .081
-6.385 -117071972.941
1.000	 -.325
	
.091	 -213337.023
	
.999	 .030
2.992	 -7040121.768
-.325	 1.000
-213337.023 4761220547176.9
	
.632	 -.178
	
.222	 -1.198
	
.000	 .156
	
7.324	 -39.529
	
- .070	 .393
	
- .088	 9.508
	
.348	 .011
	
-2.912	 313.765
	
- .244	 .027
	
- .017	 .036
	
.082	 .440
	
-.552	 1.173
	
.091	 -.374
	
.006	 - .507
	
.305	 .015
	
.212	 -16.727
	
.100	 .406
	
28.228	 2189.927
	
• .286	 .009
	
931.529	 72267.588
	
.567	 - .267
	
.034	 - .309
	
.000	 .063
	
1.132	 -10.204
	
.236	 -.134
	
1.225	 -13.266
	
.090	 .226
	
40.412	 -437.765
	
.004	 - .440
	
.D01	 -1.985
	
.490	 .005
	
.035	 -65.507
	
- .019	 .351
	
-33083.975	 11482016.014
- .504
- .162
.001
-5.353
- .204
-.237
.123
-7.824
.043
.003
• 404
.090
- .034
- .002
.425
- .072
.022
5.668
.451
187. 059
- .704
- .039
.000
-1 .289
.069
.328
.349
10.824
.225
049
.100
1.610
-.537
-843077.041
.145
.008
.207
273
- .215
- .044
.111
-1.462
.061
.001
.365
.023
.261
.003
.068
099
- .290
-13.291
.048
-438.619
.717
.007
.000
.233
.043
.036
.406
1.186
.044
.002
.402
.056
.142
39513.017
.236
.053
.090
1.765
- .218
-.178
.108
-5.882
.116
.005
.257
.170
.254
.012
.073
384
- .229
-41. 736
.096
-1377.294
.310
.012
.037
.400
-.263
-.882
.066
-29. 118
.403
.061
.009
2.027
.214
236256.599
- 252 -
	.030	 .999	 .457	 .021	 .001	 .212	 .112
	
-7040121.768 157120278056838	 -1091771.176 378906528.471	 -27821542.353	 1303929.550	 7796467.765
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**** MULTIPLE REGRESSION
	
CONT_EX	 WORKLOAD	 PAST_PER	 YEAR_BUS	 ORIGIN	 DEL	 LISTED
	
PAST_PER	
.006	
-.019	 1.000	 -.546	 -.509	 .380	 .332
	
.001	
-33083.975	 .614	 -6.415	 - .287	 .038	 .132
	
.490	 457	 .999	 .000	 .001	 .013	 .027
	
.035	
-1091771.176	 20.265	 -211.706	 -9.471	 1.253	 4.353
	
YEAR_BUS	
-.440	 .351	 -.546	 1.000	 .052	 -.272	 -.590
	
-1.985	 11482016.014	 -6.415	 225.027	 .563	 -.521	 -4.483
	
.005	 .021	 .000	 .999	 .385	 .060	 .000
	
-65.507 378906528.471	 -211.706	 7425.882	 18.588	 -17.178	 -147.941
	
ORIGIN	
.225	 -.537	 -.509	 .052	 1.000	 -.631	 -.440
	
.049	
-843077.041	 -.287	 .563	 .517	 -.058	 -.160
	
.100	 .001	 .001	 .385	 .999	 .000	 .005
	
1.610	
-27821542.353	 -9.471	 18.588	 17.059	 -1.909	 -5.294
DEL.	 044	 .142	 .380	 -.272	 -.631	 1.000	 .401
	
.002	 39513017	 .038	 -.521	 -058	 .016	 .026
	
.402	 212	 .013	 .060	 .000	 .999	 .009
	
.056	 1303929.550	 1.253	 -17.178	 -1.909	 .537	 .856
	
LISTED	
.403	 .214	 .332	 -590	 -.440	 .401	 1.000
	
061	 236256.599	 .132	 -4.483	 - .160	 026	 .257
	
.009	 .112	 027	 .000	 .005	 .009	 .999
	
2.027	 7796467.765	 6.353	 -147.941	 -5.294	 .856	 8.471
	
CENTRAL	
.103	
-.121	 .763	 - .330	 - .366	 365	 046
	
.014	
-120487.339	 .273	 -2264	 -.120	 .021	 .011
	
.281	 .248	 .000	 .028	 .017	 .017	 398
	
.467	
-3976082.176	 9.015	 -74.706	 -3.971	 ..702	 353
	
SUBSID	
.059	 .380	 128	 -.115	 -.268	 .159	 .609
	
.008	 383384.898	 .046	 -.800	 -.089	 .009	 .143
	
.371	 .013	 236	 .258	 .063	 .185	 .000
	
269	 12651701.647	 1.529	 -26.412	 -2.941	 .309 .	 4.706
- 253 -
	ARCH_PER	 -.013	 -.194	 -.470	 .472	 .389	 -.289	 -.540
-.003	
-352671.340	 -.307	 5.911	 .234	 -.031	 -.228
.471	 .136	 .003	 .002	 .011	 .049	 .000
-.109	
-11638154.235	 -10.147	 195.059	 7.706	 -1.015	 -7.529
	
CONTROL	 - .052	 .268	 - .482	 .384	 .269	 - .270	 - .099
-.015	 559537.191	 -.362	 5.520	 .185	 -.033	 -.048
.385	 .063	 .002	 .012	 .062	 .061	 .288
-.496	 18464727.294	 -11.941	 182.176	 6.118	 -1.090	 -1.588
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MULT I PIE REGRESSION ****
CONT_EX	 WORKLOAD	 PAST_PER	 YEAR_BUS	 ORIGIN	 DEL	 LISTED
	
PAYMENT	 .387	 -.163	 .210	 -.246	 .104	 .014	 .265
.028	 -85020.955	 .039	 - .882	 .018	 .000	 .032
.012	 .178	 .117	 .080	 .280	 .469	 .065
.918	
-2805691.529	 1.294	 -29.118	 .588	 .014	 1.059
	
PROFIT	 - .128	 .285	 - .139.	 .281	 - .058	 - .055	 - .103
-.005	 79170.167	 -.014	 .537	 -.005	 -.001	 -.007
.235	 .051	 .216	 .053	 .372	 .379	 .282
-.162	 2612615.522	 - .458	 17.713	 -.176	 - .029	 - .218
PAS_P_PM	 -.183	 .326	 .122	 .011	 -.391	 .419	 .066
- .035	 456063.M20 .	 .061	 109	 -.180	 .034	 .021
.150	 .030	 .245	 475	 .011	 .007	 .356
-1.165	 15050079.647	 2.029	 3.588	 -5.941	 1129	 .706
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**** MULTIPLE REGRESSION ****
	
CENTRAL	 SUBSID	 ARCH_PER	 CONTROL	 PAYMENT	 PROFIT	 PAS_P_PM
PERFORM	 .455	 .095	 -.384	 -.474	 .133	 .151	 .016
	
093	 .020	 - .143	 - .203	 .014	 .009	 004
	
.003	 .297	 .012	 .002	 .126	 .197	 .465
- 254 -
	3.074	 .647	 -4.735	 -6.706	 .471	 .283	 .147
COMPLEX	 -.089	 .088	 - .166	 .399	 - .097	 .407	 .283
	
- .066	 .066	 - .224	 .617	 - .037	 .084	 .293
	
.309	 .310	 .174	 .010	 .292	 .008	 .	 .052
	
-2.162	 2.176	 -7.382	 20.353	 -1.235	 2.756	 9.676
TRAINING	 -.257	 .187	 .240	 .323	 .081	 -.109	 .100
	
- .010	 .008	 .018	 .027	 .002	 -.001	 .006
	
.071	 .145	 .086	 .031	 .324	 .270	 .287
	
-.340	 .250	 .578	 .893	 .056	 -.040	 .185
PLANT	 -.035	 .254	 .154	 .057	 -.050	 -.009	 .078
	
-.001	 .011	 .012	 .005	 -.001	 -.000	 .005
	
.422	 .073	 .192	 .374	 .390	 .479	 .331
	
-.048	 .351	 .383	 .164	 -.035	 -.004	 .149
COM_SIZE	 .180	 .196	 .160	 .184	 .088	 .254	 -.044
	
29.516	 32.638	 48.052	 63.458	 7.533	 11.608	 -10.241
	
.155	 .133	 .183	 .148	 .311	 .074	 .401
	
974.029	 1077.059	 1585.706	 2094.118	 248.588	 383.051	 -337.961
PROF_STA	 .388	 .133	 -.300	 -.302	 -.046	 -.262	 .455
	
.014	 .005	 - .019.	 - .022	 - .001	 - .003	 .023
	
.012	 .226	 .042	 .041	 .398	 .067	 .003
	
.452	 .157	 -.637	 -.736	 -.028	 -.085	 .743
LEAD_EX	 .565	 - .269	 - .061	 -.164	 - .245	 - .037	 .020
	
1.709	 -.824	 -.337	 -1.041	 -.387	 -.031	 .086
	
.000	 .062	 .366	 .177	 .082	 .417	 .455
	
56.412	 -27.176	 -11.118	 -34.353	 -12.765	 -1.031	 2.824
CONT_EX	 .103	 .059	 -.013	 -.052	 .387	 -.128	 -.183
	
.014	 .008	 - .003	 - .015	 .028	 -.005	 -.035
	
.281	 .371	 .471	 .385	 .012	 235	 .150
	
.467	 .269	 -.109	 -.496	 .918	 -.162	 -1.165
WORKLOAD	 -.121	 .380	 -.194	 .268	 - .163	 .285	 .326
	
-120487.339	 383384.898	 -352671.340	 559537.191	 -85020.955	 79170.167	 456063.020
	
.248	 .013	 .136	 .063	 .178	 .051	 .030
	
-3976082.176	 12651701.647 -11638154.235	 18464727.294	 -2805691.529	 2612615.522	 15050079.647
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PROFIT
- .139
• - .014
.216
- .458
.281
.537
.053
17. 713
.058
- .005
.372
- .176
- .055
- .001
.379
- .029
-.103
- .007
.282
-.218
- .009
- .001
.479
-.013
.088
.005
.311
.170
-.002
- .000
.495
PAS P PM
.122
.061
.245
2.029
.011
.109
.475
3.588
- .391
-.180
O11
-5.941
.419
.034
.007
1.129
.066
.021
.356
.706
.132
.039
.228
1.279
.006
.002
.487
.059
.012
.006
.474
CENTRAL
PAST_PER	 .763
• 273
.000
9.015
YEAR_BUS
	
- .330
-2.264
.028
-74.706
OR! GIN
	
- .366
- .120
.017
-3.971
DEL .365
.021
.017
.702
LISTED .046
.011
.398
.353
CENTRAL
	
1.000
.209
.999
6.890
SUBS ID -.211
-.045
.116
1.471
ARCH_PER
	
-.270
-.103
.061
**** MULTI PIE REGRESSION ****
SUBSID	 ARCH_PER	 CONTROL	 PAYMENT
.128	 -.470	 -.482	 .210
.046	 - .307	 - .362	 .039
.236	 .003	 .002	 .117
1.529	 -10.147	 -11.941	 1.294
-.115	 .472	 .384	 -.246
-.800	 5.911	 5.520	 -.882
.258	 .002	 .012	 .080
-26.412	 195.059	 182.176	 -29.118
-.268	 .389	 .269	 .104
-.089	 .234	 .185	 .018
.063	 .011	 062	 .280
-2.941	 7.706	 6.118	 .588
.159	 - .289	 - .270	 .014
.009	 - .031	 • .033	 .000
.185	 .049	 .061	 .469
.309	 -1.015	 -1.090	 .014
.609	 -.540	 - 099	 .265
.143	 -.228	 - .048	 .032
.000	 .000	 .288	 .065
4.706	 -7.529	 -1.588	 1.059
-.211	 -.270	 -.585	 -.057
- .045	 - .103	 -.256	 -.006
.116	 .061	 .000	 .374
-1.471	 -3.397	 -8.441	 -.206
1.000	 -.259	 .213	 .161
.214	 -.100	 .094	 .018
	
.999	 .070	 .113	 .181
7.059	 -3.294	 3.118	 .588
-.259	 1.000	 .167	 -.295
-.100	 .696	 .134	 -.059
	
.070	 .999	 .172	 .045
- 256 -
	-3.397	 -3.294	 22.971	 4.412	 -1.941	 -.007	 .206
CONTROL	 -.585	 .213	 .167	 1.000	 .023	 .134	 .105
	
-.256	 .094	 .134	 .916	 .005	 .016	 .064
	
.000	 .113	 .172	 .999	 .448	 .225	 .278
	
-8.441	 3.118	 4.612	 30.235	 .176	 .538	 2.118
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**** MULTIPLE REGRESSION
	
CENTRAL	 SUBS ID	 ARCH_PER	 CONTROL	 PAYMENT	 PROFIT	 PAS_P_PM
PAYMENT	 -.057	 .161	 -.295	 .023	 1.000	 -.081	 -.082
	
-.006	 .018	 -.059	 .005	 .057	 -.002	 -.012
	
.376	 .181	 .045	 .448	 .999	 .325	 .323
	
-.206	 .588	 -1.941	 .176	 1.882	 -.081	 -.412
PROFIT	 -.009	 .088	 -.002	 .134	 -.081	 1.000	 -.050
	
- .001	 .005	 -.000	 .016	 -.002	 .016	 - .004
	
.479	 .311	 .495	 .225	 .325	 .999	 .390
	
-.018	 .170	 -.007	 .538	 -.081	 .533	 -.133
PAS_P_PM	 .132	 .006	 .012	 .105	 -.082	 -.050	 1.000
	
.039	 .002	 .006	 - .064	 -.012	 -	 -.004	 .411
	
.228	 .487	 .474	 .278	 .323	 .390	 .999
	
1.279	 .059	 .206	 2.118	 -.412	 -.133	 13.559
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MULTIPLE REGRESSION ****
Equation Huther 1
	
Dependent Variab'e..	 PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
Beginning BLock Nuther 1. Method: Stepwise
VariabLe(s) Entered on Step Nuvber 1..
	
PAST_PER CONTRACTOR'S PAST PERFORMANCE OR IMAGE
MuLtipLe R	 .63241	 AnaLysis of Variance
- 257 -
OF	 Sun of Squares	 Mean Square
Regression	 1	 2.64667
	
2.64667
ResiduaL	 32	 3.97097	 .12409
F =	 21.32817	 Signif F = .0001
R Square	 .39994	 R Square Change	 .39994
Adjusted R Square	 .38119	 F Change	 21.32817
Standard Error	 .35227	 Signif F Change	 .0001
Condition nuver bounds:	 1.000,	 1.000
Var-Covar Matrix of Regression Coefficients (B)
Below Diagonal: Covariance 	 Above: Correlation
PAST_PER
PAST_PER	 .00612
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MULTI PLE REGRESS I ON
Equation Nunber 1
	 Dependent Variable.. 	 PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
XIX Matrix
PAST_PER I	 PERFORM	 COMPLEX TRAINING	 PLANT CON_SIZE PROF_STA 	 LEAD_EX	 CONT_EX WORKLOAD
PAST_PER	 1.00000	 -.63241	 .06974	 .24376	 -.09067	 -.10024	 -56684	 -.23595	 -.00450	 .01935
.......+............+.......................................................................................
PERFORM	 .63241	 .60006	 .31406	 -.09776	 -.11170	 .02674	 - .13186	 . .19970	 -.21096	 .20016
.......+............+.......................................................................................
COMPLEX	 . .06974	 .31406	 .99514	 .09166	 -.25426	 .31807	 -.06636	 .04046	 - .52878	 .49414
TRAINING	 - .24376	 -.09776	 .09166	 .94058	 .16180	 -.12120	 .28282	 -.11872	 .13915	 -.20637
PLANT	 .09067	 - .11170	 - .25426	 .16180	 .99178	 -.10015	 - .03967	 - .09001	 .36707	 -.16354
CON_SIZE	 .10024	 .02674	 .31807	 -.12120	 -.10015	 .98995	 -.22488	 .08311	 -.02120	 .30389
PROF_STA	 .56684	 - .13186	 -.06636	 .28282	 -.03967	 - .22488	 .67869	 -.17619	 -.14495	 .16008
LEAD_EX	 .23595	 - .19970	 .04046	 -.11872	 -.09001	 .08311	 -.17619	 .94433	 - .09809	 -.24092
CONT_EX	 .00450	 - .21096	 -.52878	 .13915	 .36707	 -.02120	 - .14495	 - .09809	 .99998	 -.32464
WORKLOAD	 - .01935	 .20016	 .49414	 - .20637	 -.16354	 .30389	 .16008	 - .24092	 -.32464	 .99963
TEAR_BUS	 -.54574	 .16682	 .35450	 -.10597	 -.32444	 .46096	 .04231	 - .00475	 -.43705	 .34023
ORIGIN	 -.50937	 - .18168 I	 -.23974	 -.08085	 .01249	 .07300	 -.41508	 .18906	 .22766	 - .54725
- 258 -:
.14934
.220 14
- .10609
.38237
- .20282
.25856
- .15909
.28269
.32844
DEL	 .37989	 - .09521	 - .18859	 .15384	 .22705	 - .32810	 .50158	 -.04709	 .04240
LISTED	 .33224	 .02559	 -.19474	 .19710	 .22415	 -.26255	 .12161	 -.34135	 .40117
CENTRAL	 .76292	 - .02730	 - .03559	 - .07115	 -.10412	 .10328	 - .04433	 .38487	 .09944
SUBSID	 .12788	 .01380	 .09724	 .21822	 .24273	 .18356	 .06078	 -.29902	 .05796
ARCH PER	 - .47031	 - .08664	 -.19887	 .12509	 .19665	 .20742	 - .03337	 .05000	 -.01103
CONTROL	 - .48241	 - .16899	 .36543	 .20524	 .10103	 .23285	 -.02840	 - .05038	 - .04998
PAYMENT	 .20953	 8.124E-04	 - .08246	 .13221	 - .06864	 .06677	 -.16480	 -.29398	 .38591
PROFIT	 - .13915	 .23886	 .39708	 - .14260	 .00337	 .26801	 - .18305	 - .00427	 -.12754
PAS_P_PM	 .12243	 -.06190	 .29186	 .12972	 .06672	 -05673	 .38534	 - .00873	 - .18347
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**** MULl I PLE REGRESSION ****
Equation Nuther 1	 Dependent VariabLe.. PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
XIX Matrix
YEAR_BUS	 ORIGIN	 DEL	 LISTED	 CENTRAL	 SUBSID ARCH_PER	 CONTROL	 PAYMENT	 PROFIT
	
PAST_PER	 .54574	 .50937	 -.37989	 -.33224	 -.76292	 -.12788	 .47031	 .48261	 -.20953	 .13915
	
PERFORM	 .16682	 - .18168	 - .09521	 .02559	 - .02730	 .01380	 - .08664	 - .16899 8.224E-O4 	 .23886
	
COMPLEX	 .35450	 -.23974	 -.18859	 -.19474	 -.03559	 .09724	 - .19887	 .36543	 -.08246	 .39708
	
TRAINING	 -.10597	 -.08085	 .15384	 .19710	 -.07115	 .21822	 .12509	 .20524	 .13221	 -.14260
PLANT	 -.32444	 .01249	 .22705	 .22415	 -.10412	 .24273	 .19665	 .10103	 - .06864	 .00337
	
CON_SIZE	 .46096	 .07300	 - .32810	 - .26255	 .10328	 .18356	 .20742	 .23285	 .06677	 .26801
	
PROF_STA	 .04231	 -.41508	 .50158	 .12161	 -.04433	 .06078	 -.03337	 -.02840	 -.16480	 -.18305
	
LEAD_EX	 -.00475	 .18906	 -.04709	 -.34135	 .38487	 - .29902	 .05000	 - .05038	 -.29398	 -.00427
	
CONT_EX	 -.43705	 .22766	 .04240	 .40117	 .09944	 .05796	 -.01103	 -.04998	 .38591	 -.12754
	
WORKLOAD	 .34023	 -.54725	 .14934	 .22014	 -.10609	 .38237	 -.20282	 .25856	 -.15909	 .28269
	
YEAR_BUS	 .70216	 - .22576	 -.06477	 -.40855	 .08608	 -.04557	 .21562	 .12119	 - .13193	 .20549
	
ORIGIN	 -.22576	 .74054	 -.43747	 -.27118	 .02236	 -.20289	 .14972	 .02365	 .21054	 -.12924
DEL	 -.06477	 - .43747	 .85569	 .27516	 .07509	 .11004	 -11052	 -.08720	 -.06582	 -.00211
	
LISTED	 -.40855	 -.27118	 .27516	 .88961	 -.20728	 .56609	 -.38352	 .06104	 .19555	 -.05649
	
CENTRAL	 .08608	 .02236	 .07509	 - .20728	 .41795	 -.30843	 .08878	 -.21681	 -.21703	 .09670
	
SUBSID	 .04557	 -.20289	 .11004	 .56609	 -.30843	 .98365	 - .19855	 .27509	 .13458	 .10565
ARCH_PER	 21562	 .14972	 - .11052	 -.38352	 .08878	 -.19855	 .77881	 - .05948	 -.19666	 -.06748
	
CONTROL	 .12119	 .02365	 -.08720	 .06104	 -.21681	 .27509	 -.05948	 .76728	 .12447	 .06682
	
PAYMENT	 -.13193	 .21054	 -.06582	 .19555	 -.21703	 .13458	 - .19666	 .12447	 .95610	 -.05147
	
PROFIT	 .20549	 -.12924	 -.00211	 - .05649	 .09670	 .10565	 - .06748	 .06682	 -.05147	 .98064
PAS_P_PM	 .07812	 - .32829	 .37199	 .02519	 .03897	 -.00964	 .06925	 .16365	 -.10716	 - .03252
- 259 -
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SPSS/PC#	 4/22/fl
**** MULl IPLE REGRESSION
Equation NLather 1	 Dependent VariabLe.. PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMMICE
Xix Matrix
PAS P PM
PAST_PER	 -. 12243
PERFORM	 - .06190
COMPLEX	 .291%
TRAINING	 .12912
PLANT	 .06672
CON_SIZE	 - .05673
PROF_STA	 .38536
LEAD_EX	 - .00873
CONT_EX	 -.18347
I4ORKLOAD	 .32844
YEAR_BUS	 .07812
ORIGIN	 -.32829
DEL	 .37199
LISTED	 .02519
CENTRAL	 .03897
SUBSID	 - . 00964
ARCH_PER	 .06925
CONTROL	 .16365
PAYMENT	 -.10716
PROFIT	 - .03252
PAS_P_PM	 .98501
............................... VariabLes in the Equation ....................................................
Variable	 B	 SE B
	
95Z Confdnce IntrvL B 	 Beta	 SE Beta Correl Part Cor Partial ToLerance
PAST_PER	 .36139	 .07825	 .20200	 .52079	 .63241	 .13694	 .63241	 .63241	 .63241	 1.00000	 4.61
(Constant)	 .23361	 .23128	 -.23743	 .70478	 1.01
- 2601-.:
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**** MULTIPLE REGRESSZON ****
Equation Nanber 1	 Dependent Variable.. PERFORM CONTRACTORS PERFORMANCE
	
in ------ -	 ------------------Variables not in the Equation -------------------
Variable	 Sig I
	 Variable	 Beta In Partial Tolerance Mm bier 	 I sig T
PAST_PER	 .0001	 COMPLEX	 .31559	 .40641	 .99514	 .99514	 2.477 .0189
(Constant) .3199 	 TRAINiNG	 -.10394 -.13013	 .94058	 .94058	 -.731 .4704
PLANT	 -.11262 -.14479	 .99178	 .99178	 -.815 .4214
CON SIZE	 .02701 .03469	 .98995	 .98995	 .193 .8480
PROF_STA	 -.19429 -.20663	 .67869	 .6789	 -1.176 .2486
LEAD_tX	 -.21148 -.26529	 .94433	 .94433	 -1.532 .1357
C0NT_EX	 - .21096 -.2.7234 	 .99998	 .99998	 -1.576 .1252
UORKLOAD	 .20023 .25844	 .99963	 .99963	 1.490 .1465
YEAR_BUS	 .23757 .25699	 .70216	 .70216	 1.481 .1488
ORIGIN	 -.24533 -.27254	 .74054	 .74054	 -1.577 .1249
DEL	 - .11127 - .13287	 .85569	 .85569	 -.746 .4610
LISTED	 .02876	 .03502	 .88961	 .88961	 .195 .8466
CENTRAL	 - .06531 - .05451	 .41795	 .41795	 -.304 .7632
SUBSID	 .01403	 .01797	 .98365	 .98365	 .100 .9210
ARCH_PER	 - .11125 - .12674	 .77881	 .77881	 - .711 .4822
CONTROL	 -.22025 -.24905	 .76728	 .76728	 -1.432 .1622
PAYMENT 8.60225-04 . .00109	 .95610	 .95610	 .006 .9952
PROFIT	 .24357	 31138	 98064	 .98064	 1.824 .0778
PAS_P_PM	 - .06284 -.08052 	 .98501	 .98501	 -.450 .6560
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MULTIPLE REGRESSION ****
Equation Nurber 1
	 Dependent Variable..	 PERFORM CONTRACTORS PERFORMANCE
Variable(s) Entered on Step Nather 2..
	 COMPLEX COMPLEXITY OF PROJECT
Multiple R	 .70644	 AnaLysis of Veriance
R square	
.49906	 R Square Change	 .09911	 DE	 Sian of Squares
	 Mean Square
- 261 -
Adjusted R Square	 .46674	 F Change	 6.13344	 Regression	 2	 3.30257
	
1.65129
Standard Error	 .32701
	 Signif F Change	 .0189
	 ResiduaL	 31	 3.31507	 .10694
F =	 15.44154	 Signif F	 .0000
Condition nather bounds:	 1.005,	 4.020
Var-Covar Matrix of Regression Coefficients (B)
BeLow DiagonaL: Covariance	 Above: CorreLation
	
PAST_PER	 COMPLEX	 -
	
PAST_PER	 .00530	 .06974
	
COMPLEX	 1.7948E-04	 .00125
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**** MULTIPLE REGRESSION ****
Equation Nunter 1	 Dependent VariabLe.. PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
XIX Matrix
	
PAST_PER	 COMPLEX	 PERFORM	 TRAINING	 PLANT COM_SIZE PROF_STA	 LEAD_EX	 CONT_EX WORKLOAD
	
PAST_PER	 1.00489	 .07008	 -.65442	 .23733	 -.07285	 - .12253	 -.56219	 -.23879	 .03256	 -.01528
	
COMPLEX	 .07008	 1.00489	 -31559	 -.09211	 .25551	 -.31962	 .06665	 -.04066	 .53136	 -.49655
...............+............+............................................................................
	PERFORM	 .65442	 .31559	 .50094	 -.12669	 -.03145	 -07364	 -.11092	 -.21247	 -.04408	 .04421
...............+............+............................................................................
TRAINING	 -.23733	 .09211 I	 -.12669	 .93214	 .18522	 -.15049	 .28893	 -.12245	 .18786	 -.25188
PLANT	 .07285	 -.25551	 -.03145	 .18522	 .92681	 - .01888	 -.05662	 -07968	 .2.3197	 -.03728
COM_SIZE	 .12253	 .31962	 -.07364	 -.15049	 -.01888	 .88829	 -.20367	 .07018	 .14781	 .14595
PROF_STA	 .56a19	 - .06668	 - .11092	 .28893	 - .05662	 -.20367	 .67427	 - .17349	 - .18021	 .19303
	
LEAD_EX	 .23879	 .04066	 - .21247	 - .12245	 - .07968	 .07018	 - .17349	 .94268	 -.07659	 - .26101
	
CONT_EX	 - .03256	 - .53136	 - .04408	 .18786	 .23197	 .14781	 -.18021	 - .07659	 .71901	 - .06207
WORKLOAD	 .01528	 .49655	 .04421	 - .25188	 - .03728	 .14595	 .19303	 - .26101	 -.06207	 .75426
YEAR_BUS	 - .52090	 .35623	 .M5494	 - .13862	 -23387	 .34765	 .06595	 - .01917	 - .24868	 .16420
	
ORIGIN	 -.52617	 -24O92 I	 -.10602	 -05876	 -04876	 .14963	 -.43106	 .19881	 .10027	 -.42820
- 262 -
- .03569
.08705
- .01607
- .01688
-.02388
- .28432
.02685
.11354
- .15401
SpSS/PC+
DEL	 .36667	 - .18951
LISTED	 .31860	 -.19569
CENTRAL	 .76043	 - .03576
SUBSID	 .13469	 .09771
ARCH_PER	 - .48625	 - .19984
CONTROL	 - .45681	 .36721
PAYMENT	 .20375	 - .08286
PROFIT	 -.11133	 .39902
PAS_P_PH	 .14288	 .29329
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.17121	 .17886	 -.26783	 .48901	 -.03943	 - .05782	 .24299
	
.21504	 .17440	 -.20030	 .10863	 -.33343	 .29770	 .31684
	
-.06787	 -.11321	 .11466	 - .04670	 .38631	 .08052	 - .08841
	
.20927	 .26757	 .15248	 .06726	 -.30298	 .10963	 .33409
	
.14341	 .14584	 .27098	 -.04663	 .05809	 -.11670	 -.10408
	
.17159	 .19440	 .11605	 - .00404	 -.06524	 .14419	 .07711
	
.13981	 - .08970	 .09312	 -.17029	 -.29063	 .34209	 -.11815
	
- .17918	 .10482	 .14110	 - .15657	 -.02041	 .08346	 .08552
	
.10283	 .14130	 -.15002	 .40480	 - .02060	 -.02839	 .18352
MULTIPLE REGRESSION
Equation Nurber 1
	
Dependent VariabLe.. 	 PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
XIX Matrix
YEAR_BUS	 ORIGiN	 DEL	 LISTED	 CENTRAL	 SUBSID ARCH_PER	 CONTROL	 PAYMENT	 PROFIT
PAST_PER	 .52090	 .52617	 -.36667	 -.31860	 - .76043	 -.13469	 .48425	 .45681	 - .20375	 .11133.
COMPLEX	 -.35623	 .24092	 .18951	 .19569	 .03576	 - .09771	 .19984	 - .36721	 .08286	 -.39902
PERFORM	 .05494	 - .10602	 - .03569	 .08705	 - .01607	 - .01688	 -.02388	 - .28432	 .02685	 .11354
TRAINING	 - .13862	 -.05876	 .17121	 .21504	 -.06787	 .20927	 .1434i	 .17159	 .13981	 -.17918
PLANT	 -.23387	 -.04876	 .17886	 .17440	 -.11321	 .26757	 .14584	 .19440	 -.08970	 .10482
CON_SIZE	 .34765	 .14963	 - .26783	 -.20030	 .11466	 .15248	 .27098	 .11605	 .09312	 .14110
PROF_STA	 .06595	 - .43106	 .48901	 .10863	 - .04670	 .06726	 -.04663	 -.00404	 -.17029	 - .15657
LEAD_EX	 -.01917	 .19881	 -.03943	 -.33343	 .38631	 -.30298	 .05809	 -.06524	 - .29063	 - .02041
CONT_EX	 -.24868	 .10027	 -.05782	 .29770	 .08052	 .10963	 -.11670	 .14419	 .34209	 .08346
WORKLOAD	 .16420	 - .42820	 .24299	 .31684	 - .08841	 .33409	 -.10408	 .07711	 - .11815	 .08552
YEAR_BUS	 .57588	 -.14035	 .00241	 - .33918	 .09876	 - .08021	 .28646	 - .00898	 - .10255	 .06404
ORIGIN	 -.14035	 .68279	 -.48291	 -.31810	 .01378	 -.17947	 .10181	 .11168	 .19067	 -.03357
DEL	 .00241	 - .48291	 .81994	 .23825	 .06835	 .12846	 -.14821	 - .01794	 -.08144	 .07315
LISTED	 -.33918	 -.31810	 .23825	 .85151	 - .21424	 .58512	 -.42244	 .13255	 .17941	 .02122
CENTRAL	 .09876	 .01378	 .06835	 -.21424	 .41667	 -.30496	 .08167	 -.20374	 -.21998	 .11090
SUBSID	 - .08021	 - .17947	 .12846	 .58512	 - .30496	 .97415	 -.17912	 .23939	 .14264	 .06685
ARCH_PER	 .28646	 .10181	 -.14821	 -.42244	 .08167	 -.17912	 .73907	 .01355	 -.21314	 .01188
CONTROL	 -.00898	 .11168	 -.01794	 .13255	 - .20374	 .23939	 .01355	 .63309	 .15475	 -.07899
PAYMENT	 -.10255	 .19067	 -.08144	 .17941	 - .21998	 .14264	 -.21314	 .15475	 .94926	 - .01857
PROFIT	 .06404	 -.03357	 .07315	 .02122	 .11090	 .06685	 .01188	 -.07899	 -.01857	 .82219
PAS_P_PM	 - .02585	 - .25797	 .42730	 .08230	 .04941	 - .03816	 .12757	 .05648	 - .08297	 - .14898
- 263 -
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MULTIPLE REGRESSION ***#
Equation Nuther 1
	 Dependent Variab(e.. PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
XIX Matr*x
PAS P PM
PAST_PER	 - .14288
COMPLEX	 -.29329
PERFORM	 - .15401
TRAINtNG	 .10283
PLANT	 .14130
COM_SIZE	 - .15002
PROF_STA	 .40480
LEAD_EX	 - .02060
CONT_EX	 - .02839
WORKLOAD	 .18352
YEAR_BUS	 - .02585
ORIGIN	 . .25797
DEL	 .42730
LISTED	 .08230
CENTRAL	 .04941
SUBSID	 - .03816
ARCH_PER	 .12757
CONTROL	 .05648
PAYMENT	 - .08297
PROFIT	 .14898
PAS_P_PM	 .89941
--------------------------------VariabLes in the Equation ----------------------------------------------------
Variable	 B	 SE B	 95Z Confdnce IntrvL B	 Beta	 SE Beta	 Correl Part Cor PartiaL Tolerance 	 I
PAST_PER	 .37397	 .07282	 .22545	 .52249	 .65442	 12743	 .63241	 .65282	 .67800	 .99514	 5.135
COMPLEX	 .08753	 .03534	 .01545	 .15961	 .31559	
-12743	 .26995	 .31482	 .40641	 .99514	 2.477
(Constant)	 -.11886	 2576O	 - .64424	 .40652	
- 461
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MULTIPLE REGRESS ION
Equation Nuther 1	 Dependent Variable.. PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
in	 Variables not in the Equation -------------------
Variable	 Sig I	 Variable	 Beta In Partial Tolerance Mm bIer
	 I Sly I
PAST_PER	 .0000	 TRAINING	 -.13591 -.18540	 .93214	 .93214	 -1.033 .3097
COMPLEX	 .0189	 PLANT	 - .03396 - .04616
	 .92681	 .92681	 - .253 .8019
(Constant) .6477	 CON_SIZE	 -.08290 - .11039	 .88829	 .88829	 -.608 .5475
PROF_STA	 -.16450 -.19085	 .67427	 .67427	 -1.065 .2954
LEAD_EX	 -.22539 - .30919	 .94268	 .93864	 -1.781 .0851
CONTEX	 -.06131 - .07345	 .71901	 .71552	 - .403 .6895
WORXLOAD	 .05862	 .07193	 .75426	 .75088	 .395 .6956
YEAR_BUS	 .09540	 .10229	 .57588	 .57588	 .563 .5775
ORIGiN	 -15527 -.18128	 .68279	 .68279	 -1.010 .3207
DEL	 - .04353 -.05569	 .81994	 .81994	 -.306 .7621
LISTED	 .10223	 .13328	 .85151	 .85151	 .737 .4671
CENTRAL	 - .03856 -.03517	 .41667	 .41667	 -.193 .8685
suasio	 -.01733 -.02417	 .97415	 ..97415	 -.132 .8955
ARCH_PER	 -.03231 -.03925	 .73907	 .73907	 - .215 8311
CONTROL	 - .44910 - .50487	 .63309	 .63309	 -3204 .0032
PAYMENT	 .02828	 .03893	 .94926	 .94926	 .213 .8325
PROFIT	 .13809	 .17692	 .82219	 .82219	 .985 .3327
PAS_PPM	 -.17123 -.22944	 .89941	 .89941	 -1.291 .2065
a ************** * ** * ** *
Variable(s) Entered on Step Nuther 3..
	
CONTROL ARCHITECT OR CLIENT SUPERVISION AND CONT
Multiple R	 .79167	 Analysis of Variance
R Square	 .62674	 R Square Change	 .12769	 OF
Adjusted R Square	 .58941	 F Change	 10.26246	 RegreSsion	 3
Standard Error	 .28694	 Signif F Change
	
.0032	 Residual	 30
	
Sun of Squares	 Mean Square
	
4.14755	 1.38252
	
2. 47010	
.08234
- 265 -
F =	 16.79103	 Signif F = .0000
Condition nuer bounds:	 1.580,	 12.396
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**** MULTIPLE REGRESSION	 ****
Equation Nijther 1	 Dependent Variable..	 PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
Var-Cover Matrix of Regression Coefficients ( B)
Below Diagonal: Covariance
	 Above: CorreLation
	
PAST PER	 COMPLEX	 CONTROL
PAST_PER	 .00542	 -.15287	 .49698
COMPLEX -3.843E-O4	 .00117	 -.41820
CONTROL	 .00240 -9.364E-O4	 .00430
XIX Matrix
	
PAST PER
	
COMPLEX	 CONTROL	 PERFORM	 TRAINING	 PLANT	 CON_SIZE	 PROF STA	 LEAD_EX	 CONT_EX
PAST PER	 1.33450	 •.19488	 .72155	 -.44927	 .11353	 -.21312	 -.20627	 -.55928	 -.19172	 -.07148
COMPLEX	 -.19488	 1.21788	 -.58003	 -.48050	 .00742	 .36826	 -.25231	 .06434	 -.07850	 .61500
CONTROL	 .72155	 .58003	 1.57956	 .44910	 -.27103	 •307O6	 -.18331	 .00637	 .10305	 -.22776
---------------------+............+-----------------------------------------------------------------
PERFORM	 .44927	 .48050	 -.44910	 .37326	 -.04963	 .05585	 -.02152	 -.11273	 -.24177	 .02067
----------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------
TRAINING	 -.11353	 -.00742	 .27103	 -.04963	 .88563	 .13253	 -.18195	 .29002	 -.10476	 .14878
PLANT	 .21312	 -.36826	 .30706	 .05585	 .13253	 .86712	 -.05452	 -.05538	 -.05964	 .18769
CON_SIZE	 .20627	 .25231	 .18331 (
	
-.02152	 -.18195	 -.05452	 .86702	 -.20294	 .08213	 .12138
PROF_STA	 .55928	 -.06434	 -.00637	 -.11273 (
	
.29002	 -.05538	 -.20291.	 .67424	 - .17390	 -.17929
LEAD_EX	 .19172	 .07850	 - .10305 I	 - . 24177	 - .10476	 - .05964	 .08213	 -.17390	 .93596	 - .06173
CONT_EX	 .07148	 - .61500	 .22776	 .02067	 .14878	 .18769	 .12138	 -.17929	 -.06173	 .68617
WORKLOAD	 .07092	 .45182	 .12180	 .07884	 -.27278	 - 06096	 .13112	 .19352	 - .25306	 -.07963
YEAR_BUS	 - .52738	 .36144	 - .01419	 .05090	 - .13619	 -.13111	 .34930	 .06589	 - .02009	 - .24664
ORIGIN	 -.44558	 -.30570	 .17641	 - .05586 I	 -.08903	 -.08306	 .12916	 -.43035	 .21032	 .07483
'I
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DEL	 .35372	 -.17911	 -.02834 I	 -04375
LISTED	 .41423	 -.27257	 .20936	 .14657
CENTRAL	 .61342	 .08241	 - .32181 I	 - . 10756
SUBSID	 .30742	 - .04114	 .37812	 .09062
ARCH PER
	
- .47447	 - .20710	 .02140	 - .01780
PAYMENT	 .31542	 -.17263	 .24444	 .09635
PROFIT	 - .16833	 .44484	 - .12478	 .07806
PAS PPM	 .18363	 .26053	 .08921	 -.12865
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.17608	 .18437	 -.26454	 .48889	 -.04128	 -.05373
	
.17911	 .13370	 - .22460	 .10967	 - .31978	 .26751
	
-.01265	 -.05065	 .15201	 -.04800	 .36532	 .12693
	
.14439	 .19407	 .10860	 .06879	 -.27831	 .05511
	
.13974	 .14168	 .26850	 - .04655	 .05948	 -.11979
	
.09787	 - .13722	 .06476	 - .16931	 - .27468	 .30684
	
-.15777	 .12908	 .15558	 -.15707	 -.02855	 .10145
	
.08753	 .12396	 - .16037	 .40516	 -.01478	 -.04125
**** MULTI PLE REGRESS I ON
Equation Nunber 1
	 Dependent Variable. - PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
XIX Matrf
WORKLOAD YEAR_BUS
	 0RIN	 DEL	 LISTED	 CENTRAL	 SUBSID ARCH_PER	 PAYMENT	 PROFIT
PAST PER
	 -.07092	 .52738	 .64558	 - .35372	 - .41423	 - .61342	 - .30742	 .47647	 - .31542	 .16833
COMPLEX	 - .45182	 -.36144	 .30570	 .17911	 .a7257	 -.08241	 .04114	 .20770	 .17263	 - .44484
CONTROL	 -.12180	 .01419	 -.17641	 .02834	 -.20936	 .32181	 -.37812	 - .02140	 - .24446	 .12478
PERFORM	 .07884	 .05090	 -.05586	 -.04375	 .14657	 -.10756	 .09062	 - .01780	 .09635	 .07806
TRAINING	 - .21278	 -.13619	 -.08903	 .17608	 .17911	 -.01265	 .14439	 .13974	 .09787	 -.15777
PLANT	 - .06096	 - .23111	 -.08306	 .18437	 .13370	 - .05065	 .19407	 .14168	 - .13722	 .12908
COM_SIZE	 .13182	 .34930	 12916	 -.26454	 -.22460	 .15201	 .10860	 .26850	 .06476	 .15558
PROF_STA	 .19352	 .06589	 -.43035	 .48889	 .10947	 -.04800	 .06879	 -.04655	 -.16931	 -.15707
LEAO_EX	 - .25306	 - .02009	 .21032	 - .04128	 - .31978	 .36532	 -.27831	 .05948	 -.27468	 - .02855
CONT_EX	 -.07963	 -.24664	 .07483	 -.05373	 .26751	 .12693	 .05511	 -.11979	 .30684	 .10145
WORKLOAD	 .74487	 .16529	 -.44180	 .24517	 .30069	 -.06360	 .30493	 -.10573	 -.13699	 .09514
YEAR_BUS	 .16529	 .57575	 -.13877	 .00215	 - .33730	 .09587	 -.07682	 .28665	 - .10036	 .06291
ORIGIN	 - .44180	 -.13877	 .66308	 - 47974	 - .34148	 .04972	 -.22170	 .09942	 .16337	 -.01964
DEL	 .24517	 .00215	 - .47974	 .81944	 .24201	 .06258	 .13525	 -.14783	 - .07706	 .07091
LISTED	 .30069	 - .33730	 -.34148	 .26201	 .82376	 -.17159	 .53500	 -.42528	 .14701	 .03775
CENTRAL	 - .06360	 .09587	 .04972	 .06258	 - .17159	 .35111	 - .22792	 .08602	 -.17017	 .08548
SUBSID	 .30493	 - .07682	 - .22170	 .13525	 .53500	 -.22792	 .88363	 - .18424	 .08412	 .09671
ARCH_PER	 - - 10573	 .28665	 .09942	 -.14783	 -.42528	 .08602	 -.18424	 .73878	 - .21645	 .01357
PAYMENT	 -.13699	 -.10036	 .16337	 -.07706	 .14701	 -.17017	 .08412	 -21645	 .91143	 7.413E-04
PROFIT	 .09514	 06291	 -.01964	 .07091	 .03775.	 .08548	 .09671	 .01357 7.413E-04	 .81234
PAS_P_PM	 .17664	 - .02505	 -.26794	 .42890	 .07048	 .06758	 -.05952	 .12636	 -.09678	 -.14193
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MULTI PLE REGRESS I ON
Equation Nuther 1	 Dependent Variabte.. PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
XIX Matrix
PAS P PM
	
PAST PER	 - .18363
	
COMPLEX	 - .26053
	
CONTROL	 - .08921
	
PERFORM	 - .12865
	
TRAiNING	 .08753
PLANT	 .12396
	
CON_SIZE	 - .16037
	
PROF_STA	 .40516
	
LEAD_EX	 - .01478
	
CONTEX	 - .04125
	
WORKLOAD	 .17664
YEAR_BUS	 -.02505
	
ORIGIN	 -.26794
DEL	 .42890
	
LISTED	 .07048
	
CENTRAL	 .06758
	
SUBSID	 - .05952
ARCH_PER	 .12636
	
PAYMENT	 - .09678
	
PROFIT	 -.14193
PAS_P_PM	 .89437
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MULTI PLE REGRESSION
Equation Nunber 1	 Dependent VariabLe.. 	 PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
--------------------------VariabLes in the Equation
-268-
VBrjabLe	 8	 SE B	 95Z CoflfdnCe tntrvl B	 Beta	 sa Beta Correl Part Cor Partial Tolerance 	 I
PAST_PER
	 .25674	 .07364	 .10635	 .40712	 .44927	
.12886	 .63241	 .38891	 .53700	 .74935	 3.487
COtIPLEX
	 .13327	 .03414	 .06354	 .20299	 .43050	
.12310	 .26995	 .43541	 .58037	 .82110	 3.903
CONTROL
	 -.21010	 .06559	 - .34405	 -.07616	 -.44910	 .14019 -.47407 -.35733 -.50487 	 .63309	 -3.204
(CoflstSflt)	 .76696,	 .35715	 .03757	 1.49635	 2.147
in	 Variables not in the Equation ...................
Variable	 Sig I
	 Variable	 Beta In Partial Tolerance Mn b Ier
	 I Sig I
PAST_PER	 .0015	 TRAINING	 -.05604 - .08632	 .88563	 .60150	
-.467 .6443
COMPLEX	 .0005	 PLANT	 .06441	 .09817	 .86712	 -59231	 .531 .5993
CONTROL	 .0032	 CaM_SIZE	 - . 02482 - .03783	 .86702	 .61793
	 . .204 .8399
(Constant) .0400
	 PROF_STA	 -.16720 -.22472	 .67424	
-55605	 -1.242 .2242
LEAD_EX	 - .25831 - .40904	 .93596	 .62857
	 -2.414 .0223
CONT_EX	 .03013	 .04085	 .68617	 .56526	 .220 .8273
WORKLOAD	 .10585	 .14953	 .74487	 .62520
	 .814 .4221
YEAR_BUS	 .08841	 .10981	 .57573	 .55018	 .595 .5565
ORIGIN	 - .08425 - .11229	 .66308	 .61202
	
-.609 .5476
DEL	 -.05339 - .07911	 .81944	 .63270	 - .427 .6723
LISTED	 .17793	 .26433	 .82376	 .61246	 1.476 .1507
CENTRAL	 -.30635 -.29712	 .35111	 .35111	 -1.676 .1045
SUBSIO	 1OZ56	 .15780	 .88363	 .57426	 .861 .3965
ARCH_PER	 -.02609 -.03389	 .73878	 .61605	 - .183 .8564
PAYMENT	 .10571	 .16518	 .91143	 .60786	 .902 .3745
PROFIT	 .09610	 .14177	 .81234	 .62550	 .771 .4468
PAS_P_PM	 -.14384 -.22266	 .82437	 .62954	 -1.230 .2286
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**** MULTIPLE REGRESSION ****
Equation Ikather 1	 Dependent Variable.. PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
Variable(s) Entered on Step Nutter 4..
	
LEAD_EX PROJECT LEADER'S EXPERIENCE
Multiple R	 .83018	 AnaLysis of Variance
R Square	 .68919	 R Square Change	 .06245	 OF
	 Sun of Squares	 Mean Square
Adjusted R Square	 .64632	 F change	 5.82713	 RegreSsion	 4	 4.56083	 1.14021
- 269 -
Standard Error	 .26632	 Signif F Change	 .0223	 ResiduaL	 29	 2.05681
	 07092
F =	 16.07636	 Signif F	 .0000
Condition nuther bounds:	 1.591	 21.030
Var-Covar Matrix of Regression Coefficients (B)
Below Diagonal: CovariaflCe	 Above: Correlation
	
PAST_PER	 COMPLEX	 CONTROL	 LEAD_EX
PAST_PER	 .00481	 - .13786	 .47380	 - .16907
COMPLEX	 -3.037E-04	 .00101	 - .42177	 - .07332
CONTROL	 .00201 -&.186E-04	 .00373	 .08445
LEAD_EX -8.682E-05 -1.686E-05 3.7325E-05 5.2349E-05
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*44* MULTIPLE REGRESSION *4*4
Equation N.er 1
	
Dependent Variable.. PERFORM CONTRACTORS PERFORMANCE
XTX Matrix	 -
	
PAST_PER	 COMPLEX	 CONTROL	 LEAD_EX I PERFORM	 TRAINING	 PLANT COM_SIZE PROF_STA	 CONT_EX
I	 I
PAST_PER	 1.37377	 -.17881	 .70044	 -.20483 I	 -.49879	 .09207	 -.22534	 -.18944	 .5949Q
COMPLEX	 -.17881	 1.22446	 -.58867	 -.08387	 -.50078	 -.00137	 .36326	 -.24542	 .04976	 .60982
CONTROL	 .70044	 -.58867	 1.59090	 .11010	 .47571	 -.25949	 -.30050	 - .19235	 .02552	 -.22096
LEAD_EX	 .20483	 -.08387	 .11010	 1.06842	 .25831	 .11193	 .06373	 - .08775	 .18580	 .06596
.....................................+------------+---------------------------------------------------
PERFORM	 .49879	 .50078	 -.47571	 - .25831	 .31081	 -.07669	 .04044 -3.07E-04	 -.15765	 .00473
-------------------------------------+------------ 4
TRAINING	 -.09207	 .00137	 .25949	 -.11193 I	 -.07669	 .87391	 .12586	 - .17275	 .27056	 .14187
PLANT	 .22534	 - .36326	 .30050	 - .06373	 .04044	 .12586	 .86332	 -.04928	 -.06647	 .18376
COM_SIZE	 .18944	 .24542	 .19235	 .08775	 -3.07E-04	 -17275	 -04928	 .85981	 -.18767	 .12680
PROF_STA	 .59490	 - .04976	 - .02552	 -.18580 I	 -.15765	 .27056	 - .06647	 -.18767	 .64193	 -.19076
CONT_EX	 .08412	 -.60982	 .22096	 -.06596	 .00473	 .14187	 .18376	 .12680	 - .19076	 .68209
WORKLOAD	 .12276	 .47305	 .09394	 -.27038	 .01367	 -.30111	 -.07709	 .15403	 .14650	 -.09633
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YEAR_BUS	 -.52327	 .36313	 -.01640	 -.02147	 .04571	 -.13844	 -.23239	 .35106	 .06216	 -.24796
ORIGIN	 -.48867	 -.32333	 .19957	 .22471	 -.00153	 -.06549	 -.06965	 .11070	 -.39127 -	 .08871
DEL	 .36218	 - .17564	 -.03289	 - .04410	 -.05441	 .17146	 .18174	 -.26091	 .48123	 - .05645
LISTED	 .47973	 -.24575	 .17416	 -.34166	 .06397	 .14332	 .11332	 - .19654	 .05006	 .24642
CENTRAL	 .53859	 .05177	 - .28159	 .39031	 - .01320	 .02824	 -.02737	 .11995	 .01988	 .15102
SUBSID	 .36443	 -.01780	 .34748	 -.29735	 .01873	 .11323	 .17633	 .13302	 .01708	 .03675
ARCH_PER	 -.48665	 -.21268	 .02795	 .06355	 - .00243	 .14640	 .14547	 .26328	 -.03550	 -.11587
PAYMENT	 .37168	 -.14959	 .21420	 -.29347	 .02539	 .06712	 -.15473	 .08886	 -.22034	 .28873
PROFIT	 -.16248	 .44724	 -.12792	 -.03050	 .07069	 -.16096	 .12726	 .15808	 -.16238	 .09957
PAS_P_PI4	 .18666	 .26177	 .08758	 -.01579	 -.13246	 .08587	 .12301	 -.15907	 .40241	 -.04223
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MULTI PLE REGRESSION ****
Equation Nirer 1	 Dependent VariabLe.. 	 PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
XTX Matrix
WORKLOAD YEAR_BUS
	
ORIGIN	 DEL	 LISTED	 CENTRAL	 SUBSID ARCH_PER	 PAYMENT	 PROFIT
PAST_PER	 -.12276	 .52327	 .48867	 - .36218	 - .47973	 -.53859	 -.36443	 .48665	 - .37168	 .16248
COMPLEX	 - .47305	 -.36313	 .32333	 .17564	 .24575	 -.05177	 .01780	 .21268	 .14959	 -.44724
CONTROL	 - .09394	 .01640	 - .19957	 .03289	 - .17416	 .28159	 -.34748	 - .02795	 - .21420	 .12792
LEAD_EX	 .27038	 .02147	 - .22471	 .04410	 .34166	 - .39031	 .29735	 - .06355	 .29347	 .03050
PERFORM	 .01347	 .04571	 -.00153	 - .05441	 .06397	 - .01320	 .01873	 - .00243	 .02539	 .07069
TRAINING	 -.30111	 -.13844	 -.06549	 .17146	 .14332	 .02824	 .11323	 .14640	 .06712	 -.16096
PLANT	 - .07709	 -.23239	 -.06965	 .18174	 .11332	 -.02737	 .17633	 .14547	 -.15473	 .12726
COM SIZE	 .15403	 .35106	 .11070	 -.26091	 - .19654	 .11995	 - .13302	 .26328	 .08886	 .15808
PROF_STA	 .14650	 .06216	 - .39127	 .48123	 .05006	 .01988	 .01708	 - .03550	 -.22034	 -.16238
CONT_EX	 -.09633	 - .24796	 .08871	 -.05645	 .24642	 .15102	 .03675	 - .11587	 .28873	 .09957
WORKLOAD	 .67645	 .15986	 - .38494	 .23401	 .21423	 .03518	 .22968	 - .08964	 -.21126	 .08742
YEAR_BUS	 .15986	 .57532	 - .13425	 .00127	 - .34416	 .10371	 - .08279	 .28793	 - .10626	 .06230
ORIGIN	 - .38494	 - .13425	 .61582	 - .47047	 - .26962	 - .03237	 -.15916	 .08605	 .22509	 - .01322
DEL	 .23401	 .00127	 -.47047	 .81762	 .22791	 .07869	 .12297	 -.14521	 -.08917	 .06965
LISTED	 .21423	 - .34416	 - .26962	 .22791	 .71450	 - .04677	 .43992	 -.40495	 .05317	 .02800
CENTRAL	 .03518	 .10371	 - .03237	 .07869	 - .04677	 .20852	 - .11929	 .06281	 - .06296	 .09663
SUBSID	 .22968	 - .08279	 - .15916	 .12297	 .43992	 -.11929	 .80087	 - .16656	 .00244	 .08823
ARCH_PER	 - .08964	 .28793	 .08605	 - .14521	 - .40495	 .06281	 • .16656	 .73500	 -.19900	 .01538
PAYMENT	 - .21126	 -.10626	 .22509	 - .08917	 .05317	 -.06296	 .00244	 - .19900	 .83082	 - .00764
PROFIT	 .08742	 .06230	 - .01322	 .06965	 .02800	 .09663	 .08823	 .01538	 - .00764	 .81146
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PAS_P_PM	 .17264	 - .02536	 - .26461	 .42825	 .06543	 .07335	 - .06391	 .12730	 - .10112	 -.14238
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MULTIPL	 REGRESSION ****
Equation Nuit*r 1
	 Dependent VariabLe..	 PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
XIX Matrix
PAS P PM
PAST_PER	
- .18666
COMPLEX	 - .26177
CONTROL	 - .08758
LEAD_EX	 .01579
PERFORM	
- .13246
TRAINING	 .08587
PLANT	 .12301
CON_SIZE	
- .15907
PROF_STA	 .40241
CONT_EX	
-.04223
WORKLOAD	 .17264
YEAR_BUS	
- .02536
ORIGIN	
-.26461
DEL	 .42825
LISTED	 .06543
CENTRAL	 .07335
SUBS ID
	 -.06391
ARCH_PER	 .12730
PAYMENT	
- .10112
PROFIT	 -.14238
PAS_P_PM	 .89414
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MULTI PLE REGRESSION ****
Equation Nuther 1
	 Dependent VariabLe. - PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
- 272 -
- Variables in the Equation 	 -
Variable	 B	 SE B	 95% Confdnce Intrvt B	 Beta	 SE Beta Correl Part Car PartiaL Tolerance 	 I
PAST_PER	 .28504	 .06934	 .44322	 .42685	 .49879	
.12134	 .63241	 .42556	 .60676	 .72793	 4.111
COMPLEX	 .13889	 .03177	 .07391	 .20387	 .50078	
.11456	 .26995	 .45256	 .63025	 .81668	 4.371
CONTROL	 -.22256	 .06109	 -.34730	 -.09762	 -.47571	
.13058 -.47407 -.37716 -.56034 	 .62857	 -3.643
LEAD_tx	 - .01747 7.23529E-03 	 - .03226 -2.66776E-03	 - .25831	
.10701 - .05049 - .24990 - .40904 	 .93596	 -2.414
(Constant)	 .96829	 .34180	 .26922	 1.66736	 2.833
in	 Variables not in the Equation ...................
Variable	 Sig T
	 Variable	 Beta In Partial Tolerance Mm bIer
	 T SIg 7
PAST_PER	 .0003	 TRAINING	 - .08776 - .14715	 .87391	 .59954
	
- .787 .6378
COMPLEX	 .0001	 PLANT	 .04685	 .07808	 .86332	 .58980	
.414 .6817
CONTROL	 .0010	 CON_SIZE -3.570E-04 - .00059	 .85981	 .61202
	 - .003 .9975
LEAD_EX	 .0223	 PROF_STA	 -.24559 -.35295	 .64193	 .51946	
-1.996 .0557
(Constant) .0083 	 CONT_EX 6.9291E-03	 .01026	 .68209	 .56508	 .054 .9571
WORKLOAD	 .01992 .02939	 .67645	 .62346	 .156 .8775
YEAR_BUS	 .07946	 .10811	 .57532	 .54063	 575 .5696
ORIGIN	 -2.491E-03 -.00351	 .61582	 .56769	
- .019 .9853
DEL	 - .06655 -.10794	 .81762	 .62805
	 - .575 .5702
LISTED	 .08953	 .13575	 .71450	 .58967	 .725 .4745
CENTRAL	 - .06329 - .05184	 20852	 .20852	
- .275 .7856
SUBSID	 .02339	 .03755	 .80087	 .57416	 .199 .8438
ARCH_PER -3.308E-03 - .00509	 .73500	 .58963	 - .027 .9787
PAYMENT	 .03056 .04997	 .83082	 .60749	 .265 .7931
PROFIT	 .08711	 .14076	 .81146	 .62071	 .752 .4581
MS_P_PM	 -.14815 -.25128	 .89414	 .62520	 -1.374 .1804
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**** MULTIPLE REGRESSION ****
Equation Nuer 1
	
Dependent Variable.. PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
Variable(s) Entered on Step Nuther S..
	
PROF_STA MANAGEMENT TEAM'S QUALITY-PROFESSIONAL U
Multiple R
	
85318
	
Analysis of Variance
-273-:..
R Square	 .72791	 R Square Change	 .03872	 o	 sun of Squares	 Mean Square
Adjusted R Square	 .67932	 F Change	 3.98445	 Regression	 5	 481706	
.96341
Standard Error	 .25359	 $ignif F Change	 .0557	 ResiduaL	 28	 1.80059	
.06431
F a	 14.98154	 Signif F	 .0000
Condition nuther bounds:	 1.925	 37. 127
Var-Covar Matrix of Regression Coefficients (B)
Below DiagonaL Covariance 	 Above: Correlation
	
PAST_PER	 COMPLEX	 CONTROL	 LEAD_EX PROF_STA
PAST_PER	 .00611	 - .14626	 .38661	 . .25651	
- .53515
COMPLEX	 -3.464E-04 9.1816E-04 	 -.41956	 -.05917	
.05603
CONTROL	 .00176 -7.398E-04	 .00339	 .08790	
.02525
LEAD_EX -1.416E-04 -L266E-05 3.6113E-05 4.9854E-05	
.21891
PROF_STA	 -.02985	 .00121	 .00105	 .00110	
.50947
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Equation Muter 1	 Dependent Variable.: PERFORM CONTRACTORS PERFORMANCE
4/22/92
XTX Matrix
	
PAST_PER	 COMPLEX	 CONTROL	 .LEAD_EX	 PROF_STh	 PERFORM I TRAINING	 PLANT COM_SIZE	 CONT_EX
PAST_PER	 1.92507	 -.22492	 .67679	 -.37702	
-.92673	
-.64489	
.34280	 -.28693	 -.36337	
-.26091COMPLEX	 -.22492	 1.22832	 -.58670	 -.0694?	
.07751 I	 -.48856	 -.02234	 .36841	 -.23088	 .62461
CONTROL	 .67679	 -.58670	 1.5919Z	 .11748	
.03976	
.48198	
-.27025	 -.29785	 -.18489	
-.21338
LEAO_EX	 -.37702	 -.06967	 .11748	 1.12220	 .28944	
.30394 (
	
.03362	 .08296	 -.03343	
.12117
PROF_STA	 -.92673	 .07751	 .03976	 .28944	 1.55780	
.24559	
-.42147	
.10354	 .29236	 .29717
---------------------------+------------+-------------------------------------------
PERFORM	 .64489	 .48856	 -.48198	 - .30394	
-.24559 I	 .27209	 - .01025	
.02412	 - .04640	
- .04212
-----+------------+-------------------------------------------
TRAINING	 - .34280	 .02234	 .27025	 -.03362	
.62147	
- .01025	 75988	
.15387	 -09365	
.22227
PLANT	 28693	 - .36841	 29785	 - .08296	
- .10354	 ov.ia	
.15387	
.85644	 - .06871	 .16401
	- .09365	 - .06871	 .80494	 .07103
	
.22227	 .16401	 .07103	 .62541
	
-.36285	 -.06192	 .19686	 -.05279
	
-.16464	 - .22595	 .36923	 - .22949
	
.09942	 -.11017	 -.00369	 -.02757
	
- .03137	 .23157	 - .12022	 .08655
	
.12222	 .11850	 -.18191	 .26129
	
.01986	 -.02531	 .12576	 .15693
	
.10604	 .17810	 .13802	 .04183
	
.16136	 .14180	 .25290	 -.12642
	
.15999	 -.17754	 .02444	 .22325
	
-.09252	 .11045	 .11061	 .05131
	
- .08373	 16468	 - .04142	 .07736
COM_SIZE	 .36337	 .23088	 .18489	 .03343	 -.29236	 - .04640
CONI_EX	 .26091	 -.62461	 .21338	 -.12117	 -.29717	 - .04212
WORKLOAD	 -.01301	 .48440	 .0997?	 - .22797	 .22821	 .04945
TEAR_BUS	 - .58087	 .36795	 - .01393	 - .00347	 .09683	 .06098
ORIGIN	 -.12606	 -.35366	 .18401	 .11146	 -.60952	 -.09763
DEL	 - .08379	 - .13835	 - .01375	 .09519	 .74965	 .06377
LISTED	 .43335	 - .24187	 .17615	 - .32717	 .07798	 .07626
CENTRAL	 .52017	 .05331	 -.28080	 .39607	 .03096	 - .00832
SUBSID	 .34860	 - .01647	 .34216	 .29241	 .02660 J	 .02293
ARCH_PER	 -.45376	 -.21544	 .02654	 .05328	 - .05530	 -.01115
PAYMENT	 .57588	 - .16667	 .20544	 - .35725	 - .34325	 -.02872
PROFIT	 -.01200	 .43465	 -.13437	 - .07750	 - .25295	 .03081
PAS_P_PM	 -.18627	 .29296	 .10358	 .10069	 .62688	 -.03363
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Equation Ntanber 1
	
Dependent Variable..	 PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
XIX Matrix
WORKLOAD YEAR_BUS
	 ORIGIN	 DEL	 LISTED	 CENTRAL	 SUBSID ARCH_PER	 PAYMENT	 PROFIT
PAST_PER	 .01301	 .58087	 .12606	 .08379	 - .43335	 - .52017	 - .34860	 .45376	 -.57588	 .01200
COMPLEX	 -.48440	 -.36795	 .35366	 .13835	 .24187	 -.05331 •	 .01647	 .21544	 .16667	 -.43465
CONTROL	 -.09977	 .01393	 -.18401	 .01375	 -.17615	 .28080	 -.34816	 -.02654	 -.20544	 .13437
LEAD_EX	 .22797	 .00347	 -.11146	 -.09519	 .32717	 -.39607	 .29241	 - .05328	 .35725	 .07750
PROF_STA	 -.22821	 - .09683	 .60952	 - .74965	 - .07798	 - .03096	 - .02660	 .05530	 .34325	 .25295
PERFORM	 .04945	 .06098	 -.09763	 .06377	 .07626	 -.00832	 .02293	 -.01115	 - .02872	 .03081
TRAINING	 -.36285	 -.16464	 .09942	 -.03137	 12222	 .01986	 .10604	 .16136	 .15999	 - .09252
PLANT	 -.06192	 -.22595	 -.11017	 .23157	 .11850	 -.02531	 .17810	 .14180	 -.17754	 .11045
COM_SIZE	 .19686	 .36923	 -.00369	 -.12022	 -.18191	 .12576	 .13802	 .25290	 .02444	 .11061
CONT_EX	 - .05279	 - .22949	 -.02757	 .08655	 26129	 .15693	 .04183	 - .12642	 .22325	 .05131
WORKLOAD	 .64302	 .14567	 -.29565	 .12419	 .20281	 .03064	 .22578	 -.08154	 - .16098	 .12448
YEAR_BUS	 .14567	 .56930	 -.09637	 -.04533	 -.34901	 .10179	 -.08444	 .29137	 - .08492	 .07803
ORIGIN	 -.29565	 -.09637	 .37733	 -.17715	 - .23911	 -.02025	 -.14875	 .06442	 .09079	 -.11220
DEL	 .12419	 - .04533	 -.17715	 .45686	 .19038	 .06378	 -.11017	 -.11860	 .07601	 .19138
LISTED	 .20281	 - .34901	 -.23911	 .19038 - .71060	 - .04832	 .43859	 - .40219	 .07035	 .04066
CENTRAL	 .03064	 .10179	 -.02025	 .06378	 -.04832	 .20790	 -.11982	 .06391	 - .05614	 .10165
SUBSID	 .22578	 - .08444	 - .14875	 .11017	 .63859	 - .11982	 .80042	 - .16561	 .00831	 .09254
- 275 -
ARCH_PER	 -.08154	 .29137	 .06442	 - .11860	 - .40219	 .06391	 - .16561	 .73304	 - .21118	 .00640
PAYMENT	 -.16098	 - .08492	 .09079	 .07601	 .07035	 - .05614	 .00831	 - .21118	 .75519	 - .06337
PROFIT	 .12448	 .07803	 - .11220	 .19138	 .04066	 .10165	 .09254	 .00640	 - .06337	 .77039
PAS_P_PM	 .08080	 -.06433	 -.01933	 .12658	 .03405	 .06089	 - .07462	 .14955	 .03701	 - .04059
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Equation Nuuber 1
	 Dependent VariabLe.. 	 PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
XTX Matrix
PAS P PM
PAST_PER	 .18627
COMPLEX	 - .29296
CONTROL	 - .10358
LEAD_EX	 - .10069
PROF_STA	 - 62688
PERFORM	 - .03363
TRAINING	 -.08373
PLANT	 .16468
COM_SIZE	 - .04142
CONT_EX	 .07736
WORKLOAD	 .08080
YEAR_BUS	 - .06433
ORIGIN	 - .01933
DEL	 .12658
LISTED	 .03405
CENTRAL	 .06089
SUBSID	 -.07462
ARCH_PER	 .14955
PAYMENT	 .03701
PROFIT	 - .04059
PAS_P_PM	 44187
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Equation Nuier 1	 Dependent Variable.. 	 PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
----------------------------------VariabLes in the Equation ----------------------------------------------------
VariabLe	 B	 SE B	 95% Confdnce Intrvt B	 Beta	 SE Beta CorreL Part Cor Partial ToLerance 	 I
PAST_PER	 .36853	 .07816	 .20843	 .52863	 .64489	 .13677	 .63241	 .46480	 .66527	 .51946	 4.715
COMPLEX	 .13550	 .03030	 .07343	 .19757	 .48856	 .10925	 .26995	 .44082	 .64547	 .81412	 4.472
CONTROL	 - .22549	 .05819	 -.34468	 -.10630	 -.48198	 .12438 -.47407 -.38201 -.59084 	 .62817	 -3.875
LEAD_EX	 -.02055 7.06073E-03 	 -.03501 -6.08772E-03	 -.30394	 .10443 - .05049 -.28692 -.48195	 .89110	 -2.911
PROF_STA	 -1.42476	 .71377	 -2.88685	 .03733	 -.24559	 .12304	 .22661 -.19677 -.35295	 .64193	 -1.996
(Constant)	 .92865	 .32607	 .26072	 1.59658	 2.848
in	 VariabLes not in the Equation -------------------
Variable	 Sig I	 Variable	 Beta In Partial Tolerance Mm Toter	 I Sig T
PAST_PER	 .0001	 TRAINING	 -.01348 -.02253	 .75988	 .48083	 -.117 .9076
COMPLEX	 .0001	 PLANT	 .02816 .04997	 .85644	 .49475	 .260 .7969
CONTROL	 .0006	 COM_SIZE	 - .05764 - .09914	 .80494	 .47867	 .- .518 .6089
LEAD_EX	 .0070	 CONT_EX	 -.06735 - .10211	 .62541	 .49166	 -.533 .5981
PROF_SIA	 .0557	 WORKLOAD	 .07691	 .11823	 .64302	 .51939	 .619 .5413
(Constant) .0082 	 YEAR_BUS	 .10711	 .15494	 .56930	 .39718	 .815 .4222
ORIGIN	 -.25873 -.30469 	 .37733	 .37733	 -1.662 .1080
DEL	 .13959	 .18088	 .45686	 .35870	 .956 .3477
LISTED	 .10732	 .17344	 .71060	 .45676	 .915 .3683
CENTRAL	 - 04000 - .03496	 .20790	 .20790	 -.182 .8571
SUBSID	 .02864	 04913	 .80042	 .48149	 .256 .8002
ARCH_PER	 - .01521 -.02496	 .73304	 .45332	 -.130 .8977
PAYMENT	 - .03803 -.06336	 .75519	 .42297	 - .330 .7440
PROFIT	 03999	 .06729	 .77039	 .51941	 .350 7287
PAS_P_PM	 - .05240 - .08048	 .64187	 .46082	 - .420 .6781
End BLock Ni.avter 	 1	 PIN =	 .060 Limits reached.
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**** MULTI PLE REGRESSION ****
Equation Ni.ather 1	 Dependent Variable.. PERFORM CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE
Stmnary tabte
	
Step MuLtR	 Rsq AdjRsq	 F(Eqn) SigF Rsqch	 PCI, SigCh	 VariabLe Betain Corret
1	 .6324	 .3999	 .3812	 21.328 .000	 .3999	 21.328 .000 In: PAST_PER 	 .6324	 .6324	 CONTRACTOR'S PAST PERFORMANCE
2	 .7064	 .4991	 .4667	 15.442 .000	 .0991	 6.133 .019 In: COMPLEX 	 .3156	 .2700	 COMPLEXITY OF PROJECT
3	 .7917	 .6267	 .5894	 16.791 .000	 .1277	 10.262 .003 In: CONTROL	 - .4491 -.4741	 ARCHITECT OR CLIENT SUPERVISI
4	 .8302	 .6892	 .6463	 16.076 .000	 .0625	 5.827 .022 In: LEAD_EX	 - .2583 -.0505	 PROJECT LEADER'S EXPERIENCE
5	 .8532	 .7279	 .6793	 14.982 .000	 .0387	 3.984 .056 In: PROF_STA - .2456	 .2266	 MANAGEMENT TEAM'S QUALITY-PRO
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This procedure was compLeted at 15:17:18
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FINISH.
End of IncLude fiLe.
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APPENDIX 8
Introduction to the Performance Assessment
Scoring System (PASS) of the Hong Kong
Housing Authority
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PASS
Introduction	 PART 1
1/1 INTRODUCTION
111.1	 Housing Authority introduced its own independent list of Building Contractors in April
1990.
1/1.2 In managing the Authority's list, the main principle to be followed is that Contractors who
perform to the required standard, will have more tendering opportunities than those who
do not. This requires the establishment of an objective means of assessing performance
standards.
1/1.3 For many years, Housing Department has operated a performance assessment system
which is based on the project staff's rating of. the contractor's level of achievement under
the headings of materials, structure, labour, progress, safety etc. Although the system
has served well, it does not measure attainment against a common. scale of preset
standards.
1/1.4 A new Performance Assessment Scoring System (PASS) has been developed to measure
performance output directly against defined standards and to provide a fair means of
comparing the performance of individual contractors.
1/1.5	 At the Building Committee meeting of 16th February 1990, PASS was approved for use
on Housing Authority Contracts.
1/1.6 PASS will also be used to guide contractors on aspects which require improvement and
will be a practical continuous, assessment tool in persuading, training and instructing
contractors to improve their performance.
1/1.7 It is considered that the assessment of a contractor's overall pes'formance should be based
not only on his PASS score but also on some measure of his management capability and
capacity.
111.8	 Management capability relates to the contractor's organisarionál input on his contracts.
It is useful to monitor input for deciding the contractor's capacity in undertaking the
additional work-load which would arise out of new contracts as well as for diagnostic
purposes.
1/1.9 Management input aspects will eventually be covered by the contractor's Quality
Management Schedule (QM Sch) and will in rime be assessed objectively by the BK Quality
Assurance Agency (HKQAA) in their half-yearly routine surveillance visits following a
contra ciOr 's certfl cation to ISO 9002. However, the Contractor's management input at
the site level will be assessed by the project team on a quarterly basis on individual
contracts.
1/1.10	 it is considered that the output scores and input rating should not be combined due to their
different natures.
1/1.11 The overall performance reports, considering both PASS Output ,
 and Management Input,
will be used as an aid in deciding whether or not to promote or downgrade a company
and also in awardingpreferential tendering opportunities.
0D1211.7.1991
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PASS
About PASS	 PART 1
1/2 ADTJT PASS
1/2.1 The Singapore Construction Industry Development Board's quality assessment scheme,
which has been in successful operation for several years, has been the principal source
of reference.
1/2.2 PASS classifies a building's construction in terms of four main aspects structural work;
architectural work, other obligations and external works. The system, focusing on
quality, scores performance against predetermined standards and tolerance levels which
are assessed at several sample locations. The scores are then added up to give a total. The
maximum possible score is 100 points.
112.3 At a particular sampling location, the construction work which is to be assessed, is judged
as complying or not complying with the stated standards. The assessment is a simple yes/
no exercise. There is no provision for partial attainment of standards. To give a fair
assessment, several locations are sampled to give an even measure of the overall standard.
1/2.4 In addition to an objective measure of workmanship and quality, there is a need to monitor
progress accurately and fairly. Delays to individual contracts must be identified so that
timely corrective action can be taken. A system which identifies contractors who
consistently fail to meet established programmes will enable the CPRC to recommend
appropriate disciplinary action and provide a further tool for the LMC in deciding
tendering eligibility, as part of the overall assessment of a contractor. Such a system will
be introduced during the next financial year.
1/2.5 The system is better than the existing performance assessment system in several respects.
It . is particularly good in directly assessing compliance against standards rather than
representing an overall impression. It is therefore directly related to site supervisory
functions, it has the added advantage of allowing the contractor to be informed
immediately of good or bad performance.
1/2.6 it should be noted that PASS is not intended to replace the normal checks, inspections and
tests to be carried out by the "Architect" or to reduce his overall authority or powers
under the contract. PASS is, nevertheless, seen as a complementary, but limited, checking
system for the various aspects.
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113 ASPECTS OF PA
1/3.1	 Monthv_ Assessment
The PASS Monthly Assessment is divided into four aspects, plus a separate assessment
of progress.
(a) Structural Work is allotted 35 percent of the total score. The factors included
in this aspect are falsework, formwork, reinforcement, concrete practice,
concrete quality and finished concrete. The quality standards and tolerances are
given in Part 2.
(b) Architectural Work deals mainly with components and finishes. The 35
percent allotted to architectural work is distributed among several factors,
including floor, wall, windows, installation of components, plumbing installation,
structural window openings and application of sparterdash. The quality
standards and tolerances are given in Part 3.
(c) Exterflal Works is given 10 percent of the total assessment. The factor covered
by this aspect is drainage. The quality standards and tolerances are given in
Part 4.
(d) General Obligations are the contractors's duties and responsibilities under the
contract. The 20 percent allowed for this aspect is assessed with respect to the
factors of safety and general obligations. The quality standards are given in
Part 5.
113.2	 Substantial Com_pletion Assessment
At Substantial Completion, all projects will be checked by a Substantial Completion
Assessment (SCA) as a round up of the previous monthly assessments. Details of SCA
will be issued later.
1/3.3	 Maintenance Assessment
A Maintenance Assessment (?iL4) will be carried out during the Maintenance Period. This
assessment aims at checking how the building functions after occupation. Details of MA
will be issued later.
GD/4/1.7. 1991
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Practical Details of PASS Monthly Assessment.	 PART 1
-	 1/4 P1JCTICAL DETAILS OF PASS MONTHLY ASSESSMENT
1/4.1	 When to carry out the Assessment
Assessment to be conducted monthly. Assessment dates for 1991 are shown in the
Schedule at item 1/4.11.
1/4.2	 Resources
introduction of PASS will make some increased demands on project staff time. This
may be compensated by the fact that the system is more directly related to the ongoing
site supervision functions and this checking would have to be carried out in any event.
114.3	 Who is to carryout the Assessment
The assessment will be done by the project team members, with the assistance of the
site staff and in the presence of the contractor's authorised representative.
1/4.4	 Locations
(a) The system is wholly based on the principle of examining workmanship at
random sampling locations. The concept of a location as an identifiable
discrete area of the building is essential to an understanding of the scheme.
(b) To improve consistency and to encourage a systematic assessment, locations
are further subdivided into spots which are themselves constituent parts
(walls, ceilings etc.) of the location. Spots are therefore usually defined as
particular elements or areas within the location.
	 -
(c) The main aspects of work (e.g. structural, architectural, etc.) are broken down
into factors which are assessed in turn at each spot. They have to be broken
down into discrete items which have definite standards. These standards are
based on specification standards. Very important items are marked .
(d) The total number of sampling locations for all aspects are to be doubled for
contracts with more than 4 standard blocks.
1/4.5	 Method of Assessment
(a) Particular locations are selected on.the day of assessment. There should flQi
be any advance notice of the sampling locations. However, half a day's
advance notice may be given to the Contractor's representative to ensure that
he could make himself available during the assessment. For details, please
refer to item 116 showing assessment checklist for PASS monthly assessment.
(b) The records of test results such as those on concrete and some other tests are
also -used in the assessment.
(c) The assessment team will usually be concentrating on a particular aspect (e.g.
Architectural work) and will proceed to the first sampling location.
(d) On reaching the sampling location the team will examine each factor that is
included in the aspect being assessed. If the assessment standards are =
satisfied, that factor will be given a positive tick (.1) on the standard assessment
form. If not, a cross (X) is entered.
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(e) The team then moves on to cover the other sampling locations. The overall
score will be an expression of how many factors complying with standards out
of the total number sampled. This is explained in more detail below.
1/4.6	 Choice of Sample Locations
(a) For structural work, falsework fo'rmwork, reinforcement, concreting procedures
and finished concrete, ]ocations at various stages of work will be selected at
random. Concrete quality and practice is assessed for the assessment period
as a whole.
(b) Sample locations for Architectural Work will be selected to cover different
areas of the domestic blocks and a wide range of construction activities will
be assessed.
(c) For assessment of external works and other obligations, the assessment team
vill walk around the site stopping at pre-selected random locations in areas
of activity in order to assess the situation against preset standards.
For consistency of documentation, project reams shall complete the "Sampling
Location Record" shown in item 1/7.
1/4.7	 Unperformed Aspects/Factor of Work
There will be stages of the work when the full range of all aspects/factors of work
cannot be assessed because the work is not in progress at the time of assessment. In
order to ensure that PASS measure the performance ofthe contractor direcr, only those
• works assessed will be used to determine the overall PASS score.
1/4.8	 Ranee of Sampleand Assessment of Sequential Work in Prpress
For structural aspects, other obligations and external works, the range of the samples
is comparatively easy to assess. For Architectural finishes, work in progress at a
particular"location is sequential, e.g. concreting > door frames > blockwork ->
fittings .> plastering - tiling - glazing-> doors-> painting .-> cleaning and the
whole process can extend over a significant period - often exceeding one year for an
individual flat. For this reason, the Architectural sample location will be spread on
a random basis throughout a range of floors where work is in progress. Each month
different sample locations will be chosen at random. To determine the available range
offloors for sampling locations for architectural assessment, a "progress record"
shown in item 1/8 shall be completed prior to selection of locations.
114.9	 Completion of Forms
On completion of an inspection, the forms will be completed and initialled by members
of the project team and the contractor's authorised representative. After each site
assessment, the forms will be despatched to HAHQ for entry into a computerised data
base.
1/4.10 •	 Use of Instruments	 •	 -
PASS involves the use of levels and other site equipment such as auto plumb, straight
edges, plumb-lines arid alignment strings. For details, please referto item 1/6.4 on 	 -
•	 GDI14/l.7.1991.
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1/4.11
	
	 Proposed Schedule of PASS Assessment I Score Processin g I HDCPRC (NW and
LMC Dates
Month during
which assessment Feb	 Mar	 Apr	 May	 Jun	 Jul	 Aug	 Sep	 Oct	 Nov	 Dec
takes place
PASS	 Between Between Between Between Between Between Btween Between Between Between Between
assessments on	 2S(2/91 2513191 29/4/91 27/5/91 24/6/9! 29/7/91 27/8/91 30/9/91 28(10/91 25/11/91 30/12/91
site (last full	 to	 to	 to	 to	 to	 to	 to	 to	 to	 to	 to
working week in	 1/3/91 28/3/91 3/5/91 31/5/91 28/6/9! 2/8/91	 30/8/91 4/10/91 1/11/91 29/11/91 3/1/92
general)
Last date for	 4/3/91	 2/4/9!	 6/5/91	 3/6/91	 1/7/91	 5/8/91	 2/9/91	 7/10/91 4/11191 2/12/91	 6/1/92
forwarding PASS
	 (•)	 (*)	 (•)	 (•)
or quarterly old
format() reports
to TS Unit
Month during
which PRE-PRC
(or LMC) actions Mar	 Apr	 May	 Jun	 Jul	 Aug	 Sep	 Oct	 Nov	 Dec	 ian
take place
TS unit enters	 5/3/91	 3(4/9!	 7/5/91	 416(91	 217/91	 6(8(91	 3/9/91	 8/10(91 5/11/91 3(12(91	 7/1/92
raw scores into
	 to	 to	 to	 to	 to	 to	 to	 to	 to	 to	 to
database	 6/3/9!	 4/4/91	 8/5/91	 5/6(91	 3/7/9!	 7/8/9!	 4/9/91	 9/10/91 6/11/91 4/12/91	 8/1/92
Triggered reports
from TS unit to
CAs and
consultants for
	
6/3/9!	 10/4/91	 8(5/91	 5/6/91	 3/7/91	 7/8/91	 419/9! 10/10/91 6/11/91 4/12/91
comments snot
adverse reports
from TS unit to
CAs for
information
Last date for
consultants to	 9/3/91	 13/4/91 11/5/91	 8/6/91	 6/7191	 10/8/91	 7/9/91 13(10/91 9(11/91 7/12/91
return comments
to CA/6
Last date for
CA's to forward
commentstoTS	 13/3/91	 17/4/91 15/5(91 12/6/91	 10/7/91 14/8/91	 11/9/91 17/10/91 13/11/91 11/12191
Unit
lsue PRC
agenda
PRC(NW)
meeting consider (Feb.	 (Mar.	 (Apr.	 (May	 (Jun.	 (Jul.	 (Aug.	 (Sep.	 (Oct..	 (Nov.
reports from	 scores) scores) scores) scores)	 scores) scores) scores) scores) scores) scores)
previous month
	
22/3/91 26/4(91 24/5/91 21/6(91 19/7/91 23/8/91 20/9/91 25/10/91 22/11/91 20/12/91
Add PRC's	 9:30am 9:30am 9:30am 9:30am 9:30am 9:30am 9:30am 9:30am 9:30am 9:30am
rating o reports
and score-league
Score.league to
LMC (and issue
LMC agenda	 20/3/91 29/4/9! 27/5/91 2;'7/91 	 22(7/9! 27/8/91 1/10/91 28/10/91 23/11/91 31/12/91
where
appropriate)
LMC meeting	 4(4/9 1	 5/7/91	 4/10/91	 3/1/92
3:00pm	 2:30pm	 2:30pm	 2:30pm
(NEW P4 GE)	
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Scoring System	 PART 1
1/5 SCORING SYSTEM
1/5.1 As indicated previously, for the assessment system to be objective and systematic, the
whole process has to be broken down into specific blocks or items which can be
assessed against pre-determined standards. This breakdown is further illustrated in
the glossary diagrams in Part 10 but can be typically summarised as follows :-
(a) The assessment is by aspect of work.
(b) At pre-selected parts of the building called locations.
(c) Location scores are built up by assessments of factors.
(d) Spots, which are discrete elements within each location are chosen for factor
assessments.
(e) Each factor is broken down into specific items which have definite pre-
determined standards.
	
1/5.2	 The breakdown can be modelled like this :-
SPOTS
1121314
Item1
Item 2
C	 01
T	 R	 Itern3
0
R	 1	 Jtem4
2
1/5.3	 An understanding of this model helps an appreciation of the scoring system as a whole.
GD/8/1.7.1991
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a) failure of
2 items
d) failure of one
item which is
the only
assessed item
amongst N/A
items
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1/5.4	 For each factor, spot failure is usually marked by
___10
F	 1* XV)
A
2*1.1C	 Items	 FT	 31.10	 I
R	 41.1
_____ (SPOT
F	 T17
A 2	 •1
C Items -- F
T	 3 X(2)0	 --
R	 4.1
b) failure of a
* item
C) an item failing
its tolerance
by more than
twice its MPD
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-. 1/5.5 This criteria permits some degree of scoring tolerance which is necessary for
differentiating different levels of performance. This scoring is reflected by a Scorijg
index A which is defined as :-
(a) For Structural Work, Architectural Work and External Works
No. of spots passed
No. of spots assessed
(b) For Other Obligations a slightly different approach is adopted :-
No. of locations passed
No. of locations assessed
1/5.6 This scoring approach alone was found in early trials to be not sufficiently
discriminating. Another parallel was introduced and known as Scoring Index B which
is defined as
No. of items passed
No. of items assessed
This is necessary to pick up patterns of item failure which are not covered by spot
assessment alone :-
(a) A particular item fails consistently at all spots.
(b) Over-failure of the failed spot (e.g. failed spot with more than 2 failed items).
	
1/5.7	 Therefore, the overall factor score is calculated by the following formula.
Factor Score Allotted Points x Scoring Index A x
Scoring Index B.
	
1/5.8	 The scoring system is further explained graphically at 115.9 and on an example of the
scoring system as shown at 115.10.
—288- 	 GD/1O/ 1.7. 1991
Collection
A
c Vertical
T Scoring
0
R
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1/5.9
Scorin Matrix.	 Scoring Formula	 Remarks
2Spot3
IAI
tr. I	 2
- Items
T	 3
0
R
rn.
A
Item
T Scoring
0
R
'I	 X	 .1.1
x	 .1	 x	 /
x	 .1	 ./	 v'
x	 .j	 .1%/
P	 P P P
Collection
Assessment by Project
Team
Note: For Other
Obligations there are
slight differences in
layout but the principle
remains the same.
Scoring Index A
p	 Vertical Scoring
=	 to determine(P + F) local performance
Note	 at assessment
{2X	 spot.
F={*item
{ twice MPD For further details
of Failure Criteria,
see later sections.
Scoring Index B
= ._._...L......... 	 Item Scoring
(,/ + X) to determine overall
performance across
all items.
Collection
Factor Score =Allotted Point x Scoring Index A x Scoring Index B
P
=Allotted Point x (
	 --) x (.._._—)
P+F	 t+x
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1/5.10	 itrnL
Factor : Allotted Point = 7
Location	 Spot]	 1	 2	 3	 4
1 Item / Standard	 1	 X	 X	 SI	 SI
2 X F
	
' P X P SI p
3 4/	 SI	 -.1	 x
2 Item I Standard	 1	 X	 X	 X	 X
2 X F SI P SI P SI P
3 Item I Standard	 1	 SI	 SI	 SI	 SI
2 4/p SI P 4/P v'
3 SI	 SI	 ./	 SI
4 Item / Standard	 I	 SI	 SI	 SI	 SI
2 SI P 4/ P N/A PSI P
.3 j	 SI	 SI	 HI
5 Item / Standard	 1	 .1	 SI	 SI	 SI
2 SI P N/AP SI P SI P
3 SI	 SI	 'I	 SI
Factor Score Allotted Point x (
	
) x (
	 )P+F	 SI+X
•	 18	 48
•	
=7x 
20	 58
48
•	 =6.3x
58
5.2
N/A entries represent items not being performed by contractor and hence are not
assessed.
GD/12/1.7. 1991
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116 ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST FOR PASS MONTHLY ASSESSMENT
1/6.1	 Assessment Procedure
1/6.1.1	 Preparation in Office
(1) PA and SE to observe assessment date stipulated by TSI1
(ii) PA and/or SE to give notification of date and time of
assessment to the Contractor's Authorized Representative
no more than haifa day before the assessment
Person Contacted	 Date	 Time
______________	 II
(iii) PA to liaise with SE, BSI & COW
1/6.1.2
	 Preparation on Site
(i) PA or SE to check preparation work by COW &
check presence of COW
(ii) PA or SE to check presence of Contractor's
Authorized Representative
(iii) PA to check presence of SE & BSI for 00 Assessment
(iv) PA or SE. to check availability of Assessment Equipment
(v) PA or SE to select assessment location and keep records
(a) By drawing lot: or
(b) By computer
(vi) PA to check availability of specification references
1/6.1.3	 Assessment
(1) Assess "General Obligations" by record check
(PA, SE, BSI & COW)
(ii) Assess "General Site Safety" (PA, SE, BSI & COW)
(iii) Assess "Block Related Safety" (PA, SE, BSI & COW)
(iv) Assess "External Works (Drainage)" (PA & COW)
(v) Assess Structural Works (SE & COW)
(vi) Assess Architectural Works (PA & COW)
(vii) Enter Scores immediately at the assessment spot (PA/SE)
(a) By manual method
(1,) By hand-held computer.
1/6.1.4	 Completion (b y PA except for StrucraIWorks.
by SE for Structural Works
(i) Complete Monthly Score Sheet
(ii) Complete Comment Sheet
(iii) Sign Score Sheets and Comment Sheets
(iv) Send Score Sheets and comment sheets through PC on site
to the headquarter to 1'S/i for Data Processing before
the due date of each month,
El
El.
El,
El
(NEW PA GE)
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	1/6.2	 Assessment	 -
Assessment of the following aspects :-
[ ) Structural
) Architectural
( } External Works
f J Other Obligations
will be carried out on works as found on site. Works in progress but not yet completed
will be assessed on the basis of the works carried out so far.
	
1/6.3	 EpuiDment
3 Laser Leveller	 S	 I 3 Score Sheets
I Digital Measurement Probe	 [ 3 Straight Edge
3 String and Plumbline	 I I Feeler Gauge
3 Measuring Tape	 [ 3 Steel Set Square
[ 3 600mm Long Spirit Level	 3 Mirror
[ 3 1200mm Long Spirit Level 	 1 3 Binoculars
[ 3 Wire Brush	 [ 3 Screw Driver
3 Coins ($5.00 and 10^ Coins)
[ 3 Hand-held Computer
All equipment for PASS, except coins, hand-held computer and equipment for air!
water test, can be obtained from SLSIC.
(NEW PAGES)	
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117 SAMPLING LOCATION RECORD.
Name of Project :
	
Date
Contractor
Block Type
1/7.1	 Structural Assessment (Working Floor) :-
Location	 1.	 2	 3	 1
1ock
Floor	 IF	 IF	 IF	 IF
Flat No.	 Flat	 Flat	 Flat	 Flat
1/7.2	 StructuralAssessment(FinishingFloor)
Block No.
Location	 I	 2	 3	 4
floor	 IF	 IF	 IF	 IF
Flat No.
	
Flat	 Flat '
	
[ Flat	 Fiat
1/7.3	 ArchitecturalAssessment :-
Block No.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
Location	 Structural Application
Flat Flat Flat	 Stair-	 Corridor Window	 of
case	 Opening Spatterdash
Floor _	 /F	 IF	 IF	 IF	 /P	 /F	 /F/F
Flat/Wing P11 Fl! Fl!	 Wi	 WI[wi	 WI	 WI
1/7.4	 External Works Assessment	 rainae :-
Location	 1	 2	
F
Between	 I	 I
(NEW PA GE)	
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1/7.5	 General Site Safety
Location	 1	 2	 3	 I
L Po int	 I	 I
1/7.6	 Block Related Safety 4 :-
Block No.:
Lower Zone	 Middle Zone	 Higher Zone
Location 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
Ground	 (Working
Floor	 Floor)
Floor	 0/F	 /F	 /F	 /F	 IF	 IF	 IF	 IF	 IF
Wing WI	 1 WI WI WI WI WI WI WI	 WI
Each 'ocation for B lock Related Safety shall preferably be on a different floor where such
choice exists. At least one location in each zone shall include a wing with a temporary A
refuse chut.
(NEW PA GE)	
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1.8 PROGRESS RECORD - ARCHITECTURAL FACTORS
Name of Project :
	 Date
Contractor
Block Type
	 :	 Block No.:
COW shall complete the Progress
Record to determine the available
range of floors for Sampling
Locations..
Location 1 - Flat (Kitchen)
1. Check floor and internal walls in kitchen
2. Check balcony door and walls
3. Check 2 nos. windows and external
walls outside those windows
4. Check plumbing installation
5. Check cooking bench and sink unit
Location 2 - Flat (Bathrom
1. Check floor and internal walls in bathroom
2. Check 3 nos. windows and external
walls outside those windows
3. Check plumbing installation
4. Check 2 items of sanitary ware
Progress Record
Completed floors
available for checking
for each factor
from	 IF' to	 IF
from	 IF	 to	 IF
from	 IF	 to	 IF
from	 IF	 to	 /F
from	 /F to
	 IF
from	 /F	 to	 /F
from	 IF	 to	 /F
from	 IF	 to	 IF
from	 /F	 to	 ./F
Location 3 - Flat (Livin g Roorn
1. Check floor and internal walls in living room
2. Check 3 nos. windows and external
walls outside the windows
3. Check 2 nos. door and frame
4. Check plumbing installation
from	 IF	 to	 IF
from	 /F	 to	 IF
from	 IF	 to	 IF
from	 IF to	 IF
(NEW PAGE)	
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1.8 PROGRESS RECORD - ARCHITECTURAL FACTORS
Name of Project :
	 Date
Contractor
Block Type
	 :	 Block No.:
COW shall complete the Progress
Record to determine the available
range of floors for Sampling
Locations..
Location I - Flat (Kitchen
1. Check floor and internal walls in kitchen
2. Check balcony door and walls
3. Check 2 nos. windows and external
walls outside those windows
4. Check plumbing installation
5. Check cooking bench and sink unit
Location 2 - Flat (Bathroom)
1. Check floor and internal waits in bathroom
2. Check 3 nos. windows and external
walls outside those windows
3. Check plumbing installation
4. . Check 2 items of sanitary ware
Pro eress Record
Completed floors
available for checking
for each factor
from	 /F to	 IF
from	 /F to	 /F
from	 /F to	 /F
from	 /F to	 IF
from	 IF to	 iF
from	 IF	 to	 /F
from	 IF to	 IF
from	 IF	 to	 /F
from	 IF to	 IF
Location 3 - Flat (Livin g Room
1. Check floor and internal walls in living room
2. Check 3 nos. windows and external
walls outside the windows
3. Check 2 nos. door and frame
4. Check plumbing installation
(7'EW PA GE)	
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ESTATES OFFICE
University 's Pan1 of Contractors
Monitorinf Contractors' Perforanc.
Summary notes of meeting held on 2nd April 1.992 at 3.30 p.m.
Involvin g
 MM/AJK/JjSSJKW
The meeting was called to discuss the decision of University's Tenders
Board of 27th .une 1991 whih proposed actions as follows:-
"Guldel.ines for De1istirIQof Contractors
It was agreed that the guidelines should be prepared by the
Estates Officer before the end of 199,1, Members supported the
Estates Officer's ewhasis on safety in tile drawing up of
these guidelines and agreed that these safety measures in
construction works are very important and should be taken up
by the Estate Officer with the Environmental Health and
Satety Committee, It was also recommended that wore training
in this respect should be given to all appropriate perBonnel
within the University."
NOTED that the current monitoring format used by both Building Maintenance
and Development Di yj.sios are based on ICAC's recommendations of many
years past i.e. Building Maintenance's Annex D and Development Division's
Annex A & Annex B are in accordance with ICZtC'5 recommendations.
AGREED that Development Division's Annex B is probably slightly wore
appropriate and should now be used for all, reporting by Building
Maintenance, E & i'l and Development Divisione on the University's Panel of
Contractors. However, to this standard format should be'-addsd aT 1lrte
category, namely, 'Adherence to Safety and Health Requirements'1
MinorWç .cs. - this is intended to refer to works generally falling under
$0.75 Million in line with U,P.G.C.'s requirement that any works above
this figure require the appointment of quantity surveyor consultants.
Major or)c -
$0.75 Million
not exceeding
this is intended to refer to Individual contracts exceeding
in value and in accordance with A.S.D.'s list (category A)
$6 Million per contract.
For anything larger than the abve, i.e. major development projects
undertaken by Development Division and development section of E & M
Division, the formal reporting on the contractor's performance would ha
the responsibility of the architect involved i.e. architect consultants
employed by the University or by. the Estates Office Development Division
whore the architectural cosultancy is done in-house.
• .12
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The standard format to be used for major works should be Development
Division's Annex A but it was not felt necessary to include the wealth of
detail shown on page 2 of Annex A. In similar fashion to Annex B agreed
this Annex A should also include a section on 'Adherence to Safety and
aealth Requirements'.
Frequency of Reporting
It was felt that there should be a differentiation in frequency of
reporting between maintenance works and new works and probably also a
differentiation according to the size of contract value. Small
maintenance contracts for example in the region of $50,000 to $100,000 may
require a reporting form to be filled in weekly as the contract period may
only be a matter of few weeks whereas for larger-scale projects it would
probably suffice tø report on a 3-monthly basis.
Issuance of Warnings to Contractors
In line with what is done in the Housing Authority it was felt that the
procedures should be along the followin g lines i.e. to issue the first
warning with a time limit for compliance followed by a second warning
again with a time limit; failure to comply would result in the contractor
being summoned to the Estates Office to explain/justify his lack of
ronponse or improvement.
Suspension
?LQRED that there is merit in adopting a system of suspension in similar
way as the Housing Authority and other major employers of contractors.
In this system, the contractor who is not performing is not totally
removed from the List or Panel of Contractors but is barred for a specific
time period from tender. A suspension period is normally 3 to 6 months
after which the contractor automatically rejoins the List/Panel perhaps
with his subsequent performance being more carefully scrutinised to ensure
compliance.
Interview of Contractors
For warning and suspension procedures, felt that it is ultimately up to
the Division Heads to set out guidelines for who should be responsible for
interview of contractors. Again, the value of the contract should
determine the appropriate level of ätaff required but in general terms it
was felt that at least tgjstatee Office staff members need to be
v1vd ôth Jn the	 ce of apnia	 2
e.g. a proposal to issue a warning would have to be part of
a recommendation upward for approval, Similarly the interview of a
contractor should be the person involved with the job plus his immediate
superior officer.
,.
-	 -
aryJColusion
Theae proposals for monitoring of contractors' performance would be
reported back as required to Tenders Board for approval. Assuming that
Tenders Board are in agreement then such monitoring procedures to he put
in place lot review of contractors' performance for 1992/93 commencing
from 1st July 1992.
Division Reads are therefore required to ensure that adequate
administration procedures are to be in place for routine review with these
routine reviews forming part of the annual review of contractors'
performance for submission to the Estatee Ot1cer and onward submission
to Tenders Board for deletion or addition of contractors to existing
].ists.
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- --. — -S	 - ____
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ANNEX
CortratCornletion eort
N*ne of Coitrtor
Contract No.
	 -	 _	 Brief Description of Work	 -
PART r (To be courp1eed by In.pecting Orficer)
Aeeent of Cot tract r Perfornce
S ta.ad&r of Workmanahip
Rate of Prcgre
Adhereraco to Contractual
0b].igations/Insvructioa.
Coatrac torn :0jMtjcn
O'erafl. A3nezcnent
Genere1. Comment err Contrctor3 9ertore.nce
— - -	 -- - - -
-	 _,___ —	 r_._	 -	 -	 -	 -
Certifjcation
	
I certify'that I have inepected the works ott.	 -	 and that they
have been completed to ey ati(actioa.
Signed -
Date______________
PART II (To be completed by Officer in charge of the Project)
-- ----	 --	
-+---
Good	 Good	 Tair	 Poor	 Bad
Overal. Aazessent oX' Contzactor WOrSL - --
Gezicrai. Commerit
Certft
I certify that 1 have' ir.zeoted the above works OA ___________________ and
that they have been completed to my stjsfactio.	 -
Signed -	 .-
Date__--	 -- -
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COMMEMTS : -
REPORT ON CONTRACTORS PERFQRMA!CE (6 Ttnths)
	
R3TRICTEO (ADMIt(,) -
E5TATES OFFICE
tJNVERSIT't OF SONG KONG	 FROM ___________ TO ______________
J CONTRACTOR - 	 COMMEJCMRTOA1t ___________________
________________GROUP _____ ___ _______ ______
-.	 PORTION CURRENT DUE DATE 	 Y.I
NO. __________________________________________ 	 FOR COMPLETION
CQHTRACTHO. & TITI_E	 -	 ______	 - - ___________
CATEGORYCE WORK ______________________ _____ __________ ________
•	 'IIiCLE	 • • ••	 •	 •	 1
j CONTRACT SUM. S	 - EZTIMA1tD FTNAL CONTRAD SUr SM	
- '
Estiiatd Va1u of Work Dona as. at nd of Lt Report SM ______________
Etiniated Value of Work in thi g .Quater	 SM _____________
Etjmatad Value of Work Ou.ts.tand.iaç
	 ____________
Other Matters Allowedfor in E. FtrralCont, Sum	 ____________
ASPECTS O PFORMAMC	 [[ Z I .A PIVBLJ CLAZMS . H	 •Ct.AIMZV. ASSS. DES? UTE
	
- L. _1_ - LI___________ ____ ______	 t _________
2	 EWERAL OBLIGATION 	 I.	 END OF LAST	 SM.	 SM	 SM
---------------------tT:t :— '-- 	 PERIOO
,)	 Other Obliçations	 --
--	 -	 --	 .	 - -- - - - THIS PERLOO .
	SM	 SM	 SM
3	 RESOURCES	 I:::::::::::: :: :: :: ::::
Plant'
_____	 :r:r: : ':
4	 WORKMANSHIP
--------------------1•-- --u.s .• •
•'	 Structure '	
'L 	 1
LSr1c ------------------_ _
1Ftctishe	
-
5 PROGRESS
OVERALL ASSESSMENT	 I LJ.L: L
REMARKS:-
- This Report *NOT AQVERSE/DVRSE
PREPARED BY
- --
AgcMITECT/cOstJLTANTs
(SUPERVISING OFFICER)
CATE -	 -.	 -
	
DATE	 - --
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i.b STANDARD OF ORGAtfISATtON
Li adequacy and miart abi 11 ty of si t sUr/i zory staff
1.2 adequy of p1n1ng
1.3 adequy of su-vision
1.4 de-e of -opatlon
1.5 t&njca1 krw1eó g of site si.rvisory staff
1.6 adequesy of site staff's vt1ve aut1rtty
1.7	 part provided by head office to overcar any deficly
1,8 Ccnb' o'er s-ccnbactcrs
1.9 atttior1 to (rE rrrrt nt er/adequacy
	
records and	 tts
.2.0 COMPLIANCE WITH GENERAL OBLIGATIONS
2.1 attenelon to safety
2.2 c1ean1ines of site -
2.3 caraofthes
2.4. avoIdance, of
	
a/deie to	 era1 b1ic neighus
2.5 Ca lance with thsuranca requirett!
2.6 ccoeration with utI1itle and eare of utility apparatu*
2.7	 orat1on with otr aut'or1sed ccntors
Z,.8. cpl1encewiththsctions
2J c1tance. with cts e.g. rlse
2.10 subission of	 orary .crks design
2.11 adjay/suaisslcn of"c-attona1 and	 ntenanc-manu1s
2.Z adequacy of rotice far exaiftnatlon of orks
2.14 paimit of nantnated sub-conactors
2.1 ca7p1t1ce with prticu1ars related to sub-letting
3.0 ADEQUAC? OFRE0URCS
3.1	 adeq.iacy of 'lâtr
3.2 skill of çer3crrEl
3.3 adequacy of neterial
3 • 4 standard of mat1 als
3.5 storao ofntials
3.6 aquacyofpant
3.7 suitability and state of plant
4,0 .WORKMANSHIP	 .
4.1 'stand.rd of t'y
4.2 standard of r1omnshlp, e.arthnorks
4.3 standard of orion&hf p, sthjctural
4.4 standard of orowhip, finishes
4.5 standard of rtansh1p (others)
5..0 PROGRESS
5.1 adequacy of prognra
5.2 aeence toprog
5.3 uatThg of p9a
5.4 suitability of th and seqtre of crkin
5.5 adiie'mnt in period
5.6 action taken to nrCtigate de'ay/catch up wth prnra
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Standard of WorktanahLp
Rate of Prograsa
Adherenec tQ Contractual
ObligatLon/Inscruction
Contractor Organleation
Inepetion Report (to be coip1eed weakly)
Nxe of Concr.ctori
Contract No.	 -- -	 Brief Decrtption of Work
Dateof Counenc.ent CL' Work ______________________________________________
Date o this Report	 --
Eatimated Data of Coup1etion	 --
ot&1, Value of Contract ___________________________________________________
Eatiattd Valuo...of Worc op-1eted to date	 --
Report on Contraccor's Performance eiice lait Report
:i 1JT1 T
________ - --
N.3. A 'bad' in auy of abovQ would normaUyneceuitate a written warnin$
to Contaetor from the E.tatea Officer,
LA I
Geraral Cot enta/Thatrtiona to Contractor
Si&nQd	
5-	
-- D6t$	
-	 S
S.L.A.
lot,d ty ___________________ Date _________
H.O.
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